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Plasma
Treatment
For Covid
Gets FDA
Clearance
Emergency step grants
use for hospitalized
patients; agency is still
examining its efficacy

aims to reduce greenhouse gasses by making
it more expensive over time for firms operat-
ing in the state to pollute. Preserving trees is
rewarded with carbon-offset credits, a cli-
mate-change currency that companies can
purchase and apply toward a tiny portion of
their tab.

But lately, big energy companies, betting
the idea will spread, are looking to preserve
vast tracts of forest beyond what they need
for California, as part of a burgeoning, specu-
lative market in so-called voluntary offsets.

One of the most enthusiastic, BP PLC, has
already bought more than 40 million Califor-
nia offset credits since 2016 at a cost of hun-
dreds of millions of dollars. Last autumn, the
energy giant invested $5 million in Pennsylva-
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GRUNDY COUNTY, Tenn.—For much of hu-
man history, the way to make money from a
tree was to chop it down. Now, with compa-
nies rushing to offset their carbon emissions,
there is value in leaving them standing.

The good news for trees is that the going
rate for intact forests has become competitive
with what mills pay for logs in corners of
Alaska and Appalachia, the Adirondacks and
up toward Acadia. That is spurring landown-
ers to make centurylong conservation deals
with fossil-fuel companies, which help the lat-
ter comply with regulatory demands to reduce
their carbon emissions.

For now, California is the only U.S. state
with a so-called cap-and-trade system that

BY RYAN DEZEMBER

Daily confirmedCovid-19 cases, seven-day rolling average

Source: European Center for Disease Prevention and Control
Note: As of Aug. 23
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How a CEO Dealt With Taunts
Of Generation Z: He Hired Them

i i i

Teen campaign against Life360 app,

which lets parents track kids, took a turn

After a horde of teens orga-
nized on social media to bash
his company, Chris Hulls, the
chief executive officer, took ac-
tion. He joined them.

In one video posted by Mr.
Hulls, his wife and young
daughters taunt him
by wearing T-shirts
calling to ban his
company. In an-
other, he smiles
next to a clip of
someone calling him
“a professional rat.”
In yet another, he
asks suggestions for
his next job after his

company shuts down. “I’m go-
ing for pity,” said Mr. Hulls.

Mr. Hulls runs Life360,
which makes an app that allows
users to share their location
with each other. Parents can
use it to keep tabs on their
kids. Some teens don’t like that.

The hashtag #banlife360,
started last fall, has
accumulated more
than 75 million
views on TikTok.

In March, An-
drew Polenske, a
16-year-old in
Strongsville, Ohio,
set out to liberate
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BY YULIYA CHERNOVA

The dark side

The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration authorized use of con-
valescent plasma, the antibody-
rich blood component taken
from recovered Covid-19 pa-
tients, for the treatment of se-
rious coronavirus cases.

The agency’s action Sunday,
called an emergency-use autho-
rization, permits use of the
treatment on hospitalized
Covid-19 patients. The Wall
Street Journal reported last
month the move was coming.

For Covid-19 patients and
the doctors who treat them, the
designation opens up the possi-
bility for faster and easier ac-
cess to a promising treatment.
But the FDA said more clinical
studies are necessary for defin-
itive proof of the therapy’s ef-
fectiveness.

Doctors have been looking
for validated coronavirus treat-
ments. Until now, only one
other drug, remdesivir from
Gilead Sciences Inc., has the
FDA’s emergency-use OK.

Certain seriously ill Covid-19
patients treated with plasma
containing high levels of anti-
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Emissions Rules Turn Saving
Trees Into Big Business

Energy giants invest in forest preservation as carbon offsets

When Facebook Inc. Chief
Executive Mark Zuckerberg
delivered a speech about free-

dom of expression in
Washington, D.C., last fall,
there was also another

By GeorgiaWells,
Jeff Horwitz, and
Aruna Viswanatha

agenda: to raise the alarm
about the threat from Chinese
tech companies and, more spe-
cifically, the popular video-
sharing app TikTok.

Tucked into the speech was
a line pointing to Facebook’s
rising rival: Mr. Zuckerberg
told Georgetown students that
TikTok doesn’t share Face-
book’s commitment to freedom

of expression and represents a
risk to American values and
technological supremacy.

That was a message Mr.
Zuckerberg hammered behind
the scenes in meetings with
officials and lawmakers during
the October trip and a sepa-
rate visit to Washington weeks
earlier, according to people fa-
miliar with the matter.

In a private dinner at the
White House in late October,
Mr. Zuckerberg made the case
to President Trump that the
rise of Chinese internet compa-
nies threatens U.S. business,
and should be a bigger concern
than reining in Facebook, some
of the people said.

Mr. Zuckerberg discussed
PleaseturntopageA2

Facebook CEO Raised Alarm
About TikTok in Washington

changes to office-reopening
plans, saying this month that
staffers could work from home
at least through the new year.

“I always say my crystal ball
is not good enough,” said Brett
Rehm, an Epic vice president
involved in the company’s re-
turn-to-office strategy. “It is
good to have future plans, but
you have to pay attention on a
daily basis to what is going on.”

Expecting the virus to be
under control by Labor Day,
many employers had hoped to
bring white-collar workers
back to the office next month.
But as cases rose in dozens of
states throughout the summer,
major school districts settled
on remote or hybrid instruc-
tion, complicating the picture

for working parents. Some em-
ployers have already scuttled
plans to force office workers
back so soon.

They include some of the
country’s biggest companies. In
an August survey of 15 major
employers that collectively em-
ploy about 2.6 million people,
57% said they had decided to
postpone their back-to-work
plans because of recent in-
creases in Covid-19 cases.
Nearly half said they were put-
ting in additional safety mea-
sures for when they reopen,
such as redesigned workspaces
and temperature checks.

PleaseturntopageA8

This summer, executives at
health-care technology firm
Epic Systems announced a plan:
Most of the 9,500 employees at
its 1,000-acre campus in Wis-
consin would be expected back
in the office in September.

The company, like many
others, has said its employees
do their best work when they
can collaborate in the same
space. But blowback to the
mandate was swift. Employees
expressed fears about safety
and spreading the new corona-
virus. Local health officials
questioned the move. So Epic
joined legions of other compa-
nies making late-in-the-game

BY LAUREN WEBER
AND CHIP CUTTER

Back-to-Office Plans Delayed Spain Feels Brunt of New Surge
As infections climb across Europe, Spain is accounting for
about a third of the Continent’s new daily cases. A8
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What’s
News

� The FDA authorized use
of convalescent plasma,
the antibody-rich blood
component taken from re-
covered Covid-19 patients,
for the treatment of seri-
ous coronavirus cases. A1
� Twomajor storms are
on track to hit the U.S. Gulf
Coast this week, bringing
potentially dangerous flood-
ing and surges. A3
� Thousands of firefight-
ers in California are battling
to contain massive wildfires
that have burned more than
one million acres, mainly
near the Bay Area. A3
� Trump trails in national
polls, but surveys also iden-
tify strengths that could
help the president close the
gap by Election Day. A4
�KellyanneConwaywill
leave the TrumpWhite House
at the end of themonth be-
cause of family needs.A4
� The Democratic-led
House has passed legisla-
tion preventing U.S. Postal
Service cutbacks at least
through January. A5
�Themysterious illness that
left a Kremlin critic in a coma
has delivered a blow toRus-
sia’s political opposition.A7
�Belarusians protested
against President Lukash-
enko’s reelection as theDe-
fenseMinistry said that disor-
derwouldn’t be tolerated.A7

Zuckerberg has raised
alarms about Chinese

tech companies and the app
TikTok in Washington as the
Facebook CEO has worked
to fend off U.S. regulation of
the social-media giant. A1
�Many employers had
hoped to bring workers
back to the office next
month, but as coronavirus
cases rose, some have
scuttled those plans. A1
� The record close that
the S&P 500 hit last week
has reignited debate in the
market over whether high
valuations are setting
stocks up for a fall. B1
� The 2020 gold rush in
markets is starting to un-
nerve even some longtime
fans of precious metals. B1
� South Africa’s wine in-
dustry is reeling after a se-
ries of pandemic-induced
shocks, including bans on
the sale of alcohol. B3
� Arts and crafts retailer
Michaels hired former Yum
CFO Diamond as its next
chief financial officer. B2

� Texas driller Arena En-
ergy has filed for chapter
11 with a plan to sell virtu-
ally all of its assets to pri-
vate-equity firm Lime
Rock Partners and a man-
agement group. B5
� Facebook’s chief mar-
keting officer is leaving
the company. B5

Business&Finance

World-Wide

Storms Churn Toward U.S. as Dominican Republic Is Hit

DEADLY TOLL: Tropical Storm Laura, one of two major storms headed toward the U.S., washed out streets in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, on Sunday, and three people were reported dead. The storm is expected to hit Louisiana on
Thursday, while Marco, currently in the Gulf of Mexico, could make landfall in Louisiana on Monday. A3
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leading to gains in household
formation and growing work-
forces. Circumstances were
ripe to reap the benefits of
electrification, suburbaniza-
tion and improved medicine.

Through the late 1950s,
economies soared. Growth av-
eraged around 5% a year in
France and Canada, and more
than 8% in Germany and
Japan. The U.S. economy
grew almost 4% a year.

“We’d be lucky to have half
that over the next decade,”
said Nathan Sheets, a former
undersecretary of the Trea-
sury for international affairs
and now chief economist at
PGIM Fixed Income, the in-
vestment-management busi-
ness of Prudential Financial.

In recent years, the U.S.,
U.K. and Germany have grown
about 2% a year. In Japan and

France, it has been closer to
1%. Italy has barely grown at
all. Though vanquishing the
virus could bring a surge of
optimism, the post-World
War II boom would be diffi-
cult to re-create. Population
growth has slowed in ad-
vanced economies, the work-
force is shrinking and produc-
tivity is slowing.

By the early 1960s, the
Group of Seven advanced
economies all had population
growth of nearly 1% a year or
more. Today, no G-7 country
has population growth of 1%,
and Japan and Italy are
shrinking. Rapid economic
growth and lower military
spending in the postwar years
made it easy to reduce debt.
In the U.S., federal outlays fell
by more than half between
1945 and 1947, not accounting

THE OUTLOOK | By Josh Zumbrun

Paring Debt Looks Harder This Time
As coun-

tries world-
wide boost
spending to
battle the new
coronavirus,

government debt has soared
to levels not seen since World
War II.

Among advanced econo-
mies, debt rose to 128% of
global gross domestic product
as of July, according to the
International Monetary Fund.
In 1946, it came to 124%.

For now, governments
shouldn’t worry about mount-
ing debt and instead focus on
bringing the virus under con-
trol, said Glenn Hubbard,
chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers under
President George W. Bush.

“The war analogy is ex-
actly the right one,” said Mr.
Hubbard, dean emeritus of
Columbia University’s Gradu-
ate School of Business. “We
were and are fighting a war.
It’s a virus, not a foreign
power, but the level of spend-
ing isn’t the problem.”

A fter World War II, ad-
vanced economies
brought down debt

quickly, thanks in large part
to rapid economic growth.
The ratio of debt to GDP fell
by more than half, to less
than 50%, by 1959. It is likely
to be harder this time, for
reasons involving demograph-
ics, technology and slower
growth.

In the optimistic era after
the war, birthrates boomed,

for the effects of growth or
inflation.

The end of the various
pandemic-era programs such
as extended unemployment
benefits and direct payments
to households would reduce
spending, but not by as much
as the end of World War II.

“Can we avoid letting the
exploding spending during
the war, not turn into massive
expanded social spending go-
ing forward?” asked Mr. Hub-
bard.

Today’s high levels of debt
didn’t start with the pan-
demic. Since the 1980s, even
outside of recessions, debt
has grown in the U.S., Europe
and Japan, driven largely by
spending on health care and
pensions.

After the war, as advanced
economies reduced wage and
price controls, a burst of in-
flation helped lower the debt.
Today, there is no inflation in
sight, despite massive stimu-
lus spending.

Low interest rates are a
common feature of both peri-
ods. After World War II, the
Federal Reserve kept borrow-
ing costs low to reduce the
government’s interest costs.

Today, there is no formal
collaboration between the
Treasury and the Fed. But
with a backdrop of low
growth, a damaged labor
market and low inflation,
most central bankers view an
extended period of ultra-low
rates as appropriate.

By default, if not by design,
advanced economies might

end up accepting a world of
much higher government debt.

C entral banks have
bought huge quantities
of government debt to

bring down long-term interest
rates and shore up growth in
periods of weakness. That has
reduced the amount of gov-
ernment securities held by
the public, and the interest
paid on this debt is largely re-
mitted back to the govern-
ment.

Over $4 trillion of the $26
trillion in U.S. debt is held by
the Fed. Japan’s central bank
owns over $4 trillion of its
government liabilities, an
even larger share of the coun-
try’s roughly $11 trillion in
outstanding debt. The exam-
ple of Japan has shown debts
can rise for a long time, well
above 200% of GDP, without
sparking a fiscal crisis.

By having central banks
own so much debt, some of
the risks and challenges of
debt management are shifted
from the Treasury or finance
ministry to central banks,
economists say.

“My expectation is central
banks will be successful, but
it does pose challenges,” said
Mr. Sheets, who formerly
headed the Fed’s interna-
tional-finance division.
“Whenever you’re in such un-
familiar terrain, there’s al-
ways the risk of something
possibly going wrong. It is a
generational question that
we’ll struggle with for some
time to come.”

To fight the pandemic, governments have borrowed somuch that
debts have returned to levels only seen at the end ofWorldWar II.

Government debt as a percentage of gross domestic product

Source: International Monetary Fund
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ECONOMIC
CALENDAR

Tuesday: U.S. new-home
sales are expected to post an-
other increase in July, underscor-
ing strong demand amid low in-
terest rates and the desire for
more space to work and study
at home. The housing market
has been an especially bright
spot during the recovery.

Wednesday: New orders for
long-lasting manufactured
goods could reflect broader
trends in July, notching another
month of growth but at a
slower pace than earlier in the
recovery. Underlying figures are
likely to show business invest-
ment remains subdued at a time
of broad economic uncertainty.

Thursday: New applications
for unemployment benefits in
recent weeks suggest the U.S.
labor market’s recovery is cool-
ing amid continuing disruptions
from the coronavirus pandemic
and an end to pandemic-specific
federal support programs. Inves-
tors and economists will scruti-
nize the latest weekly figures to
check on the pace of layoffs
heading deeper into the summer.

Federal Reserve Chairman Je-
rome Powell headlines the Kan-
sas City Fed’s Jackson Hole Eco-
nomic Policy Symposium, which
runs through Friday. Mr. Powell’s
Thursday morning speech will
focus on the central bank’s mon-
etary policy framework review.

Friday: U.S. consumer spend-
ing likely posted another gain in
July as the labor market added
jobs and federal stimulus sup-
ported personal incomes. Sepa-
rate data have shown retail sales
surpassed prepandemic levels last
month. Friday’s report will round
out details on services spending,
income and personal saving.

U.S.WATCH

LONG GOODBYE: A sailor’s family member waved as the USS Carl Vinson departed the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton, Wash., on
Sunday. The aircraft carrier is headed to its new home port of San Diego after a $367 million overhaul.
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TikTok specifically in meetings
with several senators, according
to people familiar with the
meetings. In late October, Sen.
Tom Cotton (R., Ark.)—who met
with Mr. Zuckerberg in Septem-
ber—and Sen. Chuck Schumer
(D., N.Y.) wrote a letter to intelli-
gence officials demanding an in-
quiry into TikTok. The govern-
ment began a national-security
review of the company soon af-
ter, and by the spring, Mr.
Trump began threatening to ban
the app entirely. This month he
signed an executive order de-
manding that TikTok’s Chinese
owner, ByteDance Ltd., divest it-
self of its U.S. operations.

Few tech companies have as
much to gain as Facebook
from TikTok’s travails, and the
social-media company has
taken an active role in raising
concerns about the popular
app and its Chinese owners.

It couldn’t be determined
exactly what role Mr. Zucker-
berg’s comments have played
in the government’s handling
of TikTok. A spokeswoman for
Mr. Cotton said his office
doesn’t comment on the sena-
tor’s meetings.

Asked about the dinner, a
White House spokesman said
the administration “is commit-
ted to protecting the American
people from all cyber related

ContinuedfromPageOne
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WISCONSIN

Shooting by Officer
Touches Off Protest

Neighbors confronted law en-
forcement at the scene of a police
shooting in Kenosha, Wis., on Sun-
day and crowds marched in the
streets after a video posted on
social media appeared to show of-
ficers shoot at a man’s back seven
times as he leaned into a vehicle.

A person was hospitalized in
serious condition following a
shooting by officers about 5 p.m.
as police were responding to a
domestic incident, the Kenosha
police said in a news release. Po-
lice didn’t provide details about
what led to the shooting, but said
the person was taken to a hospi-
tal in Milwaukee.

In the video posted on social
media that appeared to show the
shooting from across a street,
three officers could be seen
shouting and pointing their weap-
ons at the man, who appeared to
be Black, as he walked around the
front of an SUV parked on the
street. As the man opened the

driver’s side door and leaned in-
side, one officer grabbed his shirt
from behind and then fired into
the vehicle.

Following the shooting, social
media posts showed neighbors
gathering in the surrounding
streets and shouting at police.
Some could be heard chanting,
“No justice, no peace.”

—Associated Press

MAINE

Two-Month Strike
Ends at Shipyard

A 63-day strike at Bath Iron
Works—against the backdrop of a
pandemic in an election year—
came to an end Sunday with
shipbuilders voting to return to
their jobs producing warships for

the United States Navy.
With the approval of a three-

year contract, the 4,300 produc-
tion workers represented by Ma-
chinists Local S6 will begin
returning to work on Monday.

Bath Iron Works is eager to
get caught up on production of
destroyers. The General Dynamics
subsidiary was already behind
schedule before the strike.

The stakes were high for both
a company that feared being
priced out of competition for
Navy contracts and a highly
skilled workforce that didn’t want
to give up ground to subcontrac-
tors.

The test of wills ultimately
ended with help from a federal
mediator.

—Associated Press

TEXAS

Search Called Off for
Two on Dredge Crew

The search for two crew
members of a dredging boat who
went missing following an explo-
sion last week in the Port of Cor-
pus Christi in Texas has been
ended, the U.S. Coast Guard said.

The Coast Guard said the bod-
ies of two other crew members
of the dredging vessel Waymon L
Boyd were found Saturday. The
explosion happened at about 8
a.m. on Friday when the vessel
struck a submerged pipeline, ac-
cording to the Coast Guard. Port
of Corpus Christi officials said it
was a natural-gas pipeline. The
cause was still being investigated.

The fire onboard the vessel
was first extinguished Friday af-
ternoon but sparked again and
was finally put out at approxi-
mately 10 p.m. Friday, shortly be-
fore the vessel broke apart and
sank, the Coast Guard said.

The vessel carried a maximum
6,000 gallons of diesel fuel.

—Associated Press

threats to critical infrastructure,
public health and safety, and our
economic and national security.”

Facebook spokesman Andy
Stone said Mr. Zuckerberg has
no recollection of discussing
TikTok at the dinner.

The CEO’s comments in
Washington about the Chinese
app were tied into Facebook’s
campaign to blunt antitrust
and regulatory threats by em-
phasizing Facebook’s impor-
tance to U.S. tech pre-emi-
nence, he said.

“Our view on China has
been clear: we must compete,”
Mr. Stone said in a statement.
“As Chinese companies and in-
fluence have been growing, so
has the risk of a global inter-
net based on their values, as
opposed to ours.”

In an employee meeting
this month, Mr. Zuckerberg
called the executive order
against TikTok unwelcome be-
cause the global harm of such
a move could outweigh any
short-term gain to Facebook.
The remarks were earlier re-
ported by Buzzfeed News.

TikTok has gained more
than 100 million U.S. users and
become the biggest threat to
Facebook’s dominance of so-
cial media, as the app’s addic-
tive blend of dance videos and
goofs has made it a sensation
among young people around
the world. In the first quarter
of 2020, TikTok became the
most-ever downloaded app in
a single quarter, according to
research firm Sensor Tower.

“TikTok has gone from be-
ing next-to-nothing to quite
something in major Western
markets in the last two years,”
said Brian Wieser, global pres-

ident of business intelligence
at GroupM, a unit of WPP PLC.

While Facebook once ac-
quired startups like TikTok
that it viewed as potential
threats, scrutiny from anti-
trust authorities makes those
deals more fraught for big tech
companies, so they might look
to other defensive measures
instead, Mr. Wieser said. “You
might then in fact welcome
more regulation or things that

would limit the opportunities
for upstarts,” he said.

TikTok’s fate is up in the
air. With the Trump adminis-
tration’s deadline looming, Mi-
crosoft Corp. has said it is ne-
gotiating to buy TikTok’s U.S.
operations, and at least two
other groups are believed to
be circling, involving Twitter
Inc. and Oracle Corp.

It is possible that TikTok
ends up with one of those
companies, immediately mak-
ing the buyer a formidable
U.S. rival to Facebook.

Facebook’s advocacy has
angered people inside TikTok,
according to people familiar
with the matter. Last month
CEO Kevin Mayer publicly ac-
cused Facebook of trying to
unfairly quash competition.

“At TikTok, we welcome
competition,” he said in a blog
post. “But let’s focus our ener-

gies on fair and open competi-
tion in service of our consum-
ers, rather than maligning
attacks by our competitor—
namely Facebook—disguised
as patriotism and designed to
put an end to our very pres-
ence in the U.S.”

Mr. Zuckerberg’s arguments
about TikTok show a reversal
in his stance on China.

In 2010, he said he was
planning to learn Mandarin,
and made several well-publi-
cized trips to China over the
years as Facebook explored
the possibility of getting back
into the world’s most popu-
lous country, where it has
been banned since 2009.

Mr. Zuckerberg saw TikTok’s
success coming. When its pre-
decessor app in the U.S., Musi-
cal.ly started becoming popular
among U.S. teens in 2017, Face-
book considered acquiring it,
The Wall Street Journal has re-
ported. Instead, Bytedance
bought Musical.ly, and later re-
branded it as TikTok.

In the October speech in

Georgetown, Mr. Zuckerberg
described TikTok as at odds
with American values: “On
TikTok, the Chinese app grow-
ing quickly around the world,
mentions of protests are cen-
sored, even in the U.S. Is that
the internet we want?” Mr.
Zuckerberg said in his speech.

Days later, Mr. Zuckerberg
reiterated his concerns about
China during the White House
dinner with Mr. Trump, the
president’s son-in-law Jared
Kushner, and Facebook board
member Peter Thiel, who has
been a backer of Mr. Trump,
according to people briefed on
the conversation.

Mr. Zuckerberg’s team also
reached out to members of
Congress who are tough on
China, according to people fa-
miliar with the meetings. He
asked them why TikTok should
be allowed to operate in the

U.S., when many U.S. compa-
nies, including his own, can’t
operate in China.

In November, Sen. Josh
Hawley (R., Mo.), who also had
met with Mr. Zuckerberg in
September, said in a hearing
that TikTok threatens the pri-
vacy of American children.

“For Facebook, the fear is
lost social-media market
share,” he said. “For the rest
of us, the fear is somewhat
different.”

Kelli Ford, a spokeswoman
for Sen. Hawley, said the sena-
tor’s concerns about TikTok
predated the meeting with Mr.
Zuckerberg. “Facebook has re-
cently been sounding the
alarm about China-based tech
as a PR tactic to boost its own
reputation,” she said.

—Deepa Seetharaman
and Michael C. Bender

contributed to this article.

Zuckerberg
Pressed
On TikTok

Few tech companies
have as much to gain
as Facebook from
TikTok’s travails.
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and 2018, the state reduced its
consumption of electricity
from natural gas-fired power
plants by 21%, according to
the state’s energy commission.
Over that same period, it in-
creased renewable-energy con-
sumption by 54%.

Michael Peevey, who served
as president of the California
Public Utilities Commission
under three governors before
stepping down at the end of
2014, was a key figure in im-
plementing increasingly ambi-
tious mandates by state politi-
cians that required utilities to
purchase more wind and solar
power, as California pushed to
become a leader in combating
climate change.

He was one of the chief ar-
chitects of a policy to guide
resource additions after the
2001 energy crisis, which es-
tablished a pecking order that

gave priority to energy effi-
ciency and renewable power
over gas-fired generation.

Mr. Peevey said rigid adher-
ence to that policy might have
gone too far, particularly in
light of state decisions to shut
down two big sources of
round-the-clock power, the
San Onofre nuclear-power
plant in 2013 and the last re-
maining nuclear plant in the
state, Diablo Canyon, after
2025.

“It worked well until these
last few years, apparently,”
Mr. Peevey said. He added that
he worried the state didn’t re-
serve enough round-the-clock
power generation “during this
rush to renewables.”

Few in the state dispute the
need for more contracted
sources of power to address
what went wrong. But whereas
some believe the state has
gone too far in squeezing out
gas-fired generation, others
are urging state officials to ac-
celerate the transition to a
fossil-fuel-free future.

In a letter to Gov. Gavin
Newsom, the state’s utilities
commission and grid operator
were unequivocal in their
commitment to the state’s
clean-energy goals. The letter
cautioned that renewables
shouldn’t become a scapegoat
and said, “Clean energy and
reliable energy are not contra-
dictory goals.”

with the NOAA’s National
Weather Service. “You wouldn’t
have any time for repairs.”

In a Sunday briefing, the
Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency said about
32,000 customers in Puerto
Rico were without power, and
13,700 without water service.
In the U.S. Virgin Islands,
4,763 customers had no power.

The governor of Puerto

Rico requested an emergency
declaration Friday, which was
granted by President Trump
on Saturday. Mississippi Gov.
Tate Reeves issued a state of
emergency on Saturday.

On Friday, Louisiana Gov.
John Bel Edwards also de-
clared a state of emergency
for the state, which is threat-
ened by both tropical storms.
Gov. Edwards cautioned resi-

fires in previous years, such as
85 people killed in the town of
Paradise in 2018. Five people
have died in the blazes in the
past week, according to Califor-
nia fire officials, with tens of
thousands forced to flee.

“I can’t stress enough the
importance of being prepared
to leave,” Cal Fire Unit Chief
Shana Jones said to people liv-
ing in evacuation zones during
a briefing Sunday. Ms. Jones
said forecast dry weather, wind
and lightning strikes are likely
to lead to more blazes. Officials
said resources may need to be
pulled from battling active fires
in order to put out new ones.

The Trump administration
on Saturday approved Califor-
nia’s request for a major disas-
ter declaration.

The largest mass of fires are
burning in California’s wine re-
gion, including Napa, Sonoma
and Lake counties, a region

that has been hit with numer-
ous wildfires in the past few
years. The LNU Lightning Com-
plex, as it’s called, burned
341,243 acres as of Sunday and
was only 17% contained.

The SCU Lightning Complex,
which comprises two big fires
raging throughout the counties
of Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra
Costa, San Joaquin and Stanis-
laus, torched 339,968 acres as
of Sunday morning. Fire offi-
cials said 10% of the complex
has been contained.

Fire officials are battling for
resources, as Covid-19 restric-
tions and other fires in the U.S.
have kept more aid from the
state. Approximately 5,000 fire-
fighters fought the 2018 Men-
docino Complex, the largest fire
in state history, nearly three
times as many as are battling
the LNU Lightning Complex.
—Erin Ailworth contributed

to this article.

Thousands of firefighters in
California are battling to con-
tain massive wildfires that have
burned more than 1 million
acres in recent days, primarily
around the state’s population
centers in the north.

Two clusters of wildfires
have surrounded the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area, after exploding
in size over the weekend to be-
come the second and third larg-
est by acreage in the state’s re-
corded history. California has
been hit by nearly 12,000 light-
ning strikes in just over a week,
according to fire officials, the
primary cause of the blazes.
More thunderstorms were fore-
cast Sunday, further hampering
firefighting efforts.

Early widespread evacuation
orders have so far helped Cali-
fornia avoid the number of
deaths caused by large wild-

BY JULIE WERNAU

California Wildfires Burn More Than 1 Million Acres of Land

which point most of the clubs
we know now will have disap-
peared,” said James McMurtry,
a longtime Austin singer-song-
writer.

Some clubs have already
pulled the plug since March.
Threadgill’s, a beer and
chicken-fried-steak joint,
opened in 1933 with the
county’s first post-Prohibition
beer license and launched the
career of Janis Joplin. It closed
for good at the end of April, a
month into the pandemic shut-
down, and auctioned its exten-
sive historic memorabilia this
month.

Shady Grove, a restaurant
known for its outdoor concerts,
closed permanently in May, af-
ter 28 years. This month, 16-
year-old music venue One-2-
One Bar said it would sell the
business after it applied for
city aid but didn’t receive
enough to keep it from racking
up debt. Scratchouse, a four-
year-old downtown club, spent
late March and April posting
links to support fundraising
pages. By early June, it was
forced to announce its end.

Another two clubs on the
same block closed too, includ-
ing Jason McNeely’s Barra-
cuda, which was only starting
to become profitable in its fifth
year. “It was pretty simple
with the math,” Mr. McNeely
said, explaining that high rent
meant the venue’s profit mar-
gin was slim even before the
pandemic. “There was no way
we could save it.”

Even if music clubs are al-
lowed to reopen, he and other
venue owners said it would be
neither safe nor financially via-
ble to try to keep people dis-
tanced before musicians who
project when they sing.

Rebecca Reynolds, president
of the Music Venue Alliance
Austin, said there are a few
U.S. cities that hang their hats
on music, but Austin’s $2 bil-
lion music industry depends on
live clubs rather than the re-
cording and publishing houses
of cities like Nashville, Tenn.
Over the decades, Austin’s low
cost of living and hippie cul-
ture birthed dozens of venues
and musical careers from Ste-
vie Ray Vaughan and Townes

U.S. NEWS

When rolling blackouts
darkened parts of California
this month, Frank Wolak, an
economics professor and en-
ergy-markets expert at Stan-
ford University, had a painful
sense of déjà vu.

Mr. Wolak was among the
people who helped California
chart a course out of crisis in
2001, when a poorly conceived
state electricity-deregulation
law resulted in frequent power
shortages, sporadic blackouts,
astronomical wholesale prices
and market manipulation.

As Californians again expe-
rience rolling blackouts, and
millions more are threatened
with losing power, a warning
that continues through Mon-
day, Mr. Wolak said it was
clear that “California policy
makers completely forgot the
lessons from the crisis…in
their rush to go green.”

Once again, a big part of
the problem is that California
regulators have left the state
exposed to buying large
amounts of imported electric-
ity on the spot market during
peak periods on days when
there is extreme energy de-
mand. Mr. Wolak likened it to
going to the airport on
Thanksgiving and expecting to
fly standby.

Only this time, the crunch
time for the state’s grid opera-
tor isn’t the actual power de-
mand peak in late afternoon—
it is when the sun starts to fall
in early evening, as the renew-
able energy the state is in-
creasingly dependent on be-
gins to wane.

On many days, California’s
grid operator now has to find
10,000 to 15,000 megawatts of
replacement power—some-
times 25% to 50% of what it
needs to keep the lights on—
during a three-hour period as
solar, and to a lesser degree,
wind power, falls off.

California often relies on
imported power from other
states to help fill its void. But
when a heat wave gripped the
Western U.S. this month, the
state struggled to find a way
to replace up to 8,000 mega-
watts of disappearing renew-
able energy each evening. It
came up short on some days
by as much as half that
amount and had to call for
rolling blackouts on Aug. 14
and 15.

The events, which have oc-
curred as the state is also
fighting wildfires, and millions
are at home due to the corona-
virus pandemic, have coined a
new word in California, used
by critics of the state’s renew-
able energy emphasis:
“greenout.”

Investigations are under
way to determine what went
wrong and why, but it appears
that resources that were ex-
pected to provide electricity
failed to come through in
some cases. One gas-fired
power plant tripped and haze
and low wind speeds crimped
the contributions of some so-
lar and wind farms.

Two numbers help explain
why California finds itself
scrounging for megawatts on
many evenings. Between 2014

BY REBECCA SMITH
AND KATHERINE BLUNT

Blackouts
Traced to
New Flub

California's in-state electricity
production, by source
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dents to continue following
coronavirus safety protocols.

“It should not be lost on
any Louisianan that in addi-
tion to twin tropical weather
threats, we still have to deal
with the Covid-19 pandemic,”
Mr. Edwards said.

Previous forecasts showed
the possibility that both
storms could strengthen into
hurricanes while simultane-
ously in the Gulf of Mexico,
which would be the first time
in history that occurred. How-
ever, Mr. Cline said it now
seems unlikely that Marco and
Laura will be in the Gulf of
Mexico at the same time or in-
fluence each other.

The NOAA warned of life-
threatening floods along the
Gulf Coast once Marco makes
landfall, though the storm is
expected to weaken once it
moves inland.

So far this year there have
been 13 named storms, a re-
cord, according to Philip
Klotzbach, research scientist
at Colorado State University’s
Department of Atmospheric
Science.

Two major storms are on
track to hit the U.S. Gulf Coast
this week, bringing potentially
dangerous flooding and
surges to Louisiana, Missis-
sippi and Texas.

The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
forecast that Tropical Storm
Marco—currently in the Gulf
of Mexico and downgraded
from a hurricane Sunday
night—will make landfall Mon-
day in Louisiana.

Tropical Storm Laura al-
ready has hit Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands, leaving
thousands without utilities. On
Sunday, it brought heavy rain-
fall and flash flooding in the
Dominican Republic and Haiti
as it approached Cuba. Laura
is expected to strengthen into
a hurricane on Tuesday as it
enters the Gulf of Mexico and
to make landfall in Louisiana
Thursday morning on the
heels of Marco.

“It’s a one-two punch here
with this,” said Joel Cline,
tropical program coordinator

BY STEPHANIE YANG

Major Storms Track Toward Louisiana

Antieau Gallery in New Orleans was boarded up on Sunday.
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Van Zandt to, more recently,
Gary Clark Jr. and Shakey
Graves, as well as festivals
such as South by Southwest
and Austin City Limits.

The Austin City Council
christened Austin the world’s
live-music capital in 1991, after
a survey indicated it had more
music venues than any other
U.S. city. But Austin soon grew
from a quirky college town to a
hip destination for tech compa-
nies and coastal transplants,
pushing rents up and forcing
out many venues and artists.
Studies in the 2010s found the
industry was losing thousands
of jobs.

Mélat, an Austin-area native
born to Ethiopian immigrants,
was just beginning to see her
singing career break out before
the pandemic, she said. Austin
had begun to show an interest
in her brand of R&B and she
had completed her first state-
wide tour in March. “I don’t
know what the landscape looks
like after this, and it’s too de-
pressing to think about much
because it’s everything we do,”
she said of music venues.

AUSTIN, Texas—Music fans
travel from all over the world
to Austin to catch a live band
any night of the week while
having a beer and taco on the
patio of a club.

But the Covid-19 pandemic
is bringing what industry in-
siders fear could be a debilitat-
ing blow to the iconic venues
of the self-proclaimed live-mu-
sic capital of the world.

Two-thirds of the city’s
venue owners said they expect
the Covid-19 crisis will force
them to close permanently by
late October, according to a
June survey by the Austin
Chamber of Commerce. Many
had already struggled before
the pandemic as rent and other
costs rose rapidly in the fast-
growing Texas capital.

With Austin’s live-music
scene already on the ropes,
Texas bars were forced to
close—twice—with no timeline
for when it might be safe or
profitable to reopen.

“I don’t see anything really
opening until [mid-]2021, by

BY ELIZABETH FINDELL

Austin Live-Music Scene Goes Flat

A chimney stands at the site of a burned house in Napa, California, hit by many wildfires in recent years.
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Few in the state
dispute the need for
more contracted
sources of power.

Tomar and the FCs records at the Bud’s Recording Services in Austin, Texas. The pandemic has dealt a harsh blow to live music in the city.
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He has also said he would
end Mr. Trump’s bans on travel
from foreign countries—includ-
ing 13 Muslim-majority and Af-
rican nations—eliminate the
wealth test Mr. Trump imposed
on green-card applicants, re-
store the annual cap on refu-
gees to 125,000 people from a
record-low 18,000, and end a
program that sends asylum
seekers back across the border
to Mexico to await their immi-
gration hearings.

In the early days of the
Democratic campaign, Mr. Bi-

den faced criticism from Latino
organizations for tying himself
too closely to the Obama ad-
ministration’s immigration re-
cord, which they associate with
high numbers of immigration
arrests and other tough en-
forcement measures. The
Obama administration deported
more immigrants annually than
the Trump administration.

President Obama also en-
acted immigration changes us-
ing executive authority, most
notably to create a program to
protect young immigrants

known as Dreamers who had
been living in the country ille-
gally.

During the campaign, Mr. Bi-
den shifted his tone on immi-
gration and adopted several of
the policy changes his more lib-
eral rivals proposed.

Mr. Biden also has promised
to stop some enforcement mea-
sures taken by the government
in recent decades, including a
pledge to stop jailing families
seeking asylum. That partly re-
flects the activism of immigra-
tion advocates, who say they

In the Spotlight
On Monday

The schedule of speakers
at the mostly virtual Republi-
can National Convention is still
being finalized, and includes a
mix of big-name politicians and
everyday Americans.

The schedule of well-known
speakers includes:

u South Carolina Sen. Tim
Scott
u Louisiana House Republican
Whip Steve Scalise
u Florida Rep. Matt Gaetz
u Ohio Rep. Jim Jordan
u Former U.N. ambassador
Nikki Haley
u Republican National Commit-
tee Chairwoman Ronna Mc-
Daniel
u Georgia Rep. Vernon Jones
u Donald Trump Jr., the presi-
dent’s oldest son

U.S. NEWS

most battleground states,
though his deficit is smaller
than in national polls.

“The president’s struggles
aren’t with one specific group,”
said Nathan Gonzales, editor
and publisher of the nonparti-
san Inside Elections report.
“He’s struggling in the suburbs
but also underperforming in ru-
ral areas. We look at individual
congressional districts, and I
can’t think of one where he’s
performing as well as in 2016.”

But in a few ways, the presi-
dent’s position is stronger than
head-to-head polling shows.

At this point in the last elec-
tion, Mr. Trump trailed his
Democratic opponent by 9 per-
centage points in Journal/NBC
News polling, as he does today.

And his public image has
picked up some shine. More
voters saw Mr. Trump in a neg-
ative light than a positive one
in the most recent poll, by a
margin of about 12 percentage
points. But at this time four

years ago, negative views out-
numbered positive ones by 33
percentage points.

Here are some other signs
Mr. Trump could improve his
position in the race, drawn from
Journal/NBC News surveys:

An improved image among
white voters: Among white
voters, Mr. Trump lags behind
his 2016 vote share as re-
corded by exit polls. But white
voters in the most recent
Journal/NBC News survey
were divided almost equally
between positive and negative
views of the president. Four
years ago, negative views sig-
nificantly outweighed positive
ones among white voters, 54%
to 35%.

“Trump improved his image
among whites by about 20
points in the last four years,”
said Micah Roberts, a Republi-
can pollster who works on the
Journal/NBC News survey with
Democrat Jeff Horwitt.

Holding steady with Hispan-
ics: Mr. Trump trails his 2016
support levels among many
groups, polling finds. Among
Hispanic voters, by contrast,
he appears to have maintained
or even improved his standing.

Some 31% of the nation’s
largest ethnic or racial minor-
ity group say they will back
the president, a slightly higher
share than the 28% who voted
for him in 2016, according to
exit polls.

Hispanic voters aren’t a
unified bloc, and their parti-
san profile varies by state. But
Mr. Trump could make gains
in Florida, Arizona and several
other battleground states if he
cuts into Democratic margins
among Hispanic voters.

Rising interest among Re-
publicans: Intensity and anger
can drive turnout, and Demo-
crats sought to use their con-
vention last week to unify vot-
ers who dislike Mr. Trump’s

combative style.
But Mr. Trump has also

boosted Republican intensity.
This week’s convention has the
potential to raise it further.

Interest in the election has
risen among Republicans in
the past month and now
matches Democratic interest.
Some 85% of Republicans rate
themselves as highly inter-
ested in the election, com-
pared with 83% of Democrats.

Up-for-grabs voters lean Re-
publican: The Journal/NBC
News survey in July looked at
voters who haven’t ruled out
either candidate and are “in
play” in November. These vot-
ers as a group have character-
istics that suggest they are
open to Mr. Trump and his
party.

Some 22% have a positive
image of Mr. Trump, while
only 11% have a positive image
of Mr. Biden, the July poll
found. They prefer a candidate

who will confront the Wash-
ington establishment, a hall-
mark of Mr. Trump’s pitch to
voters, over one who makes an
appeal based on competence
and compassion, key themes
during the Democratic conven-
tion.

Trump leads in the economic
argument: Polls have consis-
tently turned up voters who
say Mr. Trump has done a
good job handling the econ-
omy but won’t commit to re-
electing him. In August, 48%
said he was the candidate best
able to deal with the economy,
10 percentage points more
than said so of Mr. Biden, and
yet more people said they
would vote for the Democrat.

Journal/NBC News polling
also shows dissatisfaction
with Mr. Trump’s manage-
ment, including the fact that
more than half of Americans
disapprove of his handling of
the coronavirus pandemic.

President Trump heads into
this week’s Republican National
Convention with national polls
showing him trailing in his race
for re-election. But surveys also
identify strengths in his politi-
cal standing, some of them not
widely noted, that could help
him close the gap by Election
Day.

Mr. Trump lags behind Dem-
ocratic nominee Joe Biden by 9
percentage points, this month’s
Wall Street Journal/NBC News
poll found. The president’s
share of support, now at 41%,
hasn’t topped 44% this year
against Mr. Biden. Mr. Trump
also trails the former vice presi-
dent in aggregated polling of

BY AARON ZITNER

Trump Trails but Has Strengths to Tap
Standing improves
among white voters,
while undecided group
tilts toward the GOP

tion and do it in a healthy and
safe way,” Ms. McDaniel said
on CBS’s “Face the Nation.”
“This is a realistic way of
opening up our country and
doing it in a healthy and safe
way. And the Democrats are
saying, shut it all down. Well,
that’s easy for Hollywood ce-
lebrities and privileged politi-
cians, but that’s not good for
average Americans.”

Sen. Chris Coons (D., Del.),
one of Mr. Biden’s confidants,
said Mr. Biden would as presi-
dent convince Americans it
was the right thing to save
lives, despite any negative ef-
fects on the economy. “If pub-
lic-health officials say that’s
the only way forward, he’s
willing to do it. He’s willing to
lead,” Mr. Coons said on “Fox
News Sunday.”

Ms. McDaniel said the pres-

ident would travel to North
Carolina, where the RNC is
taking place, though she didn’t
specifically say whether Mr.
Trump would be in Charlotte,
the event’s host city. The Dem-
ocrats had long planned for
their convention to take place

in Milwaukee but asked party
officials to stay home and con-
duct the convention virtually
because of the pandemic. Mr.
Biden gave his speech accept-
ing his party’s nomination
from his hometown of Wil-
mington, Del., in lieu of travel-

WASHINGTON—The White
House dismissed as politically
motivated recordings of Presi-
dent Trump’s sister disparaging
her brother’s conduct and say-
ing he lies and has no principles.

The recordings were made
by Mary L. Trump, the presi-
dent’s niece, and are of conver-
sations with Mr. Trump’s older
sister, Maryanne Trump Barry.

“Every day it’s something
else, who cares,” President
Trump said in a statement. “I
miss my brother, and I’ll con-
tinue to work hard for the
American people.” A private fu-
neral was held Friday at the
White House for the president’s
brother, Robert Trump, who
died at age 71.

Attempts to reach Ms. Barry
on Sunday were unsuccessful.

In the recordings, Ms. Barry,
83 and a retired federal judge,
makes several critical com-
ments about the president, call-
ing him cruel and asserting that
his actions are to appeal to his
base of supporters.

“His goddamned tweet and
lying—oh my God,” Ms. Barry
says at one point.

BY ALEX LEARY

President
Dismisses
Sister’s
Criticisms

ing to Milwaukee.
GOP aides say Mr. Trump

plans to speak every night of
the Republican convention and
deliver his speech accepting
the GOP nomination from the
White House residence.

Several Republicans, includ-
ing Ms. McDaniel and White
House chief of staff Mark
Meadows, described the Dem-
ocratic convention as overly
focused on Mr. Trump’s record
and less so on how Mr. Biden
would govern. Aides said Mr.
Trump would present the na-
tion’s coronavirus response in
a positive light.

Democrats have said the
federal government was un-
prepared to respond to the vi-
rus, noting the magnitude of
the Covid-19 cases and deaths
in the U.S. compared with
other developed nations.

WASHINGTON—Republi-
cans will use their national
convention this week to de-
fend some in-person activities
as essential to keeping the
economy humming, setting up
a contrast with Democrats’
calls to keep Americans at
home if the coronavirus pan-
demic worsens.

The competing notions pre-
view a theme heading into the
fall as President Trump and
Democratic presidential nomi-
nee Joe Biden step up their
campaigning. The two sides
are placing different bets on
Americans’ willingness to stay
home to curb the spread of
Covid-19.

In an ABC News interview
that aired Sunday night, Mr.
Biden said he would be pre-
pared to take more drastic fed-
eral measures to close off the
economy if it meant controlling
the spread of the coronavirus.

“I would be prepared to do
whatever it takes to save lives,
because we cannot get the
country moving until we con-
trol the virus. That is the funda-
mental flaw of this administra-
tion’s thinking to begin with,”
said Mr. Biden, a former vice
president. Asked what he would
do if the virus was spreading
along with the flu by January,
when he would be inaugurated
if he won, Mr. Biden responded:
“I would shut it down. I would
listen to the scientists.”

Ronna McDaniel, the head of
the Republican National Com-
mittee, cast Mr. Biden’s com-
ments as an unrealistic view for
many Americans. She said that
at the Republican convention
this week, there will be testing
for in-person events and pre-
sented that as a model for en-
gaging in large-scale social ac-
tivities during the pandemic.

“We are doing the things
that are allowing people to
live their lives, have a conven-

BY JOSHUA JAMERSON

GOP to Call for Keeping Economy Open

Delegates arrived Sunday at the Charlotte Convention Center in North Carolina for this week’s Republican National Convention.
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wouldn’t be satisfied with a re-
turn to Obama-era immigration
policies.

“The next Democratic ad-
ministration must understand
that it’s not enough to undo the
harm, but to think aggressively
and use every tool at their dis-
posal to rethink and advance
our system,” said Lorella Praeli,
co-president of Community
Change, a group that works in
voter engagement for people of
color. “We’re expecting that
same focus on immigration, but
in the opposite direction.”

Mr. Trump, who is again
making immigration a central
issue of his campaign, has
seized on Mr. Biden’s more pro-
gressive stance. The president
says that many of the changes
Mr. Biden and Democrats are
championing would make
Americans less safe, and fre-
quently links illegal immigra-
tion to crime in his speeches.

A spokesman for Mr.
Trump’s campaign didn’t re-
spond to questions about what
immigration policies Mr. Trump
would pursue in a second term.

In the past few months,
amid the coronavirus pan-
demic, Mr. Trump has shut
down most legal immigration
avenues, banning many visa
categories, halting refugee ad-
missions and denying nearly all
migrants at the border a
chance to ask for asylum.

WASHINGTON—President
Trump has used his executive-
branch authority to remake
nearly every facet of the U.S.
immigration system. If Demo-
cratic presidential candidate
Joe Biden is elected in Novem-
ber, he is expected to use many
of those same levers to undo
Mr. Trump’s changes and even
end some immigration enforce-
ment measures that have been
in place for decades.

Many of Mr. Biden’s policy
plans would require legislation
to enact—but immigration is an
issue where the former vice
president would have the abil-
ity to enact much of Demo-
crats’ desired agenda through
regulatory changes and other
executive actions. Mr. Biden
has also said he would pursue a
bill providing a pathway to citi-
zenship for the 11 million immi-
grants in the country who lack
permanent legal status, a task
made easier if Democrats take
back control of the Senate.

Mr. Biden said in an inter-
view this month at a virtual
joint convention hosted by the
National Association of Black
Journalists and the National
Association of Hispanic Jour-
nalists that he would halt con-
struction of Mr. Trump’s border
wall, the president’s signature
2016 campaign promise.

BY MICHELLE HACKMAN

Biden Would Reverse Most Immigration Changes

An asylum seeker and his son from Nicaragua wait to enter the U.S. to change their court dates.
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WASHINGTON—Kellyanne
Conway, one of the longest-
serving members of President
Trump’s White House, will
leave the administration at the
end of the month, she said
Sunday night.

Ms. Conway, a pollster and
strategist, cited family needs
in a statement, in which she
said she would in time an-
nounce future plans.

“The past four years have
allowed me blessings beyond
compare as a part of history
on Election Night 2016 and as
senior counselor to the presi-
dent,” she wrote. “It’s been
heady. It’s been humbling.”

Ms. Conway also said her
husband, George Conway, a
vocal Trump critic, was mak-
ing changes, which he said in-
cluded taking a hiatus from
Twitter and an anti-Trump
group of Republicans called
the Lincoln Project.

“Needless to say, I continue
to support the Lincoln Project
and its mission. Passionately,”
he wrote in a tweet.

“We disagree about plenty
but we are united on what
matters most: the kids,” Ms.
Conway, 53 years old, said.

Ms. Conway, who initially
supported Texas Sen. Ted
Cruz in the 2016 GOP presi-
dential primaries, has been
one of the most unwavering
supporters of Mr. Trump’s
agenda, and a regular de-
fender on cable news.

Her departure, reported
earlier by the Washington
Post, comes as Mr. Trump en-
ters a crucial stretch in his re-
election campaign.

BY ALEX LEARY

Conway
Leaving
White
House

.
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Republicans are playing
catch-up with Democrats to
boost the number of their vot-
ers requesting mail-in ballots in
key states, an effort that is com-
plicated by President Trump’s
criticism of all-mail voting.

In North Carolina, Demo-
cratic registered voters re-
quested 53% of the absentee
ballots compared with 15%
from Republican voters, accord-
ing to an Aug. 19 analysis by
Michael Bitzer, a professor of
politics and history at Catawba
College in Salisbury, N.C.

The rest of the requests came
from voters unaffiliated with ei-
ther major party.

North Carolinians have
three options for voting this
fall: mail-in absentee ballots,
an early in-person voting pe-
riod and going to a polling
place on Election Day. The
surge in absentee voting is
“uncharted territory for North
Carolina,” said Mr. Bitzer.

The North Carolina Trump
Victory committee recently
sent an appeal to GOP voters
with an image of President
Trump and a partial quote from
one of his July tweets: “Absen-
tee Ballots are fine because you
have to go through a precise
process to get your voting priv-
ilege.” The mailer blurred out
the second half of the tweet in
which the president said: “Not
so with Mail-Ins. Rigged Elec-
tion!!! 20% fraudulent ballots?”

President Trump has said
he opposes automatically mail-
ing out ballots to registered
voters, which he calls “univer-
sal mail-in voting,” and he says
it will invite fraud and errors.
However, he has said he sup-
ports a system where a voter
must request a by-mail ballot
in advance, which he calls “ab-
sentee voting.” Absentee and
vote-by-mail are sometimes
used interchangeably.

BY ALEXA CORSE, TOM MCGINTY
AND ELIZA COLLINS

GOP Tries
To Boost
Mail Vote

trying to defend against politi-
cal influence opposing the proj-
ect. Prominent supporters of
President Trump—including
Donald Trump Jr.—have re-
cently started a vocal push to
kill it, saying it jeopardizes the
Bristol Bay salmon fishery.

Pebble Limited is the An-
chorage, Alaska-based subsid-
iary of Canada’s Northern Dy-
nasty Minerals Ltd.

The senior official said those
opponents didn’t influence the
decision. The National Eco-
nomic Council has for months
been reviewing reports from
several federal agencies that
suggested Pebble’s developers
may not be able to resolve en-
vironmental risks tied to the
project, the official said.

“All those reports kind of
said the same thing: not
enough facts, nowhere near the
right mitigation, and the proj-
ect would result in significant

degradation of the environ-
ment,” the official said. “We do
support mining. But this just
didn’t work.”

The Pebble Mine in south-
west Alaska seeks to tap gold,

copper and other deposits
worth potentially $300 billion
to $500 billion. But it has faced
more than a decade of opposi-
tion from locals and environ-
mentalists because its giant
footprint would require exca-
vating in the headwaters of the
Bristol Bay watershed near the
Bering Sea, home to one of the
world’s largest wild salmon
populations.

While not outright denying
the project, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers is issuing
requirements for some of the
most severe mitigation it can
prescribe under the law.

“If you want to go out into
the distant future, it’s possible
that the Pebble Mine issue
could come up again,” the se-

nior administration official
said. “If that company has bet-
ter financial backing, if they’re
able to meet the environmental
problems that are cited in this
announcement, the door is not
100% closed into the future.
But the door is closed for quite
some time.”

Tom Collier, Pebble Lim-
ited’s chief executive, said the
Army Corps is requiring miti-
gation to account for all the
acres the project disturbs and
that mitigation must take place
in the same watershed.

His team is working on a
new mitigation proposal that
he expects to be finished
within a few weeks and lead to
a resolution with the Corps be-
fore Election Day.

A massive gold and copper
mine planned for Alaska faces
widespread opposition in the
Trump administration over
concerns that the project’s de-
veloper couldn’t resolve envi-
ronmental risks associated
with the project, a senior ad-
ministration official said on
Sunday.

The Army Corps of Engi-
neers is expected to recom-
mend Monday that the Pebble
Mine not be allowed to move
forward without significant ad-
ditional mitigation measures,
The Wall Street Journal re-
ported Saturday.

The project’s owner, Pebble
Limited Partnership, has been

BY TIMOTHY PUKO

Proposed Alaska Mine Faces U.S. Roadblock

Prominent Trump
backers recently
voiced opposition
to the project.

Democrats and Republicans
showed few signs of moving
closer to a compromise Sunday
on funding for the U.S. Postal
Service, a day after the Demo-
cratic-led House passed legisla-
tion preventing cutbacks at
least through January and pro-
viding an additional $25 billion
to the agency.

Democrats are concerned
that delivery delays affecting
basic mail service would spill
over into an election being held
during the coronavirus pan-
demic. In a rare Saturday ses-
sion held during August recess,
the bill passed 257-150, with the
support of 231 Democrats and
26 Republicans. It was opposed
by 149 Republicans and one In-
dependent.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(D., Calif.) brought the measure
to the floor over the objections
of House Republican leaders.
They say she is promoting con-
spiracy theories that Postmas-
ter General Louis DeJoy, a ma-
jor Trump donor appointed to
the position in May, is cutting
costs at the financially strug-
gling service to hinder voting
by mail, which President Trump
has criticized.

Republicans say it is routine
to decommission mail-sorting
equipment and remove mail
drop-boxes that the Postal Ser-
vice deems underused. They
also say the Postal Service has
the money and capacity to han-
dle the heavy volume of mail-in
ballots expected.

Mrs. Pelosi said on CNN that
support from more than two
dozen House Republicans re-
flected a bipartisan desire for
the Senate to take up the mea-
sure immediately.

Mr. Trump again tweeted at-
tacks on mail voting Sunday, as-
serting without evidence that
ballot drop-boxes allow people
to vote multiple times and that
they are “not Covid[-19] sani-
tized.” That missive prompted
Twitter Inc. to append a warn-
ing that his tweet ran afoul of
the company’s rules on civic
and election integrity.

BY KRISTINA PETERSON
AND SIOBHAN HUGHES

Accord
Elusive
On Postal
Funding

HERE’S TO YOU
NEW YORK...

YOUR
WASTE PAPER
ON ITS WAY TO OUR
100% RECYCLED
PAPER MILL

ON STATEN ISLAND
Sincerely,

Anthony Pratt
Chairman of Pratt Industries &
The Pratt Foundation

WE SAVE MORE TREES THAN IN CENTRAL PARK — EVERY DAY

.
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Eli Lilly is one of the companies testing certain drugs, known as monoclonal antibodies, to help stop the progression of Covid-19.
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Convalescent plasma has been called promising, but doesn’t alleviate the
need for a vaccine. A Covid-19 survivor donates the blood component.
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While new cases are rising
in some states in the U.S., the
overall trend in the country
has been improving. The
44,572 new cases reported
Saturday were down from
nearly 49,000 on Friday, and
have dropped notably from the
average daily infections of
more than 60,000 in July.

Reported daily cases are
falling in U.S. states that expe-
rienced surges in infections
over the summer, such as Ari-
zona, Texas and Florida, but
local leaders and business
owners are seeking to strike a
balance of reopening schools
and economic activity without
enabling another flare-up.

Grappling with safety con-
cerns, universities have
warned students against at-

tending parties as the new ac-
ademic year begins. Some col-
leges have already halted plans
for in-person instruction as
clusters of coronavirus cases
quickly emerged on campus.

Wildfires burning through
California and two storms
heading toward the Gulf Coast
posed additional challenges to
communities contending with
the pandemic. On Sunday, Cali-
fornia reported an additional
6,777 cases—slightly higher
than the state’s seven-day av-
erage of 6,015 but lower than
its 14-day average of 7,822.
Coronavirus-related hospital-
izations have been falling, with
4,561 patients in hospital beds
Saturday—the lowest number
since late June.

At a news conference on

Sunday, Louisiana Gov. John
Bel Edwards said the state
would pause testing on Mon-
day and Tuesday, and possibly
further into the week, because
of the coming hurricane and
tropical storm. He told resi-
dents to include masks, hand
sanitizer and disinfectant
wipes in their emergency-pre-
paredness kits.

“Of course the Covid-19
pandemic is still with us. That
complicates the preparations
for and response to the hurri-
canes as well,” the Democratic
governor said.

Though new cases trended
downward nationally, more
than a dozen U.S. states, as
well as Guam and the North-
ern Mariana Islands, have seen
confirmed cases increase in

the past week at a pace faster
than in the week prior. Au-
thorities in Guam on Sunday
reported 53 new coronavirus
cases in the U.S. territory,
which entered into a full lock-
down on Friday. It has now re-
corded 820 cases, of which 133
are military-service members.

Elsewhere, India’s total cor-
onavirus cases surpassed the
three million mark on Sunday,
with a near-record 69,239 new
infections recorded in the pre-
ceding 24 hours, data from the
federal health ministry
showed. At that pace, India
could soon surpass Brazil to
become the world’s second-
worst-hit nation in terms of
total infections.

As part of the broader
strategy to contain the spread,

Indian authorities have sub-
stantially enhanced testing
and are focused on contact
tracing, isolation and early
medical care of Covid-19 pa-
tients.

Of the country’s total con-
firmed cases, around three-
quarters, or 2.3 million people,
have recovered, and the case
fatality rate of 1.86% is one of
the world’s lowest. The cumu-
lative death toll in the country
stands at 56,706, trailing the
U.S., Brazil and Mexico.

In South Korea, coronavirus
cases jumped to nearly 400 on
Sunday as authorities rolled
out stricter social-distancing
measures to tackle new infec-
tions linked to a church and an
antigovernment rally from the
previous weekend.

New Covid-19 cases in the
U.S. continued to drift lower
Saturday, staying below
50,000 for the eighth consecu-
tive day as the Food and Drug
Administration authorized
convalescent plasma as a
treatment for serious corona-
virus cases.

Total U.S. coronavirus cases
rose to nearly 5.7 million, just
under a quarter of the global
tally, while the nation’s death
toll surpassed 176,500, accord-
ing to data compiled by Johns
Hopkins University. Globally,
more than 23 million people
have been infected, the figures
show, and more than 806,000
have died.

BY JOANNE CHIU
AND JENNIFER CALFAS

Number of New Covid-19 Cases Reported in the U.S. Edges Lower

and the agency will evaluate
more evidence.

Emergency-use authoriza-
tion waives some regulatory re-
quirements involved in using
products during public health
emergencies that aren’t yet
FDA-approved.

Mr. Trump, a Republican who
has spread messages attacking
scientists including National In-
stitute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases Director Anthony
Fauci, criticized the FDA in a
tweet yesterday, saying the
agency was impeding efforts to
roll out coronavirus vaccines
and drugs for political reasons.

The vaccines and drugs fur-
thest along in development are
moving at a remarkable speed,
industry and government offi-
cials said. Several are now in
late-stage testing, which the
agency typically requires to as-
sure they work safely.

White House chief of staff
Mark Meadows suggested on
Fox News that the FDA could
have moved faster to issue the
emergency-use authorization.

Democrats criticized the
president and his administration
for politicizing the FDA. “The

FDAmust approve drugs or vac-
cines based on their safety and
effectiveness—NOT political
pressure from theWhite House,”
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D.,
Calif.) tweeted Saturday.

There is a history of using
convalescent plasma to treat
people during viral outbreaks,
such as the 1918 influenza pan-

demic and the 2014 Ebola out-
break in West Africa. But there
is still considerable debate
within the medical establish-
ment about drawing conclusions
on a drug tested outside a rigor-
ous clinical trial. The expanded
access study was set up in the
early days of the pandemic to al-
low easier access to plasma and
ensure it was safe, not to estab-
lish if the drug was effective.

The agency had been moving

Mr. Trump took
credit for the timing
after criticizing the
FDA in a tweet.

“And we can’t stop making
cancer drugs or insulin or any-
thing like that.”

Regeneron joined with rival
Roche Holding AG last week
to more than triple the manu-
facturing capacity for its drug,
but said the increase probably
still won’t be enough to meet
demand.

Monoclonal antibodies are
human-made proteins made
from living cells that latch
onto other proteins that drive
disease.

Their discovery in the 1970s
helped give birth to the mod-
ern biotechnology industry,
and they have been turned
into blockbuster treatments
for cancer, vision loss and
chronic inflammatory diseases.

for the virus.
Regeneron and Eli Lilly say

that even if the drugs work,
there won’t be enough to treat
everyone because there aren’t
enough manufacturing plants
able to do the high-tech manu-
facturing that mAbs require.

Finite supplies will mean
that government officials, non-
profit organizations and drug-
makers will likely have to
come together to set guide-
lines for who gets the drugs,
said Eli Lilly Chief Scientific
Officer Dan Skovronsky.

“It’s not a question of cost
or working harder or a desire
to make it. It’s just the simple
math, the number of manufac-
turing facilities in the world
that are available,” he said.

sive medication to patients
early on in their disease when
the drug is most likely to be
effective, said Florian Kram-
mer, a microbiologist at the
Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai in New York.

“The problem is putting it
into practice and when are you
going to use them?” said Dr.
Krammer. “Are you going to
give it to someone who comes
in who’s only a little symptom-
atic? Probably not.”

The drugs would likely be
used preventively by those at
high risk of infection or severe
complications from the dis-
ease, such as nursing-home
residents and workers, or peo-
ple exposed to a household
member who tested positive

to Geoffrey Porges, an SVB
Leerink LLC analyst.

Early signs are preliminary
but positive. Regeneron’s anti-
body drug both cleared and
prevented coronavirus infec-
tions in a study in monkeys
and hamsters.

Another reason for opti-
mism, infectious disease ex-
perts say, is that the antibody
drugs developed by Regeneron
and the National Institutes of
Health were shown to be ef-
fective in the Ebola virus.

Yet some researchers who
expect antibody drugs to work
in clinical trials are skeptical
how much real-world impact
they would then have.

Doctors may be reluctant to
prescribe a brand-new, expen-

toward greenlighting convales-
cent plasma for weeks, according
to people familiar with the mat-
ter. At the request of the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, last
week, it examined new data from
the Mayo Clinic and colleagues
who have been evaluating the
treatment in thousands of
Covid-19 patients, according to a
person familiar with the matter.

The FDA’s action is based
primarily on analyses of recent
data from a large expanded-ac-
cess program sponsored by the
agency and led by the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn. More
than 72,000 Covid-19 patients
have been transfused to date
through the program, though
the FDA relied on data from
fewer patients for its analysis.

The Mayo Clinic researchers
reported, in a paper posted on
a public server earlier this
month, that patients treated
with plasma with high levels of
antibodies within three days of
diagnosis had a mortality rate
of 8.7% at seven days after the
transfusion, compared with a
mortality rate of 11.9% for pa-
tients who got plasma with low
levels of antibodies at four days
or more after diagnosis.

The analysis has limitations.
It hasn’t been published in a
journal or subjected to peer re-
view. Also, expanded-access
programs aren’t as rigorous as
a clinical trial, which compares
how subjects who got the study
drug did at random with sub-
jects who received a placebo or
the standard of care.

Mr. Trump previously touted
twomalaria drugs, hydroxychlo-
roquine and chloroquine, to be
used in Covid-19 patients. The
FDA subsequently gave the prod-
ucts an emergency use authori-
zation, then revoked it in June.

—Joshua Jamerson
contributed to this article.

only for about a month. If the
promise bears out during test-
ing, the drugs could stand in
as a type of temporary vaccine
for people at high risk of in-
fection, such as nursing-home
residents and possibly health-
care workers.

“Today if you get Covid,
you will have a wave of fear of
biblical proportions,” said My-
ron Cohen, an infectious-dis-
ease specialist at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina who is
overseeing antibody studies
for the NIAID.

“If I can give you a shot and
guarantee you I stop the pro-
gression of disease, the world
changes,” he added.

Among the companies plan-
ning to launch antibody studies
in people this year are Vir Bio-
technology Inc. and partner
GlaxoSmithKline PLC, and pri-
vately held Adagio Therapeu-
tics Inc. AstraZeneca PLC this
month launched a Phase 1 study
of an antibody drug it licensed
from Vanderbilt University.

Covid-19 clinical trials are
now under way for 10 new
monoclonal antibodies, known
as mAbs in industry jargon,
according to the Antibody So-
ciety, a professional associa-
tion of researchers.

The most advanced are al-
ready in mid- and late-stage
studies in newly diagnosed as
well as hospitalized patients,
and in people who haven’t yet
been infected. If they clear
testing, the drugs might be
available as soon as early in
the fourth quarter, according

A kind of drug that takes a
page from a body’s natural an-
tibody defenses may be able to
give many people early protec-
tion against the coronavirus,
ahead of vaccines.

Few treatments so far have
been shown to be effective
against Covid-19, and even
then, only in hospitalized pa-
tients. Potential vaccines,
meanwhile, are probably
months away from completing
testing and becoming available
to the general public.

Researchers and health offi-
cials express hope that certain
drugs, known as monoclonal
antibodies and in testing by
companies including Regen-
eron Pharmaceuticals Inc.
and Eli Lilly & Co., will fill the
breach.

“There is a need for safe
therapies to be given early in
disease and monoclonal anti-
bodies are paramount among
them,” said National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Dis-
eases Director Anthony Fauci.
“I’m very anxious to see what
the results are.”

The drugs, which are in-
jected intravenously or with a
short needle, have the poten-
tial to work soon after some-
one is infected and still feeling
only slightly sick, stopping the
virus in its tracks before the
seriously afflicted would need
to be hospitalized.

The monoclonal antibodies
might also prevent infection in
healthy people, though likely

BY JOSEPH WALKER

Antibody
Drugs Aim to
Aid Mildly Ill

bodies appeared to benefit
more than those who received
low levels of antibodies, said
Peter Marks, director of the
FDA’s Center for Biologics Eval-
uation and Research.

Hospitalized patients—who
received the plasma within three
days of diagnosis and were un-
der the age of 80 and not on
mechanical ventilation—bene-
fited the most, with a 35% im-
provement in survival 30 days
after receiving the transfusion
compared with patients who got
plasma with low antibody levels,
according to Dr. Marks.

“We’re confident that conva-
lescent plasma is safe to use in
this setting,” Dr. Marks said.

Convalescent plasma has
been seen as a way to help peo-
ple fight the disease and a
bridge while other treatments
are under development. The
emergency-use authorization
doesn’t alleviate the need for a
vaccine or for therapies known
as monoclonal antibodies that
could stave off infection or re-
duce the seriousness of one.

President Trump, at a White
House news conference Sunday,
described the FDA’s move as a
breakthrough that makes the
product far more widely avail-
able than it has been. He also
took credit for the timing, say-
ing his administration removed
barriers delaying action.

FDA Commissioner Stephen
Hahn said the authorization
falls short of a full approval

ContinuedfromPageOne

Plasma
Treatment
Is Cleared don’t have the disease.

What have studies so far
found about convalescent
plasma?

The Mayo Clinic, in Roches-
ter, Minn., has led the largest
analysis of Covid-19 convales-
cent plasma. So far, more than
71,000 patients have gotten
the treatment under the pro-
gram. Preliminary data from
thousands of the patients indi-
cates convalescent plasma ap-
pears safe and works best in
those who receive high anti-
body-plasma earlier in the
course of the disease.

How conclusive is the evidence
supporting convalescent
plasma?

The data aren’t definitive.
Researchers in the expanded
access study can’t be certain
the plasma is responsible for
the positive outcomes seen so
far in patients, because every-
one in the study got the
plasma. The researchers, in
other words, couldn’t compare
those who got the plasma with
patients who received a pla-
cebo. Other studies have also
reported improved outcomes in
some people who receive con-
valescent plasma, though these
studies also have limitations or
aren’t randomized controlled
trials, which scientists consider
the gold standard for deciding
if a therapy works safely.

There are studies under
way that meet the gold stan-
dard, but researchers have
sometimes struggled to find
enough patients to enroll.

The U.S. Food and Drug Ad-
ministration just authorized
emergency use of convalescent
plasma for treatment of certain
Covid-19 patients. Here are
some basic facts on the treat-
ment, which was green-lighted
based on preliminary data
while still undergoing testing.

What is convalescent plasma?
Convalescent plasma is the

liquid part of blood collected
from patients who have recov-
ered from Covid-19 disease.
People who recover from in-
fectious diseases often pro-
duce antibodies that provide
protection against future in-
fection. The hope is that anti-
body-rich plasma from recov-
ered patients, when transfused
into seriously ill patients, can
help fight the disease. A simi-
lar approach has been used in
past outbreaks, including Eb-
ola disease and the 1918 influ-
enza pandemic.

For whom is the FDA
authorizing emergency use?

Under the terms of the
emergency-use authorization,
doctors can use Covid-19 con-
valescent plasma in hospital-
ized patients.

There are clinical trials un-
der way, however, exploring
whether convalescent plasma
would help other Covid-19 pa-
tients, including those who
have Covid-19 infections but
aren’t admitted to the hospital
and those who are at high risk
of getting the coronavirus but

BY AMY DOCKSER MARCUS

New Option Opens
For Some Patients

.
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larus” marked the 15th consec-
utive day that Belarusians
have rallied in the hopes of
forcing a new election follow-
ing the Aug. 9 poll in which
Mr. Lukashenko claimed an
80% victory over his main ri-
val, Svetlana Tikhanovskaya.

Supporters of Ms. Tikha-
novskaya, who was forced to
flee Belarus for neighboring
Lithuania shortly after the
election, believe the vote was
neither free nor fair. The Eu-
ropean Union is preparing

sanctions against officials they
say are responsible for rigging
the poll and violently dispers-
ing protesters, while empha-
sizing that only Belarusians
can resolve the turmoil there.

Footage on social media
showed swarms of people
waving flags and calling on
Mr. Lukashenko, who has been
in power for 26 years, to
leave. Opposition activists said
Sunday’s crowd swelled to
some 200,000 people, while
the interior ministry said at-

tendance didn’t exceed 6,100
people.

There was a heavy presence
of security forces and the inte-
rior ministry urged people not
to attend the rally. Reports on
social media said military
units were guarding monu-
ments and memorials.

Some 7,000 people were de-
tained during a harsh crack-
down in the immediate after-
math of the presidential vote,
and at least two people were
reported killed in the violence.

MOSCOW—Tens of thou-
sands of people gathered in
the Belarusian capital of
Minsk to protest the re-elec-
tion of President Alexander
Lukashenko and the crack-
down that followed the dis-
puted presidential vote, as the
defense ministry warned dis-
order in the city wouldn’t be
tolerated.

Sunday’s demonstration,
dubbed “March for a New Be-

BY ANN M. SIMMONS

Protesters in Belarus Demand Change

sis firm. “For Putin and many
people in Putin’s circle, the non-
systemic opposition represents
politicians who are biased, pro-
Western, radical and who repre-
sent a threat for the state.”

The opposition has never
succeeded in challenging Mr.
Putin for the top job, having
been barred from registering a
candidate for failing to fulfill of-
ficial prerequisites. Nonethe-
less, Kremlin critics have man-
aged to partly chip away at the
veneer of Mr. Putin’s power
structure, undermine confi-
dence in his regime and keep

the Kremlin on edge.
The biggest annoyance for

Mr. Putin has been Mr. Navalny,
analysts said. A fiery orator, he
rouses crowds and adeptly uses
his YouTube channel to spread
messages nationwide to nearly
four million subscribers, often
detailing the corruption of Rus-
sia’s elite and discomfiting the
Kremlin.

“Navalny is a leader who is
capable of uniting people,” said
Nikolay Petrov, a senior re-
search fellow at British think
tank Chatham House. “Nobody
else in the systemic or nonsys-

temic opposition is capable of
uniting everybody.”

The Kremlin has said anyone
who meets legal requirements
to run for elected office is free
to do so. Officials didn’t imme-
diately respond to a request for
comment on opposition claims
that the Kremlin employs tac-
tics intended to sideline it.

Pressure on the opposition
has also come in more subtle
ways, such as intimidation of
relatives and the fabrication of
criminal cases, said Mr. Na-
valny’s ally Lyubov Sobol.

“It’s extremely dangerous for

WORLD NEWS

Russian authorities have
suppressed opposition activi-
ties, restraining Russians’ free-
dom to protest on the street or
online, and largely barred
Kremlin critics from participat-
ing in the political process.

In recent years, the Kremlin
and the security services have
increasingly cracked down on
dissent from groups outside the
state-sanctioned opposition
parties known as the systemic
opposition. Opposition mem-
bers have been physically at-
tacked, jailed and brought up on
criminal charges they say are
politically motivated.

The rising pressure on critics
of the Kremlin comes as Mr. Pu-
tin weighs his response to new
challenges to his authority,
from a wave of protests in Rus-
sia’s Far East to upheaval on its
western border, where mass
protests in Belarus are threat-
ening to oust one of his closest
allies. While Mr. Putin’s ap-
proval rating has fallen in re-
cent years, he remains firmly in
power, having won a July refer-
endum on constitutional
changes that could potentially
allow him to remain in power
until 2036.

“The Kremlin decided that
nonsystemic opposition means
they are beyond the legitimate
system and they are deprived of
the right to participate in nor-
mal political life,” said Tatiana
Stanovaya, founder of R.Politik,
an independent political analy-

people to claim their constitu-
tional rights in Russia,” she
said. “But there is tremendous
demand for an alternative be-
cause people are tired of Putin,
tired of falling incomes and cor-
ruption that only serves the
very rich.”

In recent years, Mr. Navalny
has turned to a strategy he calls
smart voting, where people are
encouraged to vote for the
strongest opponent of Mr. Putin
regardless of which party the
candidate represents.

As a result, last fall, candi-
dates backed by Russia’s oppo-
sition won nearly half the seats
up for grabs in Moscow’s city
elections, building on a wave of
protests that summer that ex-
posed some of the vulnerability
of Mr. Putin’s closely controlled
political machine.

Although the opposition
failed to make significant in-
roads in local races elsewhere
in the country, Mr. Navalny’s
smart voting undermines ef-
forts by pro-Kremlin media to
present the opposition as irrele-
vant and unpopular.

Before falling sick, Mr. Na-
valny was planning to use such
tactics in local elections set for
September. That could possibly
explain why he was sidelined,
analysts say.

“The idea is that without the
leader, this machinery that Na-
valny created will not be that
effective,” Mr. Petrov said. “The
intention was to exclude him.”

MOSCOW—The sudden and
mysterious illness that left
Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny in
a coma has delivered a blow to
Russia’s political opposition,
throwing into question its fu-
ture at a time when the Kremlin
has stepped up its efforts to
stamp out dissent.

Mr. Navalny fell ill on a flight
from Siberia to Moscow last
week after drinking a cup of tea
that his supporters say was
laced with poison. He was evac-
uated to a Berlin hospital on
Saturday. Doctors there haven’t
disclosed any details of his con-
dition or what they believe
caused his illness.

The sidelining of the most
prominent leader of Russia’s
opposition highlights the pre-
carious state of the movement
at a time when it has struggled
to find traction after years of
marginalization. And while
some of Mr. Navalny’s success
in galvanizing opposition to the
rule of President Vladimir Putin
could survive his death or inca-
pacitation, analysts say, the loss
of its leader would hamstring
the movement.

BY ANN M. SIMMONS
AND THOMAS GROVE

Navalny Illness Rattles Russia Opposition
His supporters say
themost prominent
critic of the Kremlin
was poisoned

Alexei Navalny was removed from a plane on a stretcher at Berlin’s Tegel Airport on Saturday.
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WORLD NEWS

WORLDWATCH

PERU

Stampede Kills 13
After Police Raid Club

Thirteen people died in a
stampede at a disco in Peru after
a police raid to enforce the coro-
navirus lockdown, officials said.

The stampede happened at
the Thomas disco in Lima, where
about 120 people had gathered
for a party Saturday night, the
Interior Ministry said.

People tried to escape
through the only door of the sec-
ond-floor disco, trampling one an-
other and becoming trapped in
the confined space, according to
authorities. After the stampede,
police had to force open the door.

Police detained 23 people. Po-
lice chief Gen. Orlando Velasco
said no firearms or tear gas were
used during the raid.

Night clubs have been prohib-
ited from operating since March
because of the pandemic. Peru
started lifting quarantine restric-
tions June 30 in an effort to get
the economy moving, and the
daily reported number of virus
infections has doubled to more
than 9,000 in recent weeks. Peru
has reported about 27,500
deaths from the new virus.

—Associated Press

IRAN

Tehran Recovers Data
From Downed Plane

Iran has retrieved some data,
including a portion of the cockpit
conversations, from the Ukrainian
jet that was accidentally downed
by the Revolutionary Guard forces
in January, killing all 176 people
on board, an Iranian official said.

That is according to a report
on the website of Iran’s Civil Avia-
tion Organization, which described
the official’s remarks as part of
the final report that Tehran plans
to issue on the shootdown of
Ukraine International Airlines
Flight 752.

The shootdown near Tehran
on Jan. 8 occurred the same night
that Iran fired a missile at U.S.
soldiers in Iraq in response to an
American drone strike that killed
Revolutionary Guard Gen. Qassem
Soleimani in Baghdad on Jan. 3.
Iranian troops were bracing for a
counterstrike and appear to have
mistaken the plane for a missile.

The head of Iran’s Civil Avia-
tion Organization, Capt. Touraj De-
hghani Zangeneh, said Sunday
that the plane’s black boxes have
only 19 seconds of conversation
after the first explosion, though
the second missile reached the
plane 25 seconds later. The report
quoting him didn’t elaborate.

—Associated Press

AFGHANISTAN

Seven Civilians Die
In Roadside Bombing

A roadside bombing in east-
ern Afghanistan killed seven ci-
vilians, a provincial official said,
amid new uncertainties over the
start of talks between the Tali-
ban and the Kabul government.

No one immediately claimed
responsibility for the bombing in
Ghazni province’s Jaghatu dis-
trict. Three women, two children
and two men died when their
vehicle struck the roadside
bomb, said Wahidullah Ju-
mazada, a spokesman for the
provincial governor.

—Associated Press

lated, but they must allow ex-
emptions, for example, on med-
ical or religious grounds.

Still, such decrees are tricky,
she said.

“Not everyone who gets the
influenza vaccine is immune to
the flu, so you want to be sure
whatever mandate you’re put-
ting into place will achieve the
result that’s intended without
creating a host of other issues,
like employees being demoral-
ized or feeling they have no
choice,” she said.

Epic’s shift highlights the
complexities confronting many
big businesses. The company
makes widely used electronic
medical software and said it is
providing an essential service
in a pandemic. At its Verona,
Wis., campus, workers are
spread across 28 buildings and
about 80% of employees have
offices with doors that close,
making it easier to socially dis-
tance, Epic’s Mr. Rehm said.
And plenty of employees have
continued showing up at the of-
fice; on some days, more than

thinking ahead about new
quandaries—from how much
legal immunity employers have
if workers get sick to whether
they can require Covid-19 inoc-
ulations when a vaccine be-
comes available. The federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention has produced guide-
lines for workplaces with rec-
ommendations on everything
from social distancing to venti-
lation, but companies have
broad discretion on how exten-
sively to implement them.

For office-based employers
where social distancing is eas-
ier to enforce, “the risk of Covid
litigation is another emerging
concern but probably not sig-
nificantly more so than other
major workplace litigation
risks,” said Rae Vann, a partner
with law firm Carlton Fields.

As researchers get closer to
identifying an effective vaccine,
bosses will face additional di-
lemmas about whether they
can ask employees to be vacci-
nated. Ms. Vann said employers
can require staffers get inocu-

is hard to fully explain why the
situation deteriorated so fast.
But they say authorities’ failure
to set up effective testing and
tracing systems, and to com-
municate clearly to the popula-
tion how to behave, are the
chief reasons.

“We knew that once we
opened up, we would see the
numbers grow,” said Helena
Legido-Quigley, a Barcelona-
based public-health professor
at the National University of
Singapore. “But we were hop-
ing that testing and contact-
tracing systems would be in
place, and that people be-
haved.”

That hasn’t been the case. In
Spain, coronavirus cases rose
as nightlife and family gather-
ings resumed. Young Spaniards,
eager to resume social lives
suspended during lockdown,
often flouted distancing guide-
lines. Some regions are still
short of contact tracers, mak-
ing it difficult for authorities to
identify and isolate potential
virus carriers.

“We need to hire many more
people,” says Ms. Legido-Quig-
ley, lead author of a letter pub-
lished in the Lancet medical
journal, calling for an indepen-
dent evaluation of Spain’s han-
dling of the pandemic.

The government responded
that it was taking “appropriate
measures to prevent the spread
of the virus” and that it was
being very active in tracking
and detecting it.

Health experts point to signs
that it isn’t doing enough. For
instance, the percentage of
positive tests among all virus
tests conducted—a measure of

whether testing is sufficiently
comprehensive—has risen from
around 1% to 7% in the past
two months, higher than in
other European countries, sug-
gesting that many infections
probably remain undetected. In
Italy, by comparison, positive
tests are 1.6% of total tests, ac-
cording to figures collated by
Our World in Data.

The Spanish government
two weeks ago announced new
measures to stem the conta-
gion, such as shutting down
nightclubs, earlier closing

times for bars and banning
outdoor smoking in crowded
places so that people can keep
their face masks on and don’t
blow virus particles. Mask-
wearing has been mandatory in
public in most regions since
July.

Unlike in the spring, most
newly infected people in Eu-
rope are young and thus less
likely to fall seriously ill, if they
develop symptoms at all. De-
spite the surge in cases, hospi-
talizations and deaths haven’t
increased significantly on the
Continent.

Around 40% of clusters de-
tected since the lockdown
ended have been linked to so-
cial events, including private
parties, nightclubs and family

gatherings, according to data
from Spain’s Health Ministry.
The average age of people in-
fected recently has dropped to
38 from 60 in the spring.

In the Spanish region of
Aragón, which currently has
Europe’s highest recent infec-
tion rate, infections have also
spread rapidly among seasonal
farmworkers harvesting sum-
mer crops. Such workers, many
of them migrants from North
Africa or Eastern Europe, often
share cramped apartments
where the virus can spread
easily. According to the Health
Ministry, 15% of infection clus-
ters occurred in the workplace,
mostly among seasonal work-
ers. Many seasonal farmwork-
ers pass through the regional
capital of Zaragoza’s working-
class neighborhood of Las Deli-
cias, where a dense population
and poor living conditions have
made a perfect breeding
ground for the virus, doctors
and social workers say. The
neighborhood is the epicenter
of Zaragoza’s outbreak.

Many residents of Las Deli-
cias are unwilling to be tested
says Lorena Jiménez, a social
worker and contact tracer.
That’s because many here lack
stable jobs and don’t want to
be quarantined at home, she
says. One resident of Las Deli-
cias, Mireya Castillo, said she
lost her job as a cleaner after
she tested positive in late July.
She quarantined for a month,
and remains unemployed.

Health experts worry that if
infections aren’t brought under
control soon, Covid-19 will
spread from the young to older,
more vulnerable groups again.

ZARAGOZA, Spain—When
José Ignacio Barrasa saw the
number of Covid-19 patients in
his hospital rise to levels last
seen in the spring, he resorted
to a tactic European countries
thought they had put behind
them: He asked the Spanish
military to build an emergency
field hospital.

“The outbreak was a com-
plete surprise. We didn’t expect
it so soon,” says Dr. Barrasa,
the director of the University
Clinic Hospital in Zaragoza.

Coronavirus infections are
climbing across Europe, and
Spain is at the forefront of the
rebound, accounting for around
one-third of the Continent’s
new daily Covid-19 cases.

Spain’s experience offers a
cautionary tale about how
hard-won progress against the
coronavirus pandemic can
come undone. Faced with a
deadly outbreak this spring,
Spain imposed one of the
world’s strictest lockdowns to
bring it under control. By early
June, new confirmed infections
fell to under 300 a day, from a
peak in March of nearly 8,000
daily cases.

Now, the virus has bounced
back, with more than 5,000
cases a day detected on aver-
age. Spain shows that lock-
downs aren’t enough: The key
to containing the virus is how
effectively a country builds sys-
tems for testing, tracing and
isolating potential carriers,
while establishing clear safety
rules as the economy reopens.

Public-health experts say it

BY XAVIER FONTDEGLORIA
AND MARGHERITA STANCATI

Spain Blindsided by New Surge
Spain accounts for around a third of Europe’s daily Covid-19 cases. A nurse helped a patient at a hospital in Zaragoza, Spain, last week.
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The outbreak is a
cautionary tale
about how progress
can quickly unravel.

goods. With their large pools
of unskilled workers, these
countries have few hard-cur-
rency cushions besides tourism
and remittances, says Henry
Mooney, an IDB economist.

“Instead of oil, these coun-
tries sell sun and sand,” Mr.
Mooney said.

Tourism has fewer monopo-
lies and tends to foster entre-
preneurship and social mobil-
ity, generating jobs for
everyone from cabbies to
housekeepers to tour guides
and inn owners, economists
say.

Over the past two decades,
hundreds of millions of people
reached the middle class in
places like India and China and
began traveling abroad. Tour-
ism has grown so fast in the
past two decades that one in
five global jobs created during
that time were in the industry,
according to the WTTC.

Mexico’s central bank, at
the government’s direction,
founded Cancún five decades
ago to help diversify the coun-
try’s oil-dependent economy.
The construction of an interna-
tional airport, roads and mega-
hotels along the string of un-
touched beaches helped propel
the country into the world’s
No. 7 tourist destination by
number of visitors.

Today, tourism’s contribu-
tion to the Mexican economy
surpasses 15%. About 24 mil-
lion foreign tourists visited
Mexico last year, spending
some $21 billion, government
data shows. The Cancún Hotel
Association estimates that the
Mayan Riviera, as this region
is known, captures 65% of for-
eign-tourist activity.

Tourist arrivals to Mexico
plunged 87% in June, with
spending falling to $148 mil-
lion from $1.7 billion a year be-
fore.

CANCÚN, Mexico—Since
this once-sleepy stretch of Ca-
ribbean coast began its trans-
formation into a glitzy resort
community 50 years ago, it has
thrived by attracting millions
of vacationers during its sum-
mer and winter seasons.

These days, however, there
are long stretches of deserted
beach. Hotel occupancy has
fallen below 30%. Shopping
malls are empty. And the tour-
ism industry that helped pull
Cancún and its people out of
poverty and put them on a
more prosperous path is strug-
gling.

Samuel González—a 38-
year-old who came to Cancún
years ago from Oaxaca, one of
Mexico’s poorest states, and
flourished selling tour pack-
ages—says he has been out of
work for five months now and
worries about what the future
holds. “In Cancún there is no
economic activity other than
tourism,” said Mr. González.
“For many, it’s like the end of
the world.”

The global tourism down-
turn that has accompanied the
Covid-19 pandemic hit airlines
and hotel chains and hurt hos-
pitality workers around the
world. But it is being felt most
acutely in the world’s less-de-
veloped nations, such as Mex-
ico, where tourism is an im-
portant driver of economic
development.

From Rio de Janeiro to Ven-
ice to the Maldives, the global
tourism industry is expected to
lose more than 100 million
jobs, or about one in three
tourism jobs world-wide, ac-
cording to estimates from the
trade group World Travel &
Tourism Council, or WTTC.

Latin America and the Ca-
ribbean are among the regions
most dependent on tourism.
Small islands are particularly
vulnerable. For Aruba, tourism
represents nearly 85% of eco-
nomic output, according to es-
timates from the Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank. For the
Maldives in South Asia it is
more than 66%. The Bahamas
ranks fifth world-wide at more
than 59%, IDB’s data shows.

Destinations that rely heav-
ily on cruise ships, like Nassau
in the Bahamas or Cozumel in
Mexico, also are in dire shape.
Most of their regular custom-
ers are Americans, and cruise
lines have suspended opera-
tions from U.S. ports until No-
vember.

Many tourism-dependent
countries tend not to be diver-
sified and import everything
from food to manufactured

BY SANTIAGO PÉREZ

As Virus Clobbers
Tourism, Millions
Lose a Lifeline

Deeper Dive
Tourism has been the sector
most affected by the pandemic
inMexico

7-day rolling average, change
froma year earlier

Source: BBVA Research

Note: As of Aug. 21. Tourism excludes
restaurants.
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4,000 employees have volun-
tarily been on-site, he said.

Until it changed course, Epic
had been working toward a
phased return to the office for
most employees by Sept. 21,
unless they had child-care or
health complications in which
case they would be allowed to
return in November. Now ev-
eryone has the option to con-
tinue working from home.

“It’s a novel situation,” said
Sumit Rana, a senior vice presi-
dent at Epic, “and it’s not like
there’s a great playbook for
that.”

Some workers don’t feel
their employers are open to
their concerns. Kathryn Bucolo,
28 years old, was an adminis-
trative assistant at a private
school in Arizona. This sum-
mer, she requested permission
to continue working from home
when the school year began.
Her husband is in a high-risk
category for Covid-19, she said,
and she feared bringing the vi-
rus home to him.

As her employer, the Phoe-
nix Country Day School, was
crafting its fall plans, she was
told it needed “all hands on
deck,” she said. She drafted
proposals for working remotely
and which tasks would need to
be reassigned. School officials
denied her requests, she said,
and she resigned in July.

School officials didn’t re-
spond to requests for comment.

The money Ms. Bucolo and
her husband had saved for a
down payment on a house will
now pay for health insurance
instead. They are living with
her in-laws to conserve cash
and have help with their two
children. Despite the prospect
of prolonged unemployment,
she said, quitting her job “was
the right decision.”

Only one respondent said the
summer surge of infections
hadn’t affected its timeline or
plans for bringing workers
back. The survey was con-
ducted by the Pacific Business
Group on Health, whose mem-
bers include Boeing Co., Sales-
force.com Inc. and Lowe’s Cos.

A few weeks ago, Dave
Almeda sent a note to the more
than 12,000 employees at Kro-
nos Inc. and Ultimate Software
Inc.—two human-resources-
technology firms that merged
this spring—informing them
that, instead of Sept. 8, the
combined company’s return to
the office would be pushed
back to Jan. 28.

With school plans still up in
the air or already set for remote
instruction, “people were
dreading the fall,” said Mr.
Almeda, chief people officer for
the merged company. His staff
surveyed employees, and 93%
said they were just as produc-
tive at home as they were in the
office. Meanwhile, he and an in-
house team have been regularly
reviewing infection and hospi-
talization rates, among other
data points, in locations where
the company operates.

With all of those indicators,
“it’s not a tough call, on bal-
ance, to keep people safe and at
home,” he said.

As they postpone back-to-
the-office plans, many are ad-
justing safety protocols and

ContinuedfromPageOne

Office
Reopenings
Postponed

Epic Systems planned to bring employees back to its Verona, Wis.,
campus in September, but decided they can keep working from home.
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vestments in the $2.2 billion Ar
Ratawi project, which aims to
redirect the large quantities of
natural gas that Iraq wastes to-
ward power generation, accord-
ing to Mr. Allawi and a Saudi oil
official.

Riyadh is also studying joint
investments in solar energy
within Iraq and exports of elec-
tricity from renewable projects
in Saudi Arabia to supply Iraq,
the Saudi energy ministry
spokesman added.

Last week, the U.S. and Iraq
announced natural-gas and
power-technology deals that
are potentially valued at $8 bil-
lion. They featured General
Electric Co., Honeywell Interna-
tional Inc. and Stellar Energy,
as well as plans with Chevron
Corp. and Baker Hughes Co.

Iraq and its GCC neighbors,
whose majority population be-
longs to different sects of Is-
lam, have been at loggerheads
in the past and long harbored
suspicions about each other’s

intentions.
During Saddam Hussein’s

rule, Iraq invaded Kuwait in
1990. The attack set the stage
for the Persian Gulf War the
following year, in which the U.S.
and a broad coalition of West-
ern and Sunni Arab states
evicted the Iraqi troops from
the Gulf state.

After the 2003 U.S. invasion

of Iraq toppled its dictator,
Saudi leaders often accused the
Shia-dominated governments in
Baghdad of siding with Iran, the
kingdom’s main foe in the re-
gion.

Mr. Kadhimi’s selection as
prime minister in May and the
appointment of a new cabinet,
however, had advanced Iraq’s
quiet efforts to improve ties

with Gulf neighbors.
Those Iraqi efforts have

dovetailed with the U.S. push to
isolate Iran and reduce Bagh-
dad’s dependence on Iranian
gas and electricity.

Iraq has experienced chronic
difficulties in meeting a mount-
ing demand for electricity.
Much of the problem has to do
with a shaky distribution net-
work, which is prone to black-
outs. But Iraq’s problems have
been exacerbated by subsidies
and energy pilferage, which
have deprived the government
of revenue. Facing public unrest
about power shortfalls, Iraq has
imported Iranian electricity as a
stopgap.

Connecting the Iraqi and
Gulf state grids has its chal-
lenges. The Iraqis will need to
upgrade their electrical infra-
structure so that their grid
could accept the power flowing
through the GCC system, noted
one Western official.

The linkup would also be one
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The Trump administration is
urging Iraq to proceed with a
project to connect its power
grid with Saudi Arabia and
other Gulf states, among steps
to reduce Baghdad’s longstand-
ing dependency on Iranian en-
ergy, U.S. and Arab officials
said.

The grid-connection venture
has been the subject of inten-
sive consultations in recent
months and was discussed dur-
ing Iraqi Prime Minister Mus-
tafa al-Kadhimi’s visit to Wash-
ington last week.

But now the parties are mov-
ing toward sealing and execut-
ing the component deals, which
would mark a major rapproche-
ment between Iraq and former
Arab adversaries that clashed in
the 1991 Persian Gulf War.

Iraqi Finance Minister Ali Al-
lawi said Friday that the project
was “on the verge of being de-
fined and designed and put out
to tenders.” He told an Atlantic
Council online seminar that
Iraq’s electrical grid would
probably be tied up to those of
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

A Saudi energy ministry
spokesman confirmed that
agreement “is advancing to-
ward completion” and includes
an option for a direct connec-
tion between Iraq and Saudi
Arabia.

“It is vital that Iraq’s elec-
tricity grid be connected to the
GCC,” added a senior Trump
administration official, refer-
ring to the Gulf Cooperation
Council, the six-member group
of Gulf states. “We’ve been
working on this.”

The grid tie-up is just one of
a series of energy ventures un-
der discussion between Iraqi
and Saudi officials.

Saudi Arabia has recently
started talks on potential in-

of a series of steps experts say
are needed to eliminate Iraq’s
energy dependence on Iran.
Iraq, experts say, also needs to
reform its electricity sector by
reducing subsidies so that in-
come raised can be invested in
power generation. The country
also wants to capture and pro-
cess the gas it wastes through
flaring at its Ratawi gas hub to
help meet domestic-energy re-
quirements.

To expedite the linkup, U.S.
officials helped facilitate meet-
ings in recent months between
Iraqi electricity and energy offi-
cials and counterparts in Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates
and other states, Mr. Kadhimi
told reporters Thursday after
meeting with President Trump.

“The Americans also encour-
aged us and encouraged our
neighbors to link up our elec-
tricity generation grids,” Mr.
Kadhimi said.

Meanwhile, the U.S. has
given Iraq an exemption from
sanctions against importing Ira-
nian energy, largely because
much of the country would
plunge into darkness without it
and because Baghdad is trying
to reduce its dependence.

The new partnerships be-
tween Iraq, Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf states mean Iraq’s “de-
pendence on Iranian gas and
electricity imports will begin to
trail down significantly some-
time next year,” Mr. Allawi, the
finance minister, said.

At about $400 million a year,
Iraq-Saudi trade remains small
compared with Iraq’s bilateral
trade with Iran, which exports
$10 billion a year worth of
goods to its western neighbor.

Apart from energy, Baghdad
and Riyadh are also discussing
the construction of a $1 billion,
100,000-seat sports stadium in
Iraq to be funded by the king-
dom and built by some of its
contractors.

Mr. Allawi is also proposing
that Kuwait delay or cancel
some $3 billion that Iraq owes
in reparations for the 1990-91
Gulf War, when Hussein burned
Kuwaiti oil fields.

—Isabel Coles in Beirut and
Summer Said in Dubai

contributed to this article.

Iraq Nears Energy Pact With Gulf States
Pressed by U.S.,
Baghdadmoves to
reduce its reliance on
Iran for electric power

A web of wires draws electricity from generators to homes in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad, because of an unreliable national electricity
grid. Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi last week discussed with President Trump a plan to connect Iraq’s grid to Saudi Arabia’s.
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Mr. Hulls and Ms. Howsden.
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California’s in 2014. The Euro-
pean Union operates a separate
emissions trading program.

The companies have the op-
tion of covering up to 4% of
their emissions with less-costly
offset credits, which California
issues for capturing methane
from dairies and mines, de-
stroying ozone-depleting sub-
stances and, most popularly,
preserving forests.

About 153 million forest
credits have been issued, each
representing a metric ton of se-
questered carbon. They limit
logging on about five million
U.S. acres. That’s a sliver of the
740-million-odd acres of U.S.
forests and woodlands that
aren’t already reserved, but the
amount of offset-protected
property is growing fast.

More than $1 billion has
been paid to U.S. woodland
owners not to cut, said Sean
Carney, Finite’s president. The
most prolific of forest-offset
firms, Finite has represented
timberland owners including
Maine’s Passamaquoddy tribe, a
Danish pension fund, a West
Virginia coal concern and in-
vestment firms like the The
Lyme Timber Co. Finite is sur-
veying tracts in Minnesota’s
frigid peatlands, along Tennes-
see’s Cumberland Plateau and
elsewhere that will add hun-
dreds of thousands of acres.

If other governments join
California and institute cap-
and-trade markets, voluntary
offsets could shoot up in value.
It could be like holding hot tech
shares ahead of an overbought
IPO. Like unlisted stock, volun-
tary credits trade infrequently
and in a wide price range, lately
averaging about $6 a ton, Mr.
Carney said. California credits
changed hands at an average of
$14.15 in 2019 and were up to
$15 before the coronavirus
lockdown drove them lower.
They have lately traded for
about $13.

These days, voluntary offsets
are mostly good for meeting
companies’ self-set carbon-re-
duction goals. BP is targeting
carbon neutrality by 2050. Be-
tween operations and the burn-
ing of its oil-and-gas output by
motorists and power plants, the
British company says it is an-
nually responsible for 415 mil-
lion metric tons of emissions.

Finite was launched in 2009
by Mr. Carney and financial
backers in anticipation of a
shake-up of forest economics.

He was raised in the woods
along the West Virginia side of
the Ohio River, where his father
worked for a coal company. He
left for the University of South-
ern California and immediately
missed the trees. “Like landing
on the moon,” he said.

Finite didn’t earn a penny
for four years. Mr. Carney gave
up pay. He and other Finite em-
ployees traveled to the far cor-
ners to tell landowners about
the coming carbon market.

Tribes and land trusts were
early converts. In 2013, when
California began issuing offset
credits, Finite was at the front
of the line with 19,104 trust-
owned acres in eastern Maine.

Maine’s Passamaquoddy
raised more than $30 million
enrolling 98,532 acres. The
tribe used the money to refi-
nance its wild-blueberry busi-
ness, build a sugar shack for its
maple syrup operation, fund a
housing program, start a sub-
oxone clinic to fight opioid ad-
diction and, when the coronavi-
rus lockdown hit, stock the
local food pantries, said Corey
Hinton, a lawyer for the tribe.

BP paid more than $100 mil-
lion to Alaska Native corpora-
tion Sealaska Corp. to manage
165,077 acres under California
rules.

Nonbelievers came around.
“I once had a landowner tell me
the first evidence he saw of cli-
mate change was the first
check he got from Finite Car-
bon,” Mr. Carney said.

Charleston, W.V.’s Rowland
Land Co. was swayed by low
hardwood prices. Though
prices for softwood lumber,
which comes from evergreens
and is used to frame homes and
for fences, have climbed to re-
cords this summer, lumber
from deciduous trees hasn’t
sold for so little since the hous-
ing crash. Rowland started out
logging in 1886 but discovered
coal in 1902.

Back to timber
“We’ve been mining coal for

a long time and, like most land
companies, we see the light at
the end of that tunnel,” Chief
Executive David Pollitt said.
“Pretty soon the coal will de-
plete and we’ll be a timber
company again.”

California issued Rowland
1.9 million offsets covering
35,466 acres of mostly poplar
and oak, a big boost during a
period of poor prices for Appa-
lachian coal. Plus, the offsets
won’t prevent Rowland from
cashing in on fads in furniture,

cabinetry and flooring.
Sellers can selectively cut so

long as the felled trees’ mass is
less than what their woods
have added since offsets were
issued. Or they can sell addi-
tional credits against the
growth.

Molpus Woodlands Group
LLC of Jackson, Miss., is among
the country’s largest timber-
land investment-management
organizations. Those are basi-
cally buyout firms, but for
woods instead of companies.
Molpus has century-old roots in
a lumberyard, supplied ammo
boxes for World War II and in
the 1970s ran one of the coun-
try’s largest sawmills. Now it is
cranking out offsets.

Working with Finite, Molpus
has produced offsets in Ken-
tucky, Tennessee and twice in
New York’s Adirondacks. It is in
the midst of registering Califor-
nia credits in Minnesota and on
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.

A March trunk-measuring in
Minnesota was postponed by
the coronavirus pandemic and
will have to wait until the bogs
freeze again. The 167,174 acres
near the Canadian border are
poised to generate north of $30
million for Molpus investors,
said Dick Kempka, who worked
for conservation groups before

Abrief introduction to California’s cap-and-trade program

Hardwood lumber producer price index,monthly
(December 2003= 100)

California forest offset trading volume

Californiasets
annual caps
onstatewide
emissions,which
decline over time.

Companies can
cover a sliver of
their emissions
withoffsetcredits,
which cost less
than allowances
and have public-
relations value.

Offset credits are granted
for capturingmethane
from dairies andmines,
destroying ozone-
depleting substances
and preserving forests.
Recipients can use or sell
them on the openmarket.

Thestatedistributes
allowances, permits
that let businesses
emitacertainamount
ofgreenhousegases.
Somearegiven free,
butmostare sold
at auction.

Polluters
can stockpile
allowances
for later use,
or trade them
like financial
assets.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (price index); California Air Resources Board (offsets)
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Finite Carbon’s David McMath and Chad
Westfall measured trees on Lyme Timber’s
property in Tennessee. Above, measuring girth.
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nia’s Finite Carbon, a pioneer in
the business of helping land-
owners create and sell credits.
The investment is aimed at
helping Finite hire more forest-
ers, begin using satellites to
measure biomass and drum up
more credits for use in the vol-
untary market.

BP has asked Finite to pro-
duce voluntary credits ASAP so
they can be available for its
own carbon ledger and to trade
among other companies eager
to improve their emissions
math. As part of its shift into
non-fossil-fuel markets, BP ex-
pects to trade offset credits the
way it does oil and gas.

“The investment is to grow a
new market,” said Nacho Gime-
nez, a managing director at the
oil company’s venture-capital
arm. “BP wants to live in this
space.”

By paying landowners not to
cut, companies can say they are
responsible for having locked
up a specific amount of carbon
in the standing trees, calculable
to the metric ton. It’s great for
public relations, meeting car-
bon-reduction targets and
courting investors who are
shoveling money into funds
that promise to invest with
ecological and social responsi-
bility in mind.

Old-growth forests are also a
defense against wildfires, be-
cause they are less susceptible
than the scrubby growth that
fills in after a clear-cut.

Skeptics contend the prac-
tice does little to reduce green-
house gases: that the trees are
already sequestering carbon
and shouldn’t be counted to let
companies off the hook for
emissions. They argue that a
lot of forest protected by off-
sets wasn’t at high risk of being
clear-cut, because doing so isn’t
the usual business of its own-
ers, like land trusts, or because
the timber was remote or oth-
erwise not particularly valu-
able.

“It isn’t adding to the carbon
balance one jot,” said Duncan
McLaren, a Lancaster Univer-
sity professor who studies cli-
mate engineering. “What it is
doing is validating the emis-
sions.”

Market-based effort
This trade in standing trees

is the latest market-based ef-
fort to curb pollution. Cap-and-
trade was deployed to reduce
acid rain after President George
H.W. Bush signed amendments
to the Clean Air Act that lim-
ited sulfur dioxide emissions
from power plants. Lawmakers
during the Obama administra-
tion pitched a federal cap-and-
trade system to reduce green-
house gases and slow global
warming, but the plan stalled
amid debate over costs and its
effectiveness in dealing with a
world-wide problem.

California forged ahead, set-
ting caps on emissions, which
become stricter over time, and
creating a corresponding num-
ber of allowances. Refiners, fuel
importers and utilities vie for
the allowances at auction and
turn them over to regulators to
cover their emissions. Quebec
linked its own program with

ContinuedfromPageOne

his peers from the yoke of pa-
rental surveillance.

“Let’s work our way to free-
dom,” Andrew, who goes by
Drew, proclaimed in a video
urging others to leave bad rat-
ings for Life360 at online stores
where people download apps.
His video got close to a million
views.

Quickly the proportion of
negative reviews for Life360 on
the App Store, for Apple-device
users, and the Google Play
store, for Android devices,
soared to 59% in March, up
from 19% in February and 13%
the previous March, according
to data provider Apptopia.
Hundreds of the bad reviews
referenced Drew’s TikTok ac-
count.

So many people were down-
loading the app just to leave
bad reviews, it shot up to the
No. 1 rank among social-media

ContinuedfromPageOne

apps in the U.S., for a brief mo-
ment, Apptopia showed.

Life360’s overall rating on
the App Store dropped from
about 4.7 to 2.6 by the end of
March.

“I’m starting to smell vic-
tory,” Drew said in a TikTok
video at the time.

Mr. Hulls, meanwhile, was
contemplating a response.

The coronavirus pandemic
was already hurting Life360’s
business, as families cooped up
at home could keep watchful
eyes on one another without
the help of an app. And the
negative publicity from the 1-
star-campaign wasn’t helping.

As someone who grew up as
a happy “free range kid” him-
self, Mr. Hulls, who is 37, says
he was worried about some
parents using his app in a way
that was hurting relationships
with their children. He wanted
families to understand his point
of view. He had the idea to go
on TikTok to share it.

Most colleagues generally
warned him: “Stay away. You
are entering a lion’s den,” Mr.
Hulls said.

On May 7 he sent a tweet at
Drew, “Nice work with your ban
Life360 campaign. I was im-
pressed. You up to chat?”

At first Drew worried Mr.
Hulls would threaten legal ac-
tion. When his parents found
out Life360 had contacted him,
they told him: “You are in so
much trouble,” said his mom,
Carrie Polenske, who uses the
Life360 app to keep tabs on her
two sons.

“There was a mutual suspi-
ciousness,” Mr. Hulls said.

Drew, who was finishing
10th grade, responded. They set
up a video call with some of his
friends, where Mr. Hulls made a
plea for why his company

didn’t deserve to be a target of
a takedown campaign.

If it went out of business, he
said, other parental-control
apps would take its place. Why
not, he suggested, work with
his company to add features to
make it more palatable.

Personally, Drew says he
never had issues with Life360.
“My parents aren’t too control-
ling with it,” he said. He liked
the idea of helping improve the
app. Plus there was money in it.

Mr. Hulls is paying Drew and
three friends $5,000 to help
hone his TikTok persona, Drew
said.

“We don’t want to seem like
a sellout,” Drew said. As long
as he isn’t required to say any-
thing he doesn’t believe, and
Life360 comes up with features
that benefit teens, he says he is
using his influence for good.

They got to work immedi-
ately. “He didn’t know how to
green-screen,” Drew said about
Mr. Hulls’s TikTok skills.

They bandied about the idea
of Mr. Hulls’s emerging from
the “dark side” and landed on
the image of him appearing as
Darth Vader.

The CEO turned to his Face-
book account: “Does anyone
here in the Bay Area have a

Darth Vader mask? I need one
today,” he posted.

In his TikTok debut, Mr.
Hulls takes off his Darth Vader
mask to reveal “your standard
awkward tech CEO” and tells
viewers he is committed to
making Life360 better for
teens.

The video appeared under
the hashtag #banlife360.

Samantha Howsden Ward, a
48-year-old from Nebraska,
says she originated the
hashtag.

Her TikTok screen name is
“monw0102,” which stands for
“middle of nowhere mom with
two kids.” She had never used
Life360 with her kids, but says
she was appalled by some sto-
ries she heard about how par-
ents were using it to constantly
monitor their kids. Some teens
were leaving their phones at
friends’ houses “just so they
wouldn’t feel watched,” she
says.

“I believe kids need a little
bit of privacy and a little bit of
freedom to make choices,” Ms.
Howsden says.

Ms. Howsden and Mr. Hulls
spoke in May, after his videos
started gaining attention. Now
Ms. Howsden is a convert—and
a paid consultant, too.

“I was taken aback by his
genuine response,” she says,
adding she is helping Mr. Hulls
think through parent-child
communication to improve the
service. The two have made
videos, including one where she
gets a pie in the face.

Mr. Hulls “went from being
one of the most hated CEOs of
Gen Z to being liked,” said Bo
Lau, a 16-year-old in Toronto
who writes about Gen-Z trends.
Most “are scared of getting the
‘OK, boomer,’ ” response and
fail to engage with Gen-Z crit-
ics, she said.

Life360 has spent about
$20,000 for payments to Tik-
Tok collaborators and related
expenses, Mr. Hulls said.

His simplest video was the
most well received. A popular
feature on TikTok is trying to
get videos on top of unlikely
hashtags.

In a clip filmed by his wife,
Mr. Hulls struts through their
kitchen, popping a piece of wa-
termelon into his mouth, under
the text “imagine if the ceo of
life360 was at the top of
#banlife360.”

That got him more than six
million views and a spot at the
top of the hashtag that was the
rallying cry of his detractors.

joining in 2017 to wring non-
timber income from its lands.

“We’re seeing more and
more value from having the
trees stay there longer,” he said.

Offering an income-produc-
ing alternative to logging so
that trees could remain stand-
ing and absorbing carbon moti-
vated California’s decision to
accept forest credits, said An-
drea Tuttle, who helped de-
velop the program when she
led the state’s Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection. So
far it has worked, thanks to
strict criteria involving third-
party verification and audits
every six years, she said.

Measuring growth
“We can show accrual of

carbon,” she said. “We can
demonstrate it through mea-
surements because trees stand
still and we can put a tape
measure around them and
show that they have grown.”

That’s why Tim McAbee,
who leads project development
for Finite, was recently in the
middle of nowhere, Middle Ten-
nessee. He and two freelance
foresters needed to measure
trees deep in Lyme’s woods to
determine how much carbon is
sequestered on its property and
thus how many offset credits
the firm can sell. The trees
were around points chosen ran-
domly by a computer on Lyme’s
18,369 acres. Accessibility
wasn’t considered.

They donned hard hats and
orange vests and set off into
thick and thorny woods for an
hourslong trudge toward the
trees they had to measure.
They found a stub of painted
rebar surrounded by trees
numbered to 10 in matching
blue. The white ash, black oak,
red maple and sassafras were
striped 4½ feet up their trunks
where another crew had mea-
sured their girth months ago.

David McMath, who lives in
Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom,
stepped up to No. 1, pulled a
length from the girthing tape
dangling from his vest and
hugged the hickory.

Cole Parsons, a West Virgin-
ian who followed his father into
forestry, paced away from No. 1
and pointed a laser hypsometer
at its trunk and then up at its
crown to gauge the tree’s
height.

The difference between eval-
uating trees for cutting and
carbon is precision. Tenths of
an inch in diameter or a few
feet in height matter when cal-
culating sequestration. Saplings
that would be wasted in log-
ging are factored in.

All the measuring adds up.
Registering typical terrain costs
about $350 per plot, and there
can be hundreds of them, he
said. In Alaska, where helicop-
ters and bear guards are
needed, it runs around $1,000.

Finite hopes to reduce costs
by replacing some of the leg-
work with satellites and artifi-
cial intelligence. It is launching
an online platform for owners
to register as few as 40 acres in
the voluntary market.

Lyme, which is considering
voluntary offsets for a $300
million tract on Michigan’s Up-
per Peninsula that it bought
last autumn from timber giant
Weyerhaeuser Co., seeks for-
ests made marginally economi-
cal by rugged terrain or mill
closures and sells offsets to
cover much of the purchase
price. That reduces the urgency
to turn woods into wood, said
Jim Hourdequin, the Hanover,
N.H., firm’s CEO.

Trees Used
As Carbon
Offsets

CEO Joins
Gen-Z
Critics

.
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who welcomed convention
delegates to New York City.

Mr. Langworthy attended
that convention and said that
the prime-time speaking card
is just one part of the experi-
ence. Each day, delegates from
New York gather for breakfast
and listen to party elders and
up-and-comers from the Em-
pire State and beyond.

“It’s a shame,” he said of
this year’s pared-down con-
vention format. “It does

stimulate conversations. It
does allow you to get to
meet people from other
parts of New York, and state-
wide candidacies emerge.
Trial balloons get floated.”

There was talk in some
GOP circles that former Gov.
George Pataki, who won
three terms in New York and
unsuccessfully ran for presi-
dent in the last election, was
considering another run for
statewide office. Mr. Pataki

BY JIMMY VIELKIND
AND KATIE HONAN

The NYPD’s civilian tow-truck drivers have been tasked with removing vehicles from crime scenes.
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Pared-Down New York Delegation Heads to GOP Convention
A delega-

tion of hun-
dreds of New
York Republi-
cans hoping
to cheer in

person, as President Trump
is nominated for a second
term, has been reduced to
just six people.

The coronavirus pandemic
has scaled down national po-
litical conventions, including
the GOP confab that kicks off
on Monday. For New York’s
Republicans, that means a
missed chance for ascendant
figures to mingle with peo-
ple from across the state—
and nation—as the party
starts to think about its
statewide slate for 2022.

New York Republican
State Committee Chairman
Nick Langworthy will lead a
half-dozen delegates to Char-
lotte, N.C., for the formal
business of the convention,
including a roll-call vote to
renominate Mr. Trump.

But most major speeches
associated with the four-day
event will occur in Washing-
ton, D.C., at an auditorium

near the White House. U.S.
Reps. Lee Zeldin and Elise
Stefanik, who respectively
represent Long Island and
New York’s North Country,
will deliver prime-time ad-
dresses on Wednesday, the
Trump campaign said.

Ms. Stefanik was a tepid
supporter of Mr. Trump in
2016, but over the course of
the past year’s impeachment
proceedings, she emerged as
one of his staunchest defend-
ers. In a statement, she said
Mr. Trump enjoys broad sup-
port in her district and that
she was honored to speak.

“This election is a clear
choice between President
Trump’s record of delivering
results for the American peo-
ple during this challenging
time versus Joe Biden’s 47-
year failed record of far-left
policies,” Ms. Stefanik said.

While the lineup could still
change, they will likely be the
highest-ranking New York of-
ficials to speak at the conven-
tion. Contrast that with 2004,
when New York City had a Re-
publican mayor and the state
had a Republican governor

recently released a book re-
flecting on his time in office
during the 9/11 terrorist at-
tacks, attended a political
fundraiser in Saratoga and
spoke in July during a digital
NYGOP gathering.

In an interview, the 75-
year-old former governor said
he was very concerned about
the direction the state is tak-
ing but wasn’t interested in
another run for office.

Lewis County Sheriff Mike
Carpinelli has officially de-
clared his plans to challenge
Gov. Andrew Cuomo in 2022
and created a campaign com-
mittee this summer to start
raising funds. Mr. Carpinelli
said he has never been to a
national convention and isn’t
going this year. He is travel-
ing the state to meet other
Republicans.

“This is new territory to
me, and I’m looking forward
to learning and being out
there in it,” he said.

Mr. Pataki said he won’t
be following the national
convention too closely.

“It’s more like a Zoom
conference than an actual

convention,” he said.

HEALTH DEPARTURE:
Another top official has left
the state Department of
Health as it continues to
grapple with the pandemic.

Deputy Commissioner
Brad Hutton, who ran the Of-
fice of Public Health, left his
job on Thursday after spend-
ing 26 years in various roles
at the department. In a note
to colleagues, Mr. Hutton
said he would be working on
“infectious disease and pub-
lic health issues nationally.”
Mr. Hutton didn’t return an
email seeking comment, and
a department spokesman
didn’t say what his new role
would be.

“The Department thanks
Mr. Hutton for a distin-
guished career that put him
on the front lines of the
State’s public health re-
sponse,” department spokes-
man Gary Holmes said.

Several other top officials
have left the department in
recent months.

jimmy.vielkind@wsj.com

Rep. Elise Stefanik, shown last month, will speak Wednesday.
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The New York Police De-
partment has begun ordering
hundreds of civilian staffers to
tow vehicles from crime
scenes and accidents without
first providing proper training
and safety equipment.

Officials at the union repre-
senting the workers said that
the directive is meant to drive
down overtime hours in the
wake of funding cuts for the
department in New York City’s
latest budget, but jeopardizes
criminal investigations and
puts members at risk.

The NYPD’s 270 tow-truck
operators typically spend
shifts impounding vehicles
owned by parking scofflaws.
Two weeks ago, however, they
were ordered to take on the
higher-stakes duties during
weekend and overnight shifts,
drivers and officials for Dis-
trict Council 37 Local 983 said.

Towing cars from possible
crime scenes was previously
executed almost exclusively by
40 other NYPD civilian work-
ers represented by the same

tor-vehicle operators off week-
ends and overnight shifts on
July 24 to help trim overtime
costs, but without reassigning
the work, according to a re-
view of department memos.
Motor-vehicle operators last
year racked up nearly $2.3
million in payroll expenses, in-
cluding about $500,000 in
overtime, city records show.

The July 24 directive left
some vehicles involved in pos-
sible crimes parked and un-
guarded on the street for days

at a time, rather than moved
to a secure local precinct, the
union said.

The NYPD on Aug. 7 began
ordering tow operators to take
on weekend and overnight du-
ties so vehicles involved in in-
vestigations wouldn’t remain
on streets.

Union officials said tow op-
erators can legally reject the
new assignment under its la-
bor contract, but the NYPD
said it believes it hasn’t vio-
lated the pact.

Mr. Robbins said Local 983
plans to take legal action to
void the new orders.

Maria Haberfeld, a profes-
sor of police science at John
Jay College of Criminal Jus-
tice, said the new directive
could be a “significant blow”
to how the NYPD secures fu-
ture crime scenes involving
vehicles and collects evidence.

“If evidence is contaminated
and not admissible in court,
people who committed crimes
will walk free,” she said.

New York City faces a $9 bil-
lion deficit over the next two
years, high levels of unemploy-
ment and the prospect of laying
off 22,000 government workers
if new revenue or savings aren’t
found in the coming weeks.

The growing economic crisis,
brought on by the coronavirus
pandemic, has alarmed New
York Gov. Andrew Cuomo so
much that he recently asserted
greater control over a panel
overseeing the finances of the
nation’s largest city.

Earlier this summer, Mr.
Cuomo appointed three close
allies to the New York State Fi-
nancial Control Board. The
board played a prominent role
during the city’s last fiscal crisis
in the 1970s, when it wielded
broad legal power over the
city’s budget and made difficult
spending decisions.

Mr. Cuomo, a Democrat, has
grown concerned about the di-
rection of the city budget, state
Budget Director Robert Mujica
said in an interview.

The city had to cut billions
to balance its latest budget, but
it still has major funding chal-
lenges. Local officials have
called on Congress to approve a
relief package for the city. New
York City Mayor Bill de Blasio
asked state lawmakers for au-
thorization to borrow up to $5
billion to fund operating costs.
Democrats who control the
state Senate objected, and the
request hasn’t been granted.

“A lot of the same things

that occurred in 1975 are reoc-
curring,” Mr. Mujica said. “And
if that’s the case, and the city’s
going to be in a level of fiscal
distress, we want to know
early.”

The seven-member control
board is chaired by the gover-
nor and consists of the mayor,
the city and state comptrollers,
and three “private members”
appointed by the governor. One
seat was vacant, and the re-
maining private members were
appointed by former Govs. Eliot
Spitzer and George Pataki. Mr.
Cuomo’s appointments replace
the private members and fill an
empty seat. These members

don’t have fixed terms and
serve at the pleasure of the
governor.

The mayor’s relationship
with Mr. Cuomo is contentious,
as both leaders jockeyed over
decisions at the start of the
pandemic. But a spokesman for
Mr. de Blasio said the city was
“not concerned” with the new
appointments.

The panel was created in
1975 after years of borrowing to
cover operating deficits brought
New York City to the brink of
bankruptcy. The board had the
power to approve, reject or
change the city’s budget as well
as labor contracts.

That period of control lasted
until 1986, when the board’s
role shifted into one of review.
Now, the board can recommend
a period of control if the city’s
budget is more than $100 mil-
lion out of balance, if it doesn’t
make a debt service payment
on time, or if it loses access to
credit markets. A control period
must be approved by the state
Legislature.

Mr. Cuomo named to the
board Rossana Rosado, his sec-
retary of state; former New
York City Comptroller Bill
Thompson, who now chairs the
board of the City University of
New York; and Steven M. Co-

hen, who served as Mr. Cuomo’s
top aide after he was first
elected governor in 2010.

John Levin, chief executive
of asset-management firm
Levin Capital Strategies LP, said
he was surprised that Mr.
Cuomo had decided to replace
him on the board. Mr. Levin,
who was appointed by Mr. Pat-
aki in 1997, said the new ap-
pointees were qualified but be-
lieved independent private
members could raise important
policy and accounting issues.

“I think that having people
on the board who are not re-
sponsive to political constituen-
cies has an important role,” he

GREATER NEW YORK

said.
Lawrence Golub, president of

lending firm Golub Capital, also
was replaced on the board. He
declined to comment through a
spokeswoman.

New York City has benefited
from a strong economy over the
last two decades, and the board,
which reviews its annual bud-
get, has signed off each year
without a problem.

By the final quarter of 2019,
the city’s unemployment rate
was at a record low of 4%,
wages and earnings were up,
and economic growth surpassed
that of the rest of the country,
according to a report released
in March by the comptroller’s
office. That was upended weeks
later as the city shut down to
slow the spread of the virus.
The unemployment rate was
nearly 20% in June.

Without financial help from
the federal government, or bor-
rowing authority, layoff notices
to thousands of workers across
every city agency will go out by
Aug. 31, according to a mayoral
spokeswoman.

“I have told all New Yorkers
that we’re getting to a point
where we’re starting to run out
of options.” Mr. de Blasio said
last week.

Richard Ravitch, who as an
aide to former Gov. Hugh Carey
helped arrange the city’s bailout
in the 1970s, said the control
board could be a useful tool. He
recalled an instance when then-
Mayor Ed Koch railed against
the control board’s cuts on tele-
vision, and then privately told
him, “Thank God.”

“We need an institution that
is, to some degree, removed
from politics that elected offi-
cials can blame for cutting ex-
penses,” Mr. Ravitch said.
“That’s the nature of politics in
a democracy.”

Key Financial Board Gets New Attention
Cuomo asserts control
over panel that played
prominent role in ’70s
crisis in New York City

Garbage piled up on Upper West Side during a 1975 wildcat strike by sanitation workers protesting the firing of 19,000 city workers.
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union but classified as “motor
vehicle operators.”

Unlike tow operators, these
workers receive training in
moving vehicles from crime
scenes without smudging fin-
gerprints or tainting other evi-
dence, union officials said.
Motor-vehicle operators are
also equipped with safety
glasses, disposable plastic
body suits and other protec-
tive devices to avoid poten-
tially contaminating blood and
other substances.

“The public doesn’t want
anyone walking away free af-
ter committing murder be-
cause our members didn’t
know what they were doing
and accidentally wiped away
evidence while grabbing a
steering wheel to tow a car,”
said Marvin Robbins, Local
983’s vice president.

NYPD spokeswoman Sgt.
Jessica McRorie said the NYPD
has been working to reduce
costs and overtime following
recent budget cuts. She de-
clined to say whether the new
orders have affected any crim-
inal investigations but said in

an emailed statement that the
department was reviewing the
union’s concerns.

“Criminal investigations and
the processing of crime scenes
is a priority of the NYPD,” Sgt.
McRorie said. “The NYPD will
ensure that evidence is pro-
cessed properly and in accor-
dance with NYPD policy.”

The cost-savings measures
came weeks after Mayor Bill
de Blasio and the New York
City Council approved a $88.19
billion city budget that shifted
nearly $1 billion in funding
from the NYPD to social and
youth services. The budget
also reduced overtime for
NYPD personnel and canceled
a class of cadets.

Mr. de Blasio, a Democrat,
and the council agreed to the
cuts after weeks of large-scale
protests over the May 25 kill-
ing of George Floyd in Minne-
apolis police custody and calls
for defunding police depart-
ments. As a result, the NYPD’s
annual operating budget
dropped to around $5 billion
from $6 billion.

The NYPD first pulled mo-

BY RICH CALDER

Reassignments Endanger
NYPDProbes, Union Says
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Still, in a recent survey con-
ducted by the American Alli-
ance of Museums, a support
organization for the industry,
one-third of museum directors
around the country said they
faced significant risk that
their institutions wouldn’t
survive by the fall of 2021
without some financial relief.

The Met, with a $320 mil-
lion annual budget before the
pandemic, is projecting a $150
million loss because of the
pandemic and has cut its staff,
which once numbered around
2,000, by roughly 20%, mu-
seum officials said. The future
exhibition schedule will be re-
duced to 30 shows a year from
about 40, though officials said
quality wouldn’t suffer and
visitors won’t perceive a dif-
ference overall in what the
museum is presenting.

The Met can rely on an ap-
proximately $3 billion-plus en-
dowment to sustain itself, plus
the continued support of a
large, well-heeled group of do-
nors. The organization was
able to raise $25 million in
emergency funds from its
trustees during the pandemic.

“The Met’s existence is not
being challenged,” said Max
Hollein, director of the mu-
seum. “It’s a very resilient in-
stitution.”

For smaller museums,
though, there is often no sig-
nificant financial cushion. The
nautical-themed South Street

Seaport Museum, with a $4.5
million pre-pandemic budget,
estimates its pandemic-related
loss will likely exceed $2 mil-
lion. President and Chief Exec-
utive Jonathan Boulware said
the museum has an endow-
ment of only $1.7 million and
no cash reserve to absorb the

financial hit.
The museum hasn’t been

able to fully reopen its main ex-
hibition space in the years since
the building sustained major
damage during superstorm
Sandy in 2012. Mr. Boulware
said he had hoped 2020 would
be the year it would finally fully

Medicine in the Raw
Healthcare Starts with Healthy Food.

God’s Love We Deliver is a member of the Food is Medicine Coalition (FIMC).

To learn more about FIMC’s work around the country, visit fimcoalition.org

Since 1985, we’ve been cooking and home-delivering nutritious, individually tailored meals

to people living with serious illness in the NYC metropolitan area.

Being sick and hungry is a crisis. You can help.

Donate, volunteer, or just learnmore at glwd.org

godslovewedeliver @godslovenyc
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open for limited tours, but that
now seems impossible.

“This is the most severe
threat this museum has ever
faced. And for this museum
that’s really saying some-
thing,” Mr. Boulware said.

The path forward for muse-
ums, big or small, is clouded
by the likelihood that atten-
dance, a significant revenue
driver, may be a small fraction
of what it once was for the
foreseeable future.

Even if the 25% cap is even-
tually increased, it may not
matter much in the short
term. Many museums in the
city rely heavily on tourism—
at the Met, tourists have made
up 70% of the roughly seven
million annual visitors it has
attracted in recent years. But
the pandemic has upended the
travel industry, and expecta-
tions are that it could take at
least a year or two for sightse-
ers to return to New York in
sizable numbers. Last year, the
city welcomed a record 66.6
million visitors, according to
NYC & Company, the city’s of-
ficial tourism organization.

If there is a silver lining to
the current picture, it is that
the pandemic has prompted
many museums to strengthen
online offerings and engage
visitors in a different way.

Take the case of Poster
House, a museum devoted to
posters that opened in Chelsea
last year.

While Poster House Mu-
seum Director Julia Knight
said the pandemic arrived just
as the institution was estab-
lishing a foothold in the city,
she was glad to introduce a
number of innovative virtual
programs this summer. One
example: an event showcasing
posters from the art deco pe-
riod and encouraging online
attendees to enjoy a cocktail
from the same era, with reci-
pes provided, while they were
viewing from home.

Ms. Knight said such pro-
grams have resulted in poster
lovers signing up for member-
ships, even if they live well be-
yond New York.

“We have gotten people to
join from Texas,” she said.

A native New Yorker who
has been going to the Metro-
politan Museum of Art since
childhood, Charles Baum is ea-
ger to see the institution re-
open its doors in coming days
after a five-month shutdown
because of the coronavirus
pandemic.

“I can’t wait to get back,”
said Mr. Baum, a 70-year-old
resident of Manhattan’s Upper
West Side who is also a fre-
quent visitor to the Museum
of Modern Art, or MoMA, and
the Whitney Museum of Amer-
ican Art, among other New
York City institutions.

But the question for the Met
and museums throughout the
five boroughs is whether loyal
patrons like Mr. Baum will be
enough to sustain them, at
least in the coming months.

Actually, these institutions,
some of them bedrocks of the
arts scene that defines the
city, are facing several difficult
questions. Even as they get
ready to greet visitors again—
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo
approved their reopening
starting Monday at 25% capac-
ity—they are preparing to
make do with fewer attendees
in the short and potentially
long term. They also are grap-
pling with the loss of a signifi-
cant chunk of income over the
shutdown period.

The result is that museums
are looking at slashing their
budgets—by millions of dol-
lars, in the case of some larger
ones, according to officials
with the institutions. That
means cutting staff and trim-
ming exhibition schedules, in
many instances.

The situation could eventu-
ally result in some museums
permanently shutting their
doors, though few in the cul-
tural world expect such august
institutions as the Met, MoMA
or the Whitney to do so.

BY CHARLES PASSY

Museums Begin Reopening Their Doors
Some institutions
wonder whether they
will be able to recover
from the pandemic

The Museum of Modern Art closed in March but plans to reopen Thursday, with timed tickets required. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, shown before the lockdown, is projecting a $150 million loss because of the pandemic and has cut its staff by roughly 20%.
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managers and peers, found that
employees who aren’t co-located
with their bosses tend to obses-
sively monitor their email and
volunteer to take early-morning
and late-night meetings—anything
to prove they’re committed and
working hard.

The result is burnout, says Paul
Leonardi, a co-author of the study
and professor of technology man-
agement at University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara. Many either
give up trying to advance or quit
their jobs.

It’s worth emphasizing that
was the result when working from
home was just, well, working from
home, as opposed to what you did
while also home schooling and
navigating a recession and health
crisis. These days, aiming for a
promotion remotely can be even
more fraught.

Haley Bryant spent the spring
trying to ascend to the chief oper-
ating officer role at content-mar-
keting firm Animalz while sitting
side by side with her son, Oliver,
then 4 years old, in their
Bethesda, Md., home. Having
worked remotely for a few years,
she knew she was prone to some
unhealthy habits, like working for
hours without pausing for food or
a break. But now every day felt
like both an audition for the new
gig and an emergency. The busi-
ness was shedding customers, em-
ployees were overwhelmed and
her son was constantly interrupt-
ing her, sad that she didn’t have
time to color with him. “I just
was on a treadmill that was going
faster and faster,” she says.

Working long hours, Ms. Bryant
began suffering from persistent
headaches. Her energy sank. She
got the job, but realized her ap-
proach during the trial period
wasn’t sustainable. She needed to
draw firmer boundaries and pre-
serve more time for herself. “It
forced me to set a bar and change
how I work,” she says. “I’m a hu-
man, not a robot.”

Don’t Let RemoteWork
SlowDownYour Career
Landing a promotion while working from home requires new strategies

place-consulting company
Flex+Strategy Group. “Re-
ally, at the end of the day,
they had no idea what
you’re doing. You could have
just been sitting there.”

Without that built-in cue
for your manager, the onus
shifts to you to prove your
value and make sure you’re
in the flow. Ms. Yost recom-
mends providing frequent
updates on your progress,
asking for work and making
sure you’re clear on the
company’s priorities and ex-
pectations. “It’s a much
more specific and inten-
tional way of doing your
job,” she says.

At ButcherBox, a meat-
subscription service based
in Boston, workers living in
Texas, Pennsylvania and
other locations often felt
like second-class citizens,
says CEO Mike Salguero.
Corporate decisions often
were made on the fly by pulling a
group of people into a conference
room at the office, leaving out
those farther afield.

“They felt like they were not
involved in the important conver-
sations,” Mr. Salguero says. “Basi-
cally, their career was being held
back by the fact that they were
remote, which makes sense.”

Paula Davis, a member support
manager based in Dallas, recalls
not being included in a meeting in
January where the rest of her
team made a decision about call-
center operations, a key part of

her job. Another time, she opened
up the email invite to a meeting
and found no dial-in or videocon-
ferencing link. She frantically
emailed her colleagues, but they
didn’t realize she was absent until
10 minutes before the meeting
was over. She wondered how she
would rise in the ranks at the
company if she could so easily be
overlooked.

“I just truly felt like an after-
thought,” Ms. Davis says. “Does
my opinion not matter?”

Ms. Davis’ manager, Joe Kelly,
says he felt terrible each time he

accidentally left Ms. Davis
out, especially since he’d
been in her shoes recently,
having worked remotely in
Colorado for the company
for a year. “As much as you
try, you definitely make
those mistakes,” he says. He
began to advocate for Ms.
Davis in the office, urging
others to loop her in when
he’d overhear conversations
related to her job. Ms. Davis
also started pushing herself
to speak up more, pointing
out when lapses happened
and insisting on dial-in
links before meetings.

The pandemic helped
solve many of the dynamics
at ButcherBox. With every-
one working remotely for
now, and the company hir-
ing in different locations,
Ms. Davis says she sees
more potential for herself
there. But Mr. Salguero, the
CEO, is still wrestling with

how to keep things fair for tele-
commuters long-term. One
thought is to make sure he is out
of the office as much as possible
so impromptu meetings can’t hap-
pen. “If I’m remote, there’s always
that buffer,” he says.

Research shows that remote
workers adapt to the pressures
and disadvantages of being far
from headquarters, but their cop-
ing mechanisms come with conse-
quences. A 2019 study called “Get
Noticed and Die Trying,” which
analyzed interviews with 60 re-
mote workers and dozens of their

Haley Bryant, of Bethesda, Md., with her son,
Oliver.
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D
itching your commute
and working in your pa-
jamas is nice. But is re-
mote work hindering
your career?

As millions of people
hunker down in the telecommut-
ing experiment that won’t seem
to end—and some toy with mak-
ing the setup permanent—they
are getting a taste of what work-
ing-from-home veterans have
known for years: It can be hard to
climb the ladder when no one can
see you.

The best projects and promo-
tions often go to in-office work-
ers. Those logging on from home
say they feel invisible at times or
find that opportunities for ad-
vancement, such as making the
leap to manager, are closed off to
them. Some face suspicion about
what they’re actually doing all
day. Without the ability to spot
who’s sitting next to whom in a
glass-walled conference room or
talk with a colleague from an-
other department at the coffee
machine, it can be hard to read
the power lines of the workplace
and make connections.

In some ways, the pandemic
has been a great equalizer. Now,
at many companies, everyone is
working remotely. But even with
a level playing field it can be hard
to prove over Zoom that you’re
ready for a promotion.

Consider life back at the office,
where people could see you plug-
ging away each workday. “If you
were showing up and sitting in
your seat every day and maybe
getting in a little earlier than they
did and staying a little later than
they did, you were a top-notch
worker,” says Cali Yost, the chief
executive and founder of work-

WORK
& LIFE
RACHEL
FEINTZEIG

Check in: Keep your boss up-
dated on your accomplish-
ments and raise your hand for
projects.

Get aligned: Make sure you
know what your manager’s ex-
pectations are and where the
company’s priorities lie. Think
about work you can do to
make your boss’s life easier.

Stay in the flow: Participate
in group chats on technology
like Slack and schedule ran-
dom catch-up calls with col-
leagues, including those not on
your immediate team. If travel
is an option, schedule office
visits.

Speak up: Make sure you have
the phone number or link for a
meeting beforehand. If you are
left out of a meeting, say
something.

Express your goals: Make
clear you’re aiming for the
next step in your career. If
you’re open to transitioning
back to the office to make
that happen, perhaps as part
of a hybrid setup where you
go in once a week, spell it out
for your manager.

How to Prove Your
Value From Afar

“I have a medical condi-
tion that has left me
immunocompromised, but
my boss won’t let me con-
tinue working from home
when our office reopens
next month. If I quit my
job because of health con-
cerns, am I eligible for
unemployment benefits?”

The bottom line
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economic Security Act Act, passed
in March, specifically allows people
with compromised immune sys-
tems to collect unemployment in-
surance (UI) if they left their jobs
because of a high risk to their
health. The benefit is available un-
der the program called Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance (PUA).
However, UI is administered by
states, and receiving approval for
PUA can be challenging depending
on your state, said Michele Ever-
more, a senior policy analyst at
the National Employment Law
Project.G
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The details
According to the Labor Depart-
ment, PUA is available to “an indi-
vidual whose immune system is
compromised by virtue of a seri-
ous health condition and is there-

fore advised by a health-care pro-
vider to self-quarantine in order to
avoid the greater-than-average
health risks that the individual
might face if he or she were to be-
come infected by the coronavirus.”

PUA payments come out of fed-
eral money, but people must apply
through their state UI system.
Some states’ systems are anti-
quated, which has led to delays in
applicants receiving their benefits.

In the early months of the pan-
demic, it took months to start re-
ceiving benefits in some states,
but they appear to be clearing ap-
plication backlogs, and wait times
have been declining, Ms. Evermore
said.
Because PUA was designed to

provide benefits to people who
don’t qualify under the regular UI
system or have used up those ben-
efits, some states require appli-
cants first to apply for regular UI
benefits and be rejected, then re-
apply though PUA.
This can add to the time it

takes before benefits are paid. For
example, Connecticut’s PUA portal
says individuals should apply for
regular UI, wait three to five busi-
ness days for the claim to be pro-
cessed, then watch for the rejec-
tion to arrive by mail, before
applying for PUA.
For PUA, you’ll need some proof

of income and proof that you are
immunocompromised and can’t re-
turn to work, Ms. Evermore said.
Some states take a harder line on
proving eligibility, she said. For
documentation, a doctor’s note will
generally suffice, but some states
might ask for more. PUA benefits
are available until Dec. 31.

—Lauren Weber

Those with compromised immune
systems may qualify for a benefit.
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cations since the start of the pan-
demic, according to a new Wall
Street Journal/SurveyMonkey poll.

“It would be tempting in my
role or to say to colleagues, ‘Let’s
just roll over vacation,’ but it re-
ally is contrary to our message,”
says Mr. Healey. “A vacation day
delayed is really a lost opportunity
for our employees to recharge and
reconnect.”

Still, the pandemic has altered
travel plans for many. Mr. Healey
and his colleagues have received
powerful emails from staffers, out-
lining the bucket-list vacations
they planned to take this year, and
asking for permission to take more
days next year if trips are resched-
uled. SAP has instructed employ-
ees to work with their managers in
those situations. “If you exceed
your vacation time, we’ll be flexi-
ble about it,” Mr. Healey says.

Meanwhile, SAP is sending re-
minder notes to managers, asking
them to encourage staffers to take
time off this year, and to plan va-
cations so that not too many em-
ployees are taking off at once.

Tamara Rasberry, who owns an
HR consulting firm focused on di-
versity, inclusion and mental
health, says she is surprised at the
number of companies that aren’t
changing their carry-over limits.

With limited travel opportuni-
ties the notion of vacation this
year has been upended. And while
some employers are encouraging
“staycations,” that has changed
drastically, too, Ms. Rasberry says.

“The type of staycation where
you don’t travel but you stay home
and forget all things work-related
for a week feels different when
you are working from home,” she
says.

T
equila. Fresh lime juice. A
splash of soda water. The
inspiration for Katie Beal
Brown’s career change was
simple, but the journey
had more of a twist. Ms.

Brown—paying homage to ranch
water, a classic cocktail from her
home state—devised a bottled hard
seltzer version that became a hit.

Before starting her own com-
pany, Ms. Brown had put in the
work—late nights and ramen meals
out of vending machines—to rise
through the advertising ranks on
Madison Avenue. But jumping from
client to client as an account direc-
tor at downtown New York-based
Anomaly, Ms. Brown felt she was
falling short on herself. “It got to
the point,” she says, “where I
thought if I could spend time and
energy I spent building someone
else’s brand into building some-
thing myself, I’d be a lot more ful-
filled.”

Entrepreneurs run in Ms.
Brown’s family. More than 100
years ago, her pioneering great-
grandfather moved to West Texas
and established the family wildcat-
ting business; her grandfather es-
tablished a working ranch that still
operates today. “I always had a lot
of different ideas but was never
sure how to build them into a busi-
ness,” she says. Among those
thoughts running through the back
of her mind was ranch water—the
drink she turned to when feeling
homesick in her New York City life.

While various bars and cities
throughout Texas stake their claim
to the margarita-Tom Collins mash-
up, one legend about the origins of
ranch water stems from the historic

Name: Katie Beal Brown

Age: 34

Location: Midland, Texas

Education: Bachelor of arts in
markets and culture, Southern
Methodist University

Former job: Account director
at Anomaly

New job: Founder and CEO of
Lone River Beverage Co.

Aha moment: At a work
event, a respected industry
professional encouraged her
to develop her idea.

Most important piece of ad-
vice for changing jobs: “Sur-
round yourself with the kinds
of people that can help you
get there and give you the
courage to do it.”

UPDATE
Reboot
Career Reinvention
She left the ad world

to start a hard seltzer

evokingWest Texas

BY ANNE STEELE

As Lone River prepared for an
April launch, the coronavirus pan-
demic swept the world, creating
disruptions across every part of the
supply chain. An aluminum short-
age kept the cans Lone River had
ordered in October from arriving
until two weeks before the prod-
uct’s delivery deadline to retailers.

Amid the scramble, Ranch Water
arrived at a local craft beer store in
Dallas April 16. When Ms. Brown
called to ask if it was on the shelf,
she was told it had almost sold out
within hours.

Ms. Brown worried about early
trends showing consumers in lock-
down gravitating toward familiar
brands. Then a much bigger trend
triumphed: Americans’ drinking at
home has surged. On sale at more
than 2,000 stores throughout Texas
and Tennessee, including Whole
Foods and Albertson’s, Lone River
passed its sales projections for the
year in three months. A six-pack’s
suggested price is $8.99.

Ms. Brown traveled with her hus-
band and daughter from New York
to Midland for a photo shoot for
Ranch Water in early March. Be-
cause of the pandemic, they’re still
there, bouncing between their fami-
lies’ homes, and intend to move to
Texas full time. She says she’s now
happy to work late nights or get up
early, because she’s building some-
thing herself. A
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Katie Beal Brown, left, in West Texas
in March. Above, a can of her hard
seltzer inspired by ranch water.

and sick-day programs, according
to a U.S. study conducted in late
April by consulting firm Willis
Towers Watson. Twenty-four per-
cent of employers are planning to
increase rollover limits to mini-
mize lost vacation days; 16% re-
quire employees to take days off to
reduce year-end buildup and 22%
are planning or considering such a
requirement. Fifteen percent are
planning or considering allowing
employees to donate unused vaca-
tion days to a pool for others to
take.

Jada Carr, age 24, has taken
eight days off during the pandemic
and says she is happy she did.

An office administrator at a
market-research company who
lives with her parents in Matteson,
Ill., Ms. Carr was psyched for the
summer. She envisioned taco and
margarita bar crawls through Chi-
cago and attending the city’s Lolla-
palooza music festival.

Instead, she took time off to
hole up at her boyfriend’s place
for three days in March. The cou-
ple also spent a long weekend at

Early in the pandemic Maestro
Health noticed a troubling
but common trend: Employ-

ees weren’t taking vacation.
The health-plan administrator

acted quickly, introducing a com-
panywide mental-health day in
April, and another one leading into
the Fourth of July weekend. Then,
following internal discussions in
the wake of social unrest and ra-
cial-justice protests this summer,
the company added a floating holi-
day that employees could use for
Juneteenth, Good Friday, Yom Kip-
pur, or whichever day they choose.
They axed Columbus Day, and plan
to add two floating holidays next
year to offer employees greater
flexibility.

Maestro, acquired by French in-
surer AXA SA in 2018, also in-
creased the number of days em-
ployees can roll over into next
year to 20 from 15.

“It builds good will,” says Mae-
stro Chief Executive Craig Malo-
ney. It’s also practical. The com-
pany’s busiest time starts at the
end of the year with benefits en-
rollment in November and Decem-
ber, and it can’t be missing swaths
of its workforce.

With vacation balances building
among employees who either feel
they can’t take time off amid the
uncertainty or won’t because
travel plans were quashed due to
the coronavirus, companies are
split on what to do. While some
are introducing more relaxed poli-
cies and allowing days to carry
over into next year, others are re-
quiring employees to take their va-
cation sooner rather than later to
fend off burnout—and a potential
liability on their books.

Nearly half of employers have
made or are planning to make
changes to paid time off, vacation

a hotel in the city for his birth-
day—no pool or breakfast service.
In between, when feeling a spurt
of creativity, she took days off to
paint and sculpt, and fix up her
old bike.

Taking that time required her to
undo some wiring, says Ms. Carr,
who graduated from college in De-
cember 2018. As a Black woman
she grew up with a sense that
work was important, and taking
days off induced a sense of guilt.

But “being able to step away
and do those little things helps
with my productivity,” she says,
adding she wouldn’t want to push
off her vacation days into next
year. “I would have to spend the
rest of this year in front of my
computer,” she says.

Other workers, however, see
things differently.

At technology giant SAP SE, an
internal review found that employ-
ees’ vacation usage stood at only
4% as of early June, compared
with 24% at the same time the
prior year. The number of planned
vacation days in the future is at
“historic lows” for the company,
says Dan Healey, SAP’s head of hu-
man resources for North America.

Executives debated about
whether to allow employees to ex-
tend a certain number of days to
2021, but decided against it, Mr.
Healey says. Unused vacation time
is considered an accounting liabil-
ity on the company’s balance
sheet—carry-over time raises the
risk of having to cover higher
leave payouts to employees who
exit the company. But the bigger
issue, he says, is the risk of em-
ployee burnout.

Indeed, surveys suggest some
employees may need a break now
more than ever. More than four in
10 workers in the U.S. say they are
now spending more time on video
calls, emails and other work appli-

VacationDaysGoUnused
BY ANNE STEELE AND CHIP CUTTER Time-off requests

fromworkers at 3,000 companies

Source: Zenefits
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Gage Hotel in Marathon, near Ms.
Brown’s family ranch. Phillip
Moellering, the hotel’s operations
director, said the Gage used to be a
cattle stop, or a place ranchers
could stay when pushing their herd
through the area. According to the
legend, one such rancher concocted
the drink as a lighter, watered
down margarita that could be en-
joyed early in the day. A more re-
fined version featuring orange li-
queur is now a staple on the hotel
bar menu.

For years, Ms. Brown had
thought about packaging the re-
gional Texas favorite and selling it.
In 2017, her idea came up in casual
conversation when a partner at her
firm inquired about her roots.
“‘Why the hell haven’t you done it
already?’” Ms. Brown recalls the
partner asking. “It made me realize
maybe I’m underestimating myself
and underestimating the idea,” she
says.

Ms. Brown began to dip her toes
in the water. Anomaly fosters entre-

preneurship and has developed its
own ventures, including EOS lip
balm and the dosist cannabis pen.
“The culture itself really celebrates
the side hustle,” she says.

Originally, Ms. Brown thought of
making a tequila-based beverage, so
she and her husband traveled to Ja-
lisco, Mexico, to learn about the dis-
tillation process. The couple and
some close family and friends
pooled capital. Eventually she
changed direction away from hard
liquor, and Ms. Brown worked with
a formulation partner to develop a
commercially viable recipe, landing
on a hard seltzer version.

The hard-seltzer category has
become immensely popular in re-
cent years, with sales of $3 billion
in the U.S. in the 52 weeks ended
July 11, according to Bump Williams
Consulting Co.—more than triple
the previous year. Ms. Brown used
a sugar-brewed malt base, so the
beverage could be sold in grocery
stores and compete on price with a
six pack of light beer, and added or-

ganic agave, natural key lime juice
and proprietary flavoring to make
the drink taste like tequila.

At the end of 2018, Ms. Brown
pitched Lone River Beverage Co. to
Anomaly’s “Shark Tank”-like incu-
bator program and won, allowing
the company to grow using the
agency’s creative and strategic re-
sources. She hired her first em-
ployee, vice president of sales, last
year. She also gave birth to a
daughter, giving new urgency to her
desire to be her own boss. She left
Anomaly last December.

In order to stand out, Ranch Wa-
ter eschewed the skinny cans and
overtly fruity flavors associated
with most hard seltzer brands. Ms.
Brown, who has opted for a tradi-
tional can that fits a regular koozie,
hopes the drink will appeal to light-
beer drinkers. “When I think of
people in West Texas I think of a
no-frills, get-the-job-done attitude,”
she said “The drink very much em-
bodies that straightforwardness
and simplicity of lifestyle.”
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ABROAD AT HOME

ARoaming Picasso Pilgrimage
From Paris to the Spanish coast, museums offer a nearly complete portrait of his life and work, and can be visited online

ARTS IN REVIEW

fill the arching vault of this small
chapel and immerse us in both his
celebration of peace and his anxiety
over the tensions that were redefin-
ing world politics in the 1950s. One
side of the vault displays “Peace,” a
pastoral idyll. The opposite side is
overwhelmed by “War”: A single de-
fender opposes an army of shadowy
killers lead by a horned monster
spreading revolting vermin—a refer-
ence to fears of germ warfare during
the Korean War. Examine them both
in a series of still photographs on
the museum’s home page.

As virtual travelers, we can leap
to the Museo Nacional Centro de

Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid to com-
pare “War” with Picasso’s greatest
antiwar statement, “Guernica.” One
video posted on YouTube by Go
Spain TV presents a capsule his-
tory of the painting as viewers
scan both the monumental canvas
and related studies in the mu-
seum’s galleries.

The end of our pilgrimage is the
Museo Picasso Málaga in the city
where Picasso was born in 1881. In
1954, Picasso had responded to an
invitation by offering to donate
“two truckloads” of art, but the
dictatorship of Francisco Franco
precluded any action for decades.
When the idea was revived after
Picasso’s death, his heirs took the
lead, specifically his daughter-in-
law Christine Ruiz-Picasso and her
son, Bernard. Their bounteous gifts
to the museum represent a large
portion of their inheritance, so the
collection of this museum, too, is
based on Picasso’s private holdings
and stretches across his career.
Moreover, the museum currently
hosts a remarkable three-year exhi-
bition, “Dialogues With Picasso,”
drawn from Bernard’s collection.
The museum’s website allows view-
ers to explore nearly 80 years of
Picasso’s career through a series of
16 exceptionally revealing thematic
files of images and texts.

Mr. FitzGerald teaches art history at
Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
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T
here are more museums
devoted to the art of
Pablo Picasso than to the
work of any other artist.
Five of them are scattered
along a line running from

Paris through the Côte d’Azur to
Málaga on the southern coast of
Spain. Now, instead of undertaking
this journey of over 900 miles, the
curious can see each through wel-
coming virtual visits. These muse-
ums offer more than an array of
great pictures because each is inti-
mately connected to Picasso’s life.

The place to begin is France, at
the Musée National Picasso-Paris.
This awesome collection is the re-
sult of the settlement of Picasso’s
estate after his death in 1973. In lieu
of taxes, the French government ac-
cepted a vast selection of the artist’s
paintings, sculptures, drawings, ce-
ramics and prints. The collection of-
fers a unique window on Picasso’s
mind because almost every work
came from his private collection. As
the current director Laurent Le Bon
states in “Paris Discovers Picasso,” a
personal tour of the mu-
seum posted on YouTube,
in a time of crisis “this
kind of museum can be a
paradise, can be a place
for quiet moments to just
look at wonderful master-
pieces.”

An early work in the
collection, Picasso’s 1901
portrait of himself
hunched in a worn over-
coat against the icy blue
of winter captures his
isolation as a young im-
migrant in Paris, and the
collection includes his
Cubist tour-de-force of
manipulated materials
and viewpoints, “Still-
Life With Chair Caning”
(1912). Yet, Picasso was
obliged to sell most of
his early Cubist work to
earn a living, and many
are now in the collection
of the Museum of Mod-
ern Art in New York. On MoMA’s
website, we can see Cubism unfold
in the museum’s excellent video of
its current installation and in per-
son beginning when the museum
reopens on Aug. 27.

The Paris collection really begins
with the end of World War I, when
Picasso’s rise to international ac-
claim and wealth enabled him to
keep as much of his work as he
chose. His exquisite portrait of his
young, elegant wife Olga opens this
new world, and the collection in-
cludes marvel after marvel through
his final, unblinking confrontations
with old age. Currently, the museum
hosts two exhibitions that explore
opposing poles of Picasso’s art. “Pi-
casso Poet” presents the little-
known poetry he wrote primarily in
the 1930s and its relationship to his
contemporary painting and draw-
ing. “Picasso and Comic Books”
stretches from Picasso’s own fasci-
nation with comics to the ways
makers of comic books and graphic
novels have responded to his art.

In order to understand how Pi-
casso began his career, we need to
visit the Museu Picasso in Barce-
lona, because it was in this coastal
city that Picasso first engaged with
modern art. The collection began

with a gift from Picasso’s close
friend and secretary Jaume Sabar-
tés, which inspired Picasso and his
family to make large donations of
his early work. Many of these
works, and the remarkable Renais-
sance palaces that house the mu-
seum, are beautifully displayed in a
video simply titled “Museu Picasso,
Barcelona,” available on YouTube.

The collection maps his teenage
transformation from an earnest stu-
dent of traditional Spanish art, in
“Science and Charity” (1897), to a
member of Barcelona’s radical, late
19th-century bohemia. Moreover, Pi-
casso made an additional gift of a
unique set of his work—the 58
paintings that constitute his largest
meditation on another work of art,
Diego Velázquez’s “Las Meninas.”
Another YouTube video posted by
Michael Grobman offers fascinating
comparisons between Velázquez’s
painting and Picasso’s responses to
it. These gifts record both Picasso’s
recognition of Barcelona’s formative
role in his art and his lifelong inspi-
ration by Spanish culture. Picasso’s
relationship with another Spanish
artist is showcased by the museum’s
current show of a newly rediscov-
ered assemblage by Óscar
Domínguez, titled “Never,” which

Domínguez gave to
Picasso. Its startling
combination of a gra-
maphone and a
woman’s figure stems
from their shared
commitment to Sur-
realist provocation.

The two Picasso
museums on the
Côte d’Azur explore
a transformative
time in Picasso’s life
and art. Although
not far apart, the ur-
ban sprawl that has
overtaken the Medi-
terranean coast of
France makes the
availability of videos
such as “Experience
France: The Picasso
Museum in Antibes”
a blessing. Available

on YouTube, it intro-
duces viewers to

both the historic site of the mu-
seum and its rich collection of its
namesake’s art. At the end of
World War II, Picasso left Paris and
moved to the south, where he lived
until his death. The prescient di-
rector of the Antibes museum in
the seaside Chateau Grimaldi of-
fered Picasso space in the museum
for his studio, and in thanks he left
23 paintings and 44 drawings,
which his widow Jacqueline later
augmented with dozens of addi-
tional works. These gifts now con-
stitute the collection of the re-
named Musée Picasso Antibes. The
blazing light and ensemble of frol-
icking fauns and animals surround-
ing an exuberantly dancing woman
in “The Joy of Life” (1946) is his
greatest affirmation of the renewal
he found in the Mediterranean
world of his youth. The museum’s
app, Picasso Antibes, offers 21
short videos, each devoted to a
work on display in the museum.

The Musée National Picasso in
the adjacent town of Vallauris is a
monument that many travelers
overlook but can now be easily
viewed online. On the walls of a de-
consecrated medieval chapel, Pi-
casso painted two of his greatest
postwar works. The murals entirely

BY MICHAEL FITZGERALD Visitors in front of several Picasso
paintings inspired by Diego
Velázquez’s ‘Las Meninas,’ above;
museumgoers in front of his iconic
‘Guernica,’ left; the artist at the
opening of his ceramics exhibition
at the Antibes museum on Sept. 7,
1948, below left

Picasso’s ‘Self-Portrait’ (1901) at the Musée National Picasso-Paris

.
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years in the making, yet somehow
behind schedule. They had de-
clared when they bought the club
in 2011 that their ambition was to
win the Champions League in five
years. It took the club nine just to
reach the semifinals.

But where soccer and geopoli-
tics overlap, PSG’s goals had been
achieved long before Sunday night.
Qatar’s acquisition of the club in
2011, and subsequent investment
of roughly $2 billion, has only
been a small piece of a larger
strategy for a country smaller than
Connecticut to grow its global in-
fluence. To Qatar, Paris was a per-
fect launchpad.

In the space of four years from
2007 to 2011, it curried favor with
then-President Nicolas Sarkozy, se-
cured lucrative trade deals with
France, bought up a string of lux-
ury hotels in Paris and Cannes,
and leaned on French support to
secure the hosting rights to the
2022 World Cup. The purchase of

the country’s state-owned national
flag-carrier, has been a major
sponsor of Bayern Munich’s since
2016. With interests on both sides
of Sunday’s final, the airline
dubbed it “The Qlassico.”

Criticized by fans who asked
why their club should be involved
with Qatar despite its checkered
human rights record, Bayern presi-
dent and former Adidas CEO Her-
bert Hainer said, “We want to play
our part in building bridges and
transmitting values between the
cultures—not in the form of public
shaming events, but rather in
trustful conversations with our
partners.”

Only PSG, however, has a Qatari
government minister for a club
president, Nasser Al-Khelaifi. And
the man who brought Neymar and
Mbappé to the club for more than
$400 million couldn’t quite believe
that through three games in Lis-
bon, his two stars hadn’t managed
a single goal between them.

“We could have scored two or
three goals,” he said. “We came so
close. And tonight we believe more
than ever that we’re capable of
winning the Champions League.”

Qatar could put PSG in the final,
but even a gilded sovereign-wealth
fund couldn’t help Mbappé finish
his team’s best chance of the
game. With seconds to go in the
first half, Angel Di Maria cut the
ball back to him 6 yards out, only
for Mbappé to prod it tamely to
Bayern goalkeeper Manuel Neuer.

Neymar, for his part, didn’t
even come that close. Despite be-
ing hugely influential in the quar-
terfinals, semifinals, and first half
of the final, his European run
seemed to peter out after Bayern
took the lead.

“He can’t win by himself,”
Tuchel had warned before the
game.

As it turned out, Neymar
couldn’t win it with 10 other men
in PSG jerseys either.

The longest season in the his-
tory of European soccer was so
long that Bayern Munich’s players
had time for two separate vaca-
tions. They played for two differ-
ent managers and waited 13
months to finish it.

It was so long that Bayern
striker Robert Lewandowski even
had two birthdays. He was 30
when the season kicked off. He is
now 32—but also a European
champion for the first time.

On Sunday night in Lisbon, Le-
wandowski and Bayern Munich
won a desperately close Champi-
ons League final 1-0 over Paris
Saint-Germain, shutting down the
most expensive strike force in the
world of Neymar and Kylian
Mbappé.

“If we had scored that first
goal,” PSG head coach Thomas
Tuchel said. “I’m convinced we
would have been the ones to win
1-0.”

Bayern’s sixth Champions
League title, following its German
league and cup successes, will
have been by far its strangest. For
a campaign that began in the be-
fore times in the most normal way
possible—six wins from six games
in the group stage—it ended with
an unprecedented, pandemic-
friendly format in a biosecure bub-
ble in Portugal with no fans in the
stadium.

Under the one-off format, which
did away with return legs in the
knockout rounds and made the
tournament more like a World
Cup, Bayern played three times in
nine days. The first two games
turned into extravagant displays of
the club’s offensive power—the 8-2
victory against Barcelona, the 3-0
against Lyon. But Sunday night
was something more familiar. Bay-
ern, led by manager Hansi Flick
and his 92% winning percentage
this season, was the fiercely effi-
cient German machine again. No
frills, just a collection of parts that
worked, and one decisive goal.

It came in the 59th minute from
Bayern’s own Frenchman, Kingsley
Coman. He met a floating cross by
Joshua Kimmich and headed it
home to sink PSG, his hometown
team and the club where he be-
came a professional. The goal also
padded Coman’s résumé as one of
Europe’s true serial winners. After
seven consecutive league titles in
seven years across PSG, Juventus
and Bayern, he now has a Champi-
ons League title to his name as
well. The craziest part is that he is
just 24 years old.

“It was extraordinary,” Coman
said. “I feel a lot of happiness, but
there’s some genuine sadness for
Paris too. It’s tough to see those
guys like this.”

In the minds of PSG’s owners,
an arm of Qatar’s sovereign-wealth
fund, this game had been nine

BY JOSHUA ROBINSON

BayernMunich Edges PSG for Title
The German club lifted the Champions League trophy after shutting down the explosive duo of Neymar and Mbappé

Weather
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Tomorrow Today Tomorrow

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

Anchorage 62 52 sh 61 53 r
Atlanta 82 72 t 85 73 c
Austin 96 71 s 98 73 pc
Baltimore 90 71 t 93 71 t
Boise 94 67 pc 93 65 pc
Boston 85 71 t 88 64 t
Burlington 84 68 s 79 55 t
Charlotte 86 72 pc 83 70 t
Chicago 94 73 s 92 73 pc
Cleveland 86 69 t 83 64 pc
Dallas 95 72 s 95 76 pc
Denver 98 64 s 97 65 pc
Detroit 89 70 t 88 64 t
Honolulu 90 77 pc 90 76 s
Houston 95 76 pc 94 76 t
Indianapolis 88 70 s 91 71 s
Kansas City 93 69 s 92 70 s
Las Vegas 107 86 pc 109 87 s
Little Rock 93 72 s 90 74 c
Los Angeles 87 69 s 90 68 s
Miami 89 82 r 92 80 t
Milwaukee 88 72 pc 83 69 t
Minneapolis 90 68 pc 88 72 s
Nashville 91 71 t 89 74 c
New Orleans 84 77 r 90 79 t
New York City 88 75 t 91 68 t
Oklahoma City 92 68 s 92 69 s

Omaha 98 72 s 97 72 s
Orlando 91 78 t 92 77 t
Philadelphia 90 74 t 91 72 t
Phoenix 112 89 pc 112 88 c
Pittsburgh 84 69 pc 87 62 t
Portland, Maine 79 65 t 86 59 t
Portland, Ore. 80 55 s 81 55 s
Sacramento 95 62 t 94 62 pc
St. Louis 94 74 s 95 73 pc
Salt Lake City 99 73 pc 97 72 pc
San Francisco 77 56 t 75 58 pc
Santa Fe 91 57 c 89 57 c
Seattle 77 55 s 77 55 s
Sioux Falls 97 70 s 99 74 s
Wash., D.C. 91 75 t 93 73 s

Amsterdam 67 57 sh 68 61 r
Athens 94 74 s 92 76 pc
Baghdad 107 76 pc 108 78 pc
Bangkok 94 80 pc 96 79 pc
Beijing 86 68 r 90 69 pc
Berlin 73 56 sh 75 62 pc
Brussels 68 57 pc 72 60 pc
Buenos Aires 68 59 s 65 57 c
Dubai 107 91 s 106 90 pc
Dublin 61 55 pc 64 52 r
Edinburgh 58 49 pc 59 50 r

Frankfurt 73 54 pc 76 63 pc
Geneva 76 53 pc 81 59 pc
Havana 86 77 r 89 75 t
Hong Kong 90 81 t 90 80 t
Istanbul 87 70 s 85 70 s
Jakarta 91 76 pc 94 74 pc
Jerusalem 86 63 s 85 64 s
Johannesburg 74 49 pc 77 52 s
London 68 60 t 71 56 t
Madrid 94 65 pc 97 66 s
Manila 89 78 t 90 78 pc
Melbourne 54 39 sh 56 41 pc
Mexico City 76 56 t 72 55 t
Milan 79 63 pc 82 63 pc
Moscow 68 57 r 75 59 pc
Mumbai 86 77 t 85 79 pc
Paris 76 58 pc 82 58 pc
Rio de Janeiro 70 62 pc 71 64 pc
Riyadh 115 86 pc 111 87 pc
Rome 86 66 pc 87 66 s
San Juan 88 79 sh 90 79 pc
Seoul 89 75 pc 93 79 t
Shanghai 98 82 pc 98 79 t
Singapore 87 77 t 86 79 t
Sydney 63 44 s 60 43 pc
Taipei City 98 82 pc 100 82 pc
Tokyo 88 78 t 89 79 pc
Toronto 87 69 t 82 55 pc
Vancouver 70 54 s 70 54 s
Warsaw 76 58 pc 74 55 t
Zurich 73 49 pc 77 56 pc

Today Tomorrow

U.S. Forecasts

International

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

s...sunny; pc... partly cloudy; c...cloudy; sh...showers;
t...t’storms; r...rain; sf...snow flurries; sn...snow; i...ice
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RELAX! | By Mark Danna
Across
1 Chemist’s
workplace

4 Seller of
Rönninge chairs

8 “Way” of Chinese
philosophy

11 Ice cream holder
12 Broadway

ensemble
13 Narrow inlet of

Norway
15 •Marriage of

mutual affection
17 Pound part
18 Extremely foolish
19 Molecule part
21 Give in
22 Tattooist’s supply
23 Skillets
27 TV spots
28 •Browse but

not buy

31 Nitpickers split
them

33 Scarlett of Tara
34 Warwick with

a Lifetime
Achievement
Grammy

36 Tomei of “The
King of Staten
Island”

38 “___ a stinker?”
(Bugs Bunny
catchphrase)

39 “Not ___ out of
you!” (“Keep
quiet!”)

40 •Mattress
supports

43 Title for
Lancelot

46 Mgr.’s aide
47 “The Alienist”

network
48 Angry rant

51 Puts into
practice

53 Pilgrimage sites
54 Social blunder
57 Relax, and

what the starts
of the starred
answers can do

59 Up in the air
60 Fix a manuscript,

say
61 Right-angled

annexes
62 Oinker
63 Vatican VIP
64 Procedure: Abbr.
Down
1 Released from
a leash

2 Blacksmith’s
blocks

3 Fashion designer
Geoffrey

TheWSJ Daily Crossword | Edited by Mike Shenk
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Solve this puzzle online and discuss it atWSJ.com/Puzzles.

4 Complaint from
a sad sack

5 Royal Middleton
6 PC cancel key
7 Readily

accessible
8 Great weight
9 Curving path

10 Poem of praise
11 Barton of the

Red Cross
13 Rock’s ___

Fighters
14 •Abandon a

sinking
enterprise

16 Hr. division
20 Bout ender, for

short
22 Helpful

contacts
24 Cries of

enlightenment
25 Writer/director

Ephron
26 Place to be

pampered
29 Extreme anger
30 Had on
31 •Donna Summer

#1 hit

32 Feel ___ in the air
34 God, in

Guadalajara
35 “Suicide Blonde”

band
36 Auto efficiency

abbr.
37 Appreciator of

art and beauty
38 Attorney’s org.
39 Worker from a

hill
41 Numbered hwy.
42 Foot part
43 In a rational

manner
44 High moral

aspirations
45 Relaxes
49 Savings option
50 Gets up from a

chair
52 Financially

secure
53 Choose not to

attend
54 Aperture
55 Laila who packs

a punch
56 Visibility lessener
58 Big fuss

Previous Puzzle’s Solution

The contest answer is DEDUCT. Each of the six
nine-letter Across answers has a synonym ending
with “-less” (NEGLIGENT = careless, INNOCUOUS =
harmless, FOOLHARDY = reckless, AMORPHOUS =
formless, IMPATIENT = restless, CUTTHROAT =
ruthless) and shares a rowwith an answer from
which the four “less” letters can be removed (like
“care” from CADRE). The remaining letters of those
answers spell the contest answer.
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N I N A C O R E L G U R U
A M O R P H O U S F O R U M
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Kingsley Coman, right, of Bayern Munich celebrates after scoring a goal during Sunday’s Champions League final. Bayern beat Paris Saint-Germain 1-0.

PSG, which came with Sarkozy’s
blessing, was simply one more
foothold in Europe. A decade later,
its long-term ambition hasn’t
ebbed: Doha last month officially
registered its interest in hosting
the 2032 Summer Olympics.

“What PSG is doing,” Bayern
chairman Karl-Heinz Rummenigge
said in 2012, “is absurd.”

But Qatar’s influence in soccer
wasn’t limited to creating nou-
veaux riches. The country’s invest-
ment arm soon reached into Ba-
varia too, where it piled new
money onto old. Qatar Airways,

BayernMunich’s sixth
Champions League title
will have been by far its

strangest.

SPORTS
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That Old
Black Magic
Oilcraft
By Robert Vitalis
(Stanford, 224 pages, $24)

BOOKSHELF | By Mark P. Mills

I f oil didn’t exist, we’d invent it. That may sound like
oil-company PR from the 1950s, but it’s true:
Petroleum’s unique chemistry offers a combination of

features—ease of storage and transport, safety, energy
density—unmatched by any other energy form. Indeed,
no alternative-energy project has yet come close to these
attributes. That’s why petroleum still fuels 95% of global
transportation and is the world’s biggest traded
commodity—even now, during the Covid crisis.

You won’t learn any of that from Robert Vitalis, a
professor of politics at Penn and former director of the
school’s Middle East Center. His latest book is not about
the physics of energy or the energy business; it’s about
what the author calls “oilcraft,” closer not to “statecraft”—
pragmatic diplomacy that treats oil as just another
commodity—but to “witchcraft”: a fetishistic belief that

“oil is power,” somehow a
mystical thing apart.

That oil indeed remains a
vital commodity, however,
fuels what Mr. Vitalis
characterizes, in his subtitle,
as “the myths of scarcity
and security that haunt U.S.
energy policy.” Both “right-
wing grand strategists” and
“left-wing critics of capitalist
imperialism,” he says,
embrace these myths, which
underlie America’s long-
standing bipartisan pursuit of
a “special relationship” with
the House of Saud. The core

theme of “Oilcraft” is that this
policy is misguided and unnecessary.

Mr. Vitalis is withering as he deconstructs the myth of oil
scarcity. He is unsparing in his contempt for many so-called
experts, as when he cites an early-20th-century analysis
from Arthur D. Little concluding that domestic U.S. produc-
tion was in permanent decline—just before Oklahoma and
Texas oilfields began their 50-year boom. Mr. Vitalis nails it
when he concludes that “estimates of recoverable reserves
are not a matter of geology but of knowledge (or technol-
ogy) and price at a given time.” (That, in a nutshell, is the
late-breaking story of shale and deep-water rigs.)

The greater part of “Oilcraft” deals with the idea that
U.S. diplomacy is critical to ensuring Saudi Arabia’s willing-
ness to provide an uninterrupted supply of oil. Mr. Vitalis
makes a contrarian, libertarian case: even a post-Saudi
Arabia, he says, “can be counted on to sell its oil on the
world market” because oil is essentially its only source of
income. Still, the scars of the 1973 and 1979 oil shocks run
deep in American policy circles.

Photos of the “infamous U.S. gasoline lines” of ’73 serve
as a “clichéd symbol” of our need to ensure oil access. But
there is, as Mr. Vitalis makes clear, more to this nationally
traumatic story. Other factors triggered the crisis, notably
Nixon’s decision to take the dollar off the gold standard two
years earlier, “floating” it while also implementing oil price
and allocation controls. Gasoline was available, just not
where America needed it. (Controls survived for a decade,
until Reagan dismantled them.) While none has been as
dramatic as the 1973 embargo, there have been enough
supply disruptions since to underscore security fears.

Mr. Vitalis identifies these fears with establishment over-
emphasis on maintaining access to Saudi oil fields, focusing
on what he sees as corruption in our “special relationship”
with Saudi Arabia. He details decades of entanglements and
“transactions,” and they are legion: U.S.-to-Saudi sales of
weapons, technology and securities; the University of Arkan-
sas’s King Fahd Center for Middle East Studies, bankrolled by
Prince Bandar a month after Bill Clinton’s inauguration; even
Saudi funding of Nancy Reagan’s “Just Say No” campaign.
But while such “transactions” may be unpalatable, there’s
nothing unique about them—history is full of examples.

If further evidence were needed of the enduring influ-
ence of the House of Saud, consider that when, earlier this
year, Saudi Arabia flooded oil markets to collapse prices,
President Trump felt the need to broker a “deal” despite
the U.S. shale revolution’s having unleashed Saudi-scale
output. It is perhaps brave of Mr. Vitalis to note that the
“transactional nature of relations with the kingdom pre-
dates the Donald J. Trump administration by decades”—
but that’s pretty much the whole argument of “Oilcraft.”

Because risky entanglements are minimized when trade
with questionable parties is reduced, one expects Mr.
Vitalis to conclude his book with a full-throated argument
for more U.S. oil production, especially as part of a Covid
recovery. But he dismisses shale’s impact to focus on the
Saudi problem. He mentions what he calls an old argument,
that “Saudi Arabia’s oil [has] mattered more to the national
interest than Israel,” and that our backing of the latter has
driven jihadism. Then, without examining the astonishing
implications, Mr. Vitalis notes in passing that the Kingdom’s
heir apparent, Mohammed bin Salman, has turned the issue
“on its head” with “his evolving rapprochement with
Israel,” putting “conservative American Jewish organiza-
tions on Saudi Arabia’s side for the first time since 1948”!

If one accepts Mr. Vitalis’s scarcity/security thesis,
there’s much to explore regarding American shale and
geopolitics, especially given his dismissiveness of columnist
Thomas Friedman’s vision that alternative energy will end
“oil money” for Islamic militants. (Mr. Vitalis gets this
right.) Although “Oilcraft” doesn’t explore it, it’s notable
that even the most optimistic forecasts of electric-car use
(300 million vehicles in a decade or so, up from today’s
seven million) would shrink oil use only 10%. It’s also
relevant that an electric-car boom would trigger an
unprecedented jump in global mining for battery materials,
from nickel and cobalt to lithium and manganese. As the
United Nations has noted, this will create a new coterie of
questionable suppliers including Russia, China, Gabon and
the Democratic Republic of Congo. Meanwhile, even if an
oil-demand peak is in sight, it still leaves petroleum the
world’s biggest commodity for a long, long time.

Mr. Mills is a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute;
a partner in Cottonwood Venture Partners, an energy-tech
venture fund; and the author of the recent report “Mines,
Minerals and ‘Green’ Energy: A Reality Check.”

How the myths of scarcity and security
haunt U.S. energy policy and keep it tied to
the puppet strings of the House of Saud.

These Candidates Are Not Available in Stores

I t’s the 70th anniversary of
TV’s first infomercial. In
1950 the legendary Vitamix

blender was promoted in an ex-
tended TV ad that became the
mockable model for selling
Ginsu knives, George Foreman
Grills and, it turns out, presi-
dential candidates in 2020.

Over four nights last week,
Democrats mounted a “virtual
convention” that was light on
info, but had all the tedium of
a commercial. The Republican
version starts Monday night.

It’s an unprecedented chal-
lenge for TV news. Unlike con-
ventional conventions, where
networks typically switch to
floor interviews when promo-
tional videos are shown in the
hall, TV outlets must now de-
cide if and when to interrupt
what is essentially a two-hour
campaign ad.

The DNC’s program intercut
remote segments and speeches,
some of which were prere-
corded, yet inaccurately labeled

“live” by CNN andMSNBC. Both
channels carried the entire DNC
feed with practically no inter-
ruption. But other major outlets
made difficult on-the-spot deci-
sions about what to cover and
what to pre-empt. This led to
awkward instances when two-
thirds of the screen showed a
convention speaker with sound
muted, while pundits jabbered.

For some Democrats, such
as Michigan Gov. Gretchen
Whitmer, political speechmak-
ing proved difficult without a
live audience. Others, includ-
ing Vermont Sen. Bernie Sand-
ers—speaking indoors in front
of a magnificent stack of fire-
wood—managed to resonate.
Most effective were former
President Obama and wife Mi-
chelle, whose near sotto voce

intensity would have been dis-
rupted in a raucous arena.

Democrats used high profile
Hollywood actresses as hosts
each night. The first three
played it straight, while the
fourth, Julia Louis-Dreyfus,
made the regrettable decision
to opt for shtick. (“Text
30330 . . . that would be the
president’s golf score if he
didn’t cheat.”)

For acceptance speeches by
nominees Kamala Harris and
Joe Biden, producers wisely de-
cided to create a virtual conven-
tion hall in Wilmington, Del.,
and invited reporters to attend
so the candidates had at a least
a token live “audience.” Less
pleasing were shots of the nom-
inees waving awkwardly to sup-
porters whose video images ap-
peared on a Zoom-style wall.

Republican strategists un-
doubtedly watched with inter-
est, trying to ascertain what
works and what doesn’t. During
a phone interview on Sean Han-
nity’s show during the DNC’s
first hour Thursday, President

Trump said he intends to have
fewer prerecorded speakers.

The two most overtly parti-
san cable channels went in pre-
dictably opposite directions,
with MSNBC carrying every-
thing and Fox skipping each
night’s first hour entirely. Will
they flip approaches this week?

Given the challenge of knit-
ting together so many feeds
while covering complex politi-
cal ground, Democrats deserve
high marks. But can this year’s
unusual pitchcraft swing many
votes? Considering the lack of
arena-generated excitement,
and a dip in ratings from 2016,
the answer is probably no.

Maybe Ms. Louis-Dreyfus
needed better jokes. She could
have asked her former col-
leagues at “Saturday Night Live”
for a clip, ideally Dan Aykroyd’s
classic infomercial spoof for the
Bass-o-matic: “Yes, fish eaters,
the days of troublesome scaling,
cutting and gutting are over!”

Mr. Funt is a writer and
host of “Candid Camera.”

By Peter Funt

TheDNC resembled
an infomercial.What
will Republicans offer?

OPINION

We all owe a
debt to Larry
Tesler, who
died in Feb-
ruary at the
age of 74. I
meant to
write about
him in March
but reality
intervened.
Tesler isn’t

generally considered one of
the founding fathers of per-
sonal computing but he’s
certainly a contributing
cousin, including features I
guarantee you use every
day. His story contains les-
sons galore—see if you can
catch ’em all.

Tesler was born in New
York, and took an interest in
computers as a kid when he
learned they were being used
to forecast elections. This
was in the 1950s—and it’s
still an art, not a science.
While at the Bronx High
School of Science, he some-
how talked folks at Columbia
University into granting him
30 minutes per week on an
IBM 650. Per week! At 16 he
trucked out to Stanford to
study mathematics and, like
everyone else, got involved in
’60s counterculture, and he
eventually became a free-
lance coder.

In 1970, after a failed mar-
riage, Tesler, along with his
young daughter and a bunch
of his friends moved to
something like a commune in
rural Oregon. In a 2005 oral
history, Tesler recalls, “That
was pretty cool but there
was no income up there.”
Fortunately, Alan Kay, who

Life Lessons to Copy and Paste
invented the easy-to-use
Smalltalk programming sys-
tem, was setting up an effort
at Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center. Mr. Kay wanted to
hire Tesler but couldn’t find
him. Happily for all of us,
that whole commune thing
didn’t work out.

Tesler joined Xerox PARC
in 1973 and worked on the
Online Office System and a
user-friendly computer
named Alto running Small-
talk. Looking for features,
Tesler found a newly hired
secretary, Sylvia Adams, who
had only used a typewriter.
“I grabbed her. I didn’t want
her to get contaminated by
some word processor that we
were using”—her lack of ex-
posure would provide a fresh
perspective. He sat her in
front of a monitor and asked
what she would want to do
with the document on the
screen.

She told the furiously
note-taking Tesler, “Well, I
have to insert something
there, so I would point
there, and then I would type
what I wanted. And to de-
lete this, I would draw
through it.” She also told
him she wanted to drag text
around and even copy it
elsewhere. Voilà—Tesler cre-
ated cut, copy and paste in a
system named Gypsy. (I
pasted just now!) He even
invented the expression
“Wysiwyg,” as in “what you
see is what you get.” Tesler
also worked on an early por-
table computer named No-
teTaker. Xerox didn’t com-
mercialize it, nor much of
anything he developed.

In 1979 Xerox had negoti-
ated to buy options for
shares of Apple Computer.
In exchange, Apple staff
could tour PARC. Tesler gave
the now infamous demo to
Steve Jobs of the Alto com-
puter and Smalltalk. Tesler
recalled, “The questions the
Apple people were asking
totally blew me away. They
were the kind of questions
Xerox executives should
have been asking but
didn’t.” Steve Jobs even told
him, “You guys are sitting
on a gold mine here. Why
aren’t you making this a
product?”

No surprise, after a year
Tesler left PARC and joined
Apple. There, he worked on
two ahead-of-their-time fail-
ures: the Lisa computer,
which eventually morphed
into the reasonably priced
Macintosh, and the Newton
personal digital assistant, a
forerunner of the iPod and
iPhone. He also worked with
early versions of Wi-Fi and
the ARM processors now
used in most smartphones.

Tesler left Apple in 1997
and worked at Amazon, Ya-
hoo and the genomics com-
pany 23andMe. Looking back,
Tesler admitted, “I wasn’t on
a career ladder. I was on
more of a career seesaw.

Didn’t bother me. Come up
with a new thing, grow it
big, give it to somebody else,
start over with a new thing.”
Silicon Valley workers in a
nutshell.

And those lessons? Here’s
an even dozen: Follow your
interests. Counterculture is
OK, but change society by
inventing the future, not
protesting it. Don’t drop
out. Communes fail. Find an
unbiased person to discover
new features. Ask lots of
questions. Big companies
are stifling and don’t ask
lots of questions. Work for
the person that does ask
lots of questions. Watch out
from below as something
cheaper will eventually eat
you. You can fail and still be
part of progress. Job hop-
ping can be a career. Do an
oral history.

Years ago, I visited a
game-developer friend at Ap-
ple and went directly to his
building instead of reception.
I had his phone number in a
Notepad file on my iPhone,
copied it, but couldn’t for the
life of me paste it into the
phone dialer. Instead I had to
type it in number by number.
I complained to my friend
and then watched as he en-
tered a new feature request
into the Apple system.

A few months later, Apple
announced its iPhone OS 3.1
software update, with “bug
fixes and improvements,” in-
cluding: “Paste phone num-
bers into the Keypad.” Hey,
that’s my feature! OK, let’s
call it the Tesler-Kessler fea-
ture. Only fair.

Write to kessler@wsj.com.

Silicon Valley’s Larry
Tesler made a career
of chasing his passions
to each next job.

INSIDE
VIEW
By Andy
Kessler

“The interro-
gations pluck
me out of the
never-ending
routine of jail
at random in-
tervals. I am
carried off
down twisting
and tortuous
corridors and
past pad-

locked doors with whimpering
inmates to another parallel
world. . . . the cheerful photo
of Raúl smiling like a reluctant
headmaster invites me to con-
fess, or better still, denounce.”
—Stephen Purvis, “Close But
No Cigar” (2017)

Presidential candidate Joe
Biden has promised to resur-
rect Obama-era Cuba policies
that recognized the six-de-
cade-old military dictatorship
as a normal country. Diplo-
matic ties and American tour-
ism and investment were sup-
posed to foster Cuban
liberation.

Critics predicted it would
do the opposite. Legitimizing
the tyranny and putting more
dollars in the hands of the Cas-
tro Nostra, they said, would
only fuel more repression.

Mr. Purvis’s memoir, grimly
detailing his arrest and horri-
fying 18 months in Cuban jails,
supports the view that eco-
nomic engagement on its own
is unlikely to soften Cuban
despotism. The book is a
primer for would-be entrepre-
neurs willing to partner with
totalitarians. That he survived
is a tribute to his personal
courage. It is also nothing
short of a miracle.

Biden’s Cuba Policy Ignores Reality
Mr. Purvis, a Brit, was mar-

ried with four young children
and working as a struggling
architect in southeast London
when someone floated him a
career opportunity in the Ca-
ribbean. He bit.

Eventually he moved the
family to Cuba, where, as a top
executive at his firm, he
worked with the regime on a
variety of joint ventures, in-
cluding resorts, hotels and fac-
tories. Over a decade, he writes,
“steadily our business grew
into a respected company.”

That was the problem. Mr.
Purvis reckons that as death
crept toward Fidel, younger
brother Raúl and a cadre of his
military buddies worried about
the status quo “turning into
something uncontrollable.”
They decided to act by “me-
thodically eradicating anything
that [was] a threat” including
“every single high-ranking pol-
itician or business leader.”
There were “public purges” of
a few but “most were simply
edited out” and “replaced by
military figures.” To wit: “Hav-
ing allowed foreign capitalism
to rescue the collapsed econ-
omy” in the 1990s, the regime
moved to “behead it before it
becomes too powerful.”
Though no fan of the long-
standing U.S. embargo, Mr.
Purvis found himself on the
target list.

In 2011 he was arrested and
“provisionally charged with
revelations of state security
and illegal activities.” He was
sent to the notorious Villa
Marista prison, Cuba’s “Luby-
anka, their Gestapo headquar-
ters” where he would spend

eight grueling months. He
spent another 10 months at La
Condesa, a brutal maximum-
security prison for foreigners.

His first prison cell was a
dark, damp, vermin-infested
dungeon about as big as a
king-size mattress. He shared
it with three others, waited
four weeks to see a lawyer and
was denied the 15 minutes of
daylight a week that the rules
promised. His inhumane incar-
ceration, and that of other for-
eign businessmen who sud-
denly fell out of favor, is the
stuff of Soviet re-education-
camp nightmares.

The torture was designed to

bear fruit during interroga-
tions—officially known as “in-
struction.” Cuba wanted “some
foreigner’s head on a plate,
preferably a fat head from a
nice valuable or high-profile
business.” He had no one to of-
fer, refused to lie and decided
that doing so would backfire
anyway.

Mr. Purvis would come to
find out that he had been
“falsely denounced by a for-
mer colleague.” The spying
charge was eventually
dropped. A charge of “process-
ing bills of exchange,” which
for 10 years always passed
government audits, was de-
monstrably bogus.

Somewhere along the way
the presiding Torquemada and
his underlings decided to drop
the whole thing. But not be-
fore Mr. Purvis’s wife had a
nervous breakdown and he
was ruined financially and
scarred psychologically.

The dictatorship’s cynicism,
racism and general moral rot
ran from the top down. The re-
gime didn’t bat an eye when it
double-crossed Dubai Ports
World, which had a signed
contract to renovate the Port
of Mariel. Mr. Purvis had trav-
eled to Dubai with Raúl’s for-
mer son-in-law, Luis López
Callejas, to negotiate the
agreement. But six months
later Mr. López Callejas—
whose military holding com-
pany had “forcibly taken con-
trol” of tourism and most of
the rest of the economy when
Raúl took power—simply told
Mr. Purvis to cancel the $350
million deal because “in Cuba
we don’t like to see the word
binding in contracts.”

Three months later Cuba
announced “an agreement with
a Brazilian construction group
backed with a Brazilian state
loan” of $850 million. Mr. Pur-
vis wondered what “the extra
half a billion dollars” was for
and why foreign journalists
were too lazy to notice. Some
five years later a mega-bribery
scandal involving Brazilian
construction companies and
state loans around Latin Amer-
ica erupted.

This is the Cuba that Presi-
dent Obama proposed to en-
gage. Now Mr. Biden wants to
try again.

Write to O’Grady@wsj.com

Stephen Purvis’s story
shows how engaging
with the regime
works in practice.

AMERICAS
By Mary
Anastasia
O’Grady
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The U.K. Responds on Bilateral Trade Talks
Regarding your editorial “Where

Is the U.S.-U.K. Trade Deal?” (Aug.
13): We, and the U.S., remain com-
mitted to an ambitious agreement.
This involves complex, wide-ranging
issues. Covid-19 means we are nego-
tiating virtually. But over three
rounds, and 30 sessions in between,
we have exchanged text in areas in-
cluding intellectual property and
rules of origin, and reached broad
agreement on a small and medium-
sized enterprises chapter, which will
benefit the businesses at the heart of
our communities.

We know agriculture matters to the
U.S. It matters to us, too, as does our
right to establish new regulations out-
side the European Union. But this is
about more than chicken and beef. We
want to create opportunities for produc-
ers and consumers in both countries.

We have always been clear that the
National Health Service is off the ta-
ble. President Trump has acknowl-

edged this, so it should not be a bar-
rier to progress.

We are aware of U.S. concerns
about our Digital Services Tax. We
want digital businesses to pay tax in
the U.K. reflecting value derived in the
U.K. We hope to agree on a global so-
lution in the OECD.

U.S. tariffs on U.K. steel, aluminium,
and significant exports like Scotch
whisky raise prices for U.S. consumers
and are an unhelpful backdrop to ne-
gotiations. We are pushing for a set-
tlement to the Airbus-Boeing disputes
and removal of all retaliatory tariffs.

Finally, the U.S. election is a matter
for the American people. We will con-
tinue to pursue a deal that boosts jobs
and growth in both countries, and
help us rebound from Covid-19. We
will negotiate hard, to that end.

ANTONY PHILLIPSON
U.K. Trade Commissioner for

North America
New York

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“I hear voices that tell me
to vote against my own interests.”

THEWALL STREET JOURNAL

Lai Arrest Has Nothing to Do With the Press
Your editorial “Jimmy Lai is Ar-

rested in Hong Kong” (Aug. 11) in-
correctly links the arrest of Mr. Lai
with a completely unrelated issue of
press freedom in Hong Kong. In car-
rying out the operation on Aug. 10,
the police clearly stated that the in-
dividuals concerned were arrested
for suspected collusion with a for-
eign country or with external ele-
ments to endanger national secu-
rity—a contravention of Article 29
of the National Security Law—and
conspiracy to defraud.

To suggest that the arrests repre-
sented a “warning to local and in-
ternational media in Hong Kong to
shut up about freedom” is simply
wrong.

Let me stress that freedom of the
press is an important cornerstone of
Hong Kong, and the Hong Kong Spe-
cial Administrative Region Govern-
ment always respects the freedoms

of the press, speech and publication.
Indeed, freedom of speech, of the
press and of publication are among
the rights and freedoms explicitly
highlighted in Article 4 of the Na-
tional Security Law as being pro-
tected in accordance with the law in
Hong Kong.

Hong Kong has always remained
committed to ensuring press free-
dom, which is part and parcel of the
city’s reputation as a vibrant inter-
national media hub and global busi-
ness and financial center. More than
80 daily newspapers and over 500
periodicals, both local and interna-
tional, are published in Hong Kong.
The Wall Street Journal is one of a
number of global media organiza-
tions operating here.

MATTHEW CHEUNG KIN-CHUNG
Chief Secretary for Administration
Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region Government

Stumbling Into the Coronavirus Pandemic
With regard to “The Covid Storm: A

Pandemic Was Inevitable. Why Was No
One Ready?” (Page One, Aug. 14), pub-
lic health is as much about engineering
as it is medicine. With this in mind, I
have the following questions:

Why did so many societies have to
scramble to address sanitation and
ventilation issues in health-care facili-
ties and workplaces?

Why were so many people still en-
gaging in business travel when the
meetings could be conducted online?

Why were so many public schools
and universities not prepared to con-
vert to distance learning?

Why didn’t health-care providers of-
fer telemedicine years ago?

Structural and engineering solu-
tions are often the most cost-effective
public-health policies because in addi-
tion to keeping people healthy, they
save time and energy. For this reason,
structural and engineering changes
can be used against a broad spectrum
of future threats because they pay for
themselves in other ways. Vaccines
don’t usually offer nonmedical payoffs.

GREGORY O. GINN, PH.D.
Austin, Texas

Catastrophes require a much wider
response than usual, typically the com-
bined efforts of multiple government
agencies plus all their many industry

contacts/partners. But to get multiple
agencies to put forth today’s budget
for an undefined future response (on
which various agency experts will ar-
gue strenuously) is very difficult.

The public often becomes a key re-
sponse element in a catastrophe and
this one is no exception. Not only do
they need to be convinced to wear
masks, a culturally unfamiliar act, and
to understand the list of risky behav-
iors, but this needs a steady repetition
to get everyone on board.

To be fair, no one knows the future,
so no planning efforts will ever be per-
fect. Even a well-coordinated inter-
agency plan at the federal level would
have had gaps based on the actual dis-
ease. And the feds really can’t make
the states conform to their planning.
The appearance of a certain amount of
unreadiness is inevitable. Luckily peo-
ple are smart and flexible.

No doubt there will be detailed re-
views done at many agencies and seri-
ous oaths will be sworn to improve in
the future, but until the motivation for
interagency coordination changes and
includes willingness to partner with
businesses and the public at large, the
planning done for our response to ca-
tastrophes is unlikely to change our
usual state of unreadiness.

JIM HUTCHINSON
Kirkland, Wash.

Prisoner Covid Numbers
Don’t Support ACLU’s Case

The ACLU’s Cynthia Roseberry’s
response (Letters, Aug. 11) to Sean
Kennedy’s “You’re More Likely to
Catch Covid at Home Than in Jail”
(op-ed, July 25) is disingenuous.
She says 93,600 inmates have
tested positive, with 790 deaths.
My math makes that a 0.84% death
rate. The state of Washington has
63,072 cases and 1,688 deaths,
which is a 2.67% death rate. My
state is at 1.8%. Those statistics
don’t indicate that being incarcer-
ated is less safe.

Claiming that crime rates aren’t
increasing is misleading. A quick in-
ternet search has headlines from
major media that crimes, shootings,
murders are all surging. Stories of
released inmates being rearrested
abound. But I did notice the quali-
fier of “early data.”

LYNDA GODDARD
Redondo Beach, Calif.

Letters intended for publication
should be emailed to wsj.ltrs@wsj.com.
Please include your city, state and
telephone number. All letters are sub-
ject to editing, and unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged.

Pepper ...
And Salt

In Portland, the Law-Abiding Have No Voice
Regarding Michael Tracey’s “Ka-

mala Harris and the Anarchists”
(op-ed, Aug. 20): As a resident of
the once beautiful city of Portland,
Ore., I can assure you that there

may have been mothers and veter-
ans during the peaceful protests,
but now it is full-fledged antifa and
anarchists late at night who are in-
tent on wearing down the police
and destroying our city. One recent
night 60 calls to 911 went unan-
swered by the police because of the
rioters.

If you are a law-abiding citizen
who works hard and owns a busi-
ness, you no longer have a voice. I
am curious to know who will pay
the taxes for all the new progres-
sive policies as businesses shut
down and people leave the state.

There is only silence from Mayor
Ted Wheeler and Gov. Kate Brown.

TRACY CLARK
Portland, Ore.

Trump’s Second-Term Opening

D emocrats nearly exhausted the flatter-
ing adjectives in Roget’s Thesaurus last
week as they described the kind ofman

Joe Biden is. Republicans can
respond this week by laying
out the kind of country Amer-
ica could be, if voters entrust
them with another four years
of leadership.

Democrats want to make
the election a referendum on Donald Trump’s
character, but itwas striking that over four days
last week they had precious little to say about
their policies. They offered infomercials on gun
violence, immigration, climate change and racial
justice that appealed to the young and gentry
left. But they offered little detail on how they’d
help American workers.

i i i

This opens the door to the GOP to educate
voters about the Democratic plans and to offer
an alternative economic platformwith broader
appeal. On the former, the openings are many:
hostility to fossil fuels, much higher taxes, and
vast new regulation and diktats on health care,
energy, education, housing and finance.

But attacking the Biden agenda won’t be
enough, especially since Mr. Trump will also
want to make the election all about himself.
Presidential second terms are notoriously poor.
The last successful second termwasRonaldRea-
gan’s, as the economic boom continued and his
foreign-policy fortitude cracked the Soviet
Union. Voters are right to be skeptical if all Mr.
Trumpdoes is offer voters a first-termhighlight
reel or impeachment grievances. He needs to
give voters reasons to take a risk on him for an-
other four years.

So far he hasn’t done so, and he hasn’t had an
answer even when he’s been tossed softball
questions. To one questioner he replied, “now
I know everybody,”which as usual puts himself
first. Voterswant to knowwhatMr. Trump and
the GOP are going to do for them.

The convention is their best, and probably
last, chance to do so. It has to startwith the cor-
onavirus and the economy. Voters disapprove of
Mr. Trump’s handling of the virus, and the elec-
tion impactwill depend on the course of the dis-
ease. But the convention can explain what his
Administration has done on testing, PPE, and
therapeutic and vaccine development.

Voters do give Mr. Trump the edge over Mr.
Biden on the economy,meaning they don’t hold
the pandemic recession against him. Before the
pandemic the Trump policy mix of tax reform,
deregulation and unleashing domestic energy

production produced the bestwage gains in two
decades for the lowest-skilled Americans.
Among black workers the jobless rate hit 5.4%,

the lowest since that statistic
startedbeing kept in the 1970s.
During the Obama-Biden
years, that figure never fell be-
low 7.5%.

ForestallingMr. Biden’s $3
trillion to $4 trillion in tax in-

creases is vital, butMr. Trump could also prom-
ise action to spur growth. The temporary full
expensing for business investments, passed as
part of the 2017 tax cuts, will start phasing out
in 2023. It should be made permanent, and
don’t bet on Mr. Biden to do it.

Mr. Trumpcanalsodouble downonderegula-
tion. Democrats, includingMr. Biden, love gran-
diose talk of roads and bridges;Mr. Trumpactu-
ally wants them to get built. In July the White
House finished a rule to streamline the federal
government’s out-of-control environmental re-
views. It shouldn’t take 13 years to approve a 12-
mile road. Democrats castigated the overhaul,
and Mr. Biden would undo it.

Urban violence is a legitimate issue. ButMr.
Trump can go beyond “law and order” to pro-
mote an opportunity agenda. That includes ex-
panding school choice for K-12 and vocational
education after high school. The opportunity
zones in the 2017 tax reform are a chance to
spread investment into depressed areas.

Republicans are destined to play defense on
health care after failing to replace theAffordable
Care Act. But Mr. Trump can tout his Adminis-
tration’s incremental moves to expand choice
and lower the cost of health insurance, and he
can promise to domore to create a competitive
market. He can also talk up the huge expansion
of telemedicine in recent months and promise
to continue it.

Mr. Trumpwill no doubt reprise his familiar
populist themes on immigration, China and
trade, pitched to blue-collar voters in the Rust
Belt. But anyone voting on those issues is al-
ready for Mr. Trump. He’d be wiser to promise
a second-term immigration compromise that
would offer to legalize Dreamers and expand le-
gal immigration in return formore border con-
trol. He needs to expandhis support amongHis-
panics and suburban swing voters to erodeMr.
Biden’s big lead.

Mr. Trump can’twin a character contestwith
Mr. Biden. But he might be able to win an elec-
tion onwho can best revive the post-pandemic
economy and improve the lives ofmost Ameri-
cans. The contrast will have to begin this week.

Democrats focused on
character but ignored
an agenda for workers.

Biden’s Lockdown Mistake

N owwe knowwhy his advisers have kept
Joe Biden underwraps. Asked in an ABC
interview airing Sunday night whether

he’d be willing to shut down
the economy again to head off
a newwave of coronavirus in-
fection, he replied: “I would
shut it down. I would listen to
the scientists.”

Ah, the resort to scientists.
But which scientists? The
truth is that the experts have
been wrong numerous times in this pandemic,
and they often disagree. They first said masks
don’t help but now say they do. They said venti-
lators were vital but soon learned other clinical
methods worked better. Most of all, they coun-
seled strict lockdowns, but we’ve learned the
hard way that shutting down the country can
be more costly than the virus.

President Trump listened to his public-
health advisers in March and ordered a two-
week shutdown that extended to six weeks. The
shutdown dragged on as infections and deaths
in the Northeast surged, though hospital beds
in most of the country remained empty. Thirty
million Americans filed for unemployment by
the end of April, and states slowly began to lift
their lockdowns as the economic and public-
health damage became unsustainable.

The high costs are slowly becoming known.
A study this month in the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association (JAMA) reports that
newly identified cancers fell 46.4% fromMarch
1 to April 18, which will likely lead to cancers
detected at more advanced stages with worse
clinical outcomes.

Doctors at the Cleveland Clinic last month
reported the incidence of stress-induced cardio-
myopathy from March 1 to April 30 increased
four-fold. Doctors at Tufts Medical Center last
month warned that psychological distress, fear
and emotional stress, “coupledwithworse clini-

cal outcomeswhen patients avoid seeking effec-
tive care, creates a double hit from this pan-
demic in which morbidity and mortality

associated with cardiac dis-
ease might well overtake the
risks directly linked to the vi-
rus itself.”

The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention last
week reported that 13.3% of
Americans in June said they
had increased substance use

to cope with pandemic-related stress. About
half of those ages 18 to 24 reported severe
anxiety and depression, and a quarter said
they had seriously considered suicide in the
last 30 days.

People being cooped up at home for long peri-
ods amid enormous stress has also led to an in-
crease in domestic violence. A new study from
BrighamandWomen’sHospital in Boston reports
a spike in injuries indicative of domestic abuse,
especially severe injuries from strangulation and
use of weapons, from March 11 to May 3.

“While confronting the possibility of a sec-
ond wave of the pandemic, these calculations
of total lives lost, both from SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion and because of social, psychological, and
unemployment outcomes, may prove important
in policy decisions,” epidemiologist Tyler J.
VanderWeele of Harvard’s T.H. Chan School of
Public Health recently wrote in JAMA.

Mr. Biden says he’d order another shutdown
if scientists say it would save lives. But by that
standard he’d have to keep the economy con-
strained for months and for many contagious
diseases. He wants to blameMr. Trump for un-
employment but another lockdownwould cost
millions more jobs. A President has to consider
the larger national interest, and that means lis-
tening to economists and health experts beyond
epidemiologists. Mr. Biden’s comments mis-
judge the duty of a President.

His job is to consider
the national interest,

not to default to experts
who often disagree.

The Phony Post Office War

H ouse Democrats on Saturday returned
toWashington to continue their politi-
cal theater over the non-scandal of the

U.S. Postal Service and the
election. Speaker Nancy Pelosi
whooped through a bill hand-
ing the post office $25 billion
in the name of getting a trust-
worthy result on Nov. 3.

Even by Washington stan-
dards, this is a joke. New Postmaster General
Louis DeJoy testified last week that the post of-
fice has enough money to deliver mail-in bal-
lots, and his operation can’t possibly spend $25
billion that quickly in any case. Democrats
voted for so much money as a bailout for the
letter-carriers union that endorsed Joe Biden
this month.

Theywant themoneywith no reform strings
attached, though the Postal Service has lost $78
billion since 2007. The post office has been tak-

ing out underutilized equip-
ment for years, but last week
Mr. DeJoy suspended those ef-
forts through the election af-
ter Democratic protests. He
also said the post office will
prioritize ballots over other

kinds of first-class mail.
This should put the onus on state and local

officials to establish adequate rules and dead-
lines for mail ballots. States like Michigan and
New York have deadlines that are simply too
late to process the ballots without delays and
controversy. That’s the real Nov. 3 scandal to
worry about.

Democrats are blaming
the mailman for their
own ballot blunders.
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After Trump, a Different GOP
The president’s core appeal is an-

other matter. The image of an out-
sider sent to “drain the swamp” will
continue to resonate with voters fed
up with a permanent ruling political
class focused on promoting its own
interests. While everyday Republi-
cans are not looking for a mini-
Trump, they will back candidates
that pledge to continue his fight on
behalf of working Americans against
elites in both parties. They see a di-
rect correlation between his trade,
immigration and corporate policies
and their own economic welfare.

The Republican Party once sup-
ported the North American Free
Trade Agreement, expanded com-
merce with China, and fast-track
authority to facilitate new trade
deals. Staunch free traders in New
York and Washington used to rule
the roost, but they are now out-
numbered. The new majority is
composed of people who want to
crack down on foreign countries
taking advantage of U.S. companies,
workers and markets. There is es-
pecially hostility toward countries
whose low wages or communist
governments tilt the field to their
advantage.

Mr. Trump’s fight with Beijing
over trade deficits, intellectual
property theft and unequal market
access has resonated with voters
and pushed politicians of all types
to be more hawkish toward Beijing.
It’s already drawn Mr. Biden away
from his position early in the pri-
maries that China is “not competi-
tion” for America. Subsequent Re-
publicans may adopt different
tactics—for example, marshaling
Germany and others to challenge a
rising China—but they won’t revert
to the traditional GOP view that
trade inevitably promotes prosper-
ity for all and freedom around the

world. Lay conservatives don’t see
all trade as a zero-sum competition,
but they do see their jobs and wage
increases threatened by unfair
practices.

Republicans who want to moder-
ate the party on immigration are
out of touch with voters who want
the wall built and the border se-
cured. Voters see illegal immigra-
tion, like trade, as threatening their
jobs and wages. They demand immi-
gration policies that benefit the U.S.
economy—such as tying legal immi-
gration quotas to workforce needs,
balancing a skill-based system with
the current emphasis on family re-
unification, and limiting new immi-
grants who require government as-
sistance. As important as economic
considerations, GOP voters are also
anxious that assimilation be the
norm. They want immigrants to
pursue the American Dream by
learning English, supporting free-
dom for others, and getting a job. A

significant portion don’t want im-
migrants to transform American
culture.

George H.W. Bush’s proclamation
of a “new world order,” in which
the U.S. would help enforce the
“rule of law” to govern the “con-
duct of nations,” is no longer rele-
vant. Republican voters side with
Mr. Trump’s America First ap-
proach to foreign policy. They agree
that allies should pay more for
their own defense and more U.S.
troops should return home from
long-term deployments. GOP voters
want to invest in defense as a de-
terrent and deploy the military only
when America’s strategic interests
are directly at stake. Politicians in
both parties have been telling vot-
ers for years the U.S. can’t be the
world’s policeman and that nation-
building impulses should be di-
rected to domestic infrastructure
renewal—including highways, rail-
roads and waterways.

Mr. Trump, sounding more like
Teddy Roosevelt than Ronald Rea-
gan, has turned away from pure
laissez-faire capitalism to take on
certain high-profile businesses. He
has criticized industries like the au-
tomotive sector for failing to invest
and hire more domestically, blasted
big tech for censoring conserva-
tives, and targeted pharmaceutical
firms for high drug prices. Not ev-
ery Republican will embrace break-
ing up the technology firms or re-
quiring drug companies to give
American patients a break on costs,
but the party will also no longer re-
flexively defend corporations.

Mr. Trump also made the popular
promise to not cut Medicare or So-
cial Security, and he has shown less
interest than traditional Republicans
in restraining the size of govern-
ment. Yet Mr. Trump has also pro-
moted several traditional Republican
policies that will continue to define
the party. He has reduced taxes and
eased regulations, increased military
spending, promoted the domestic
energy industry, supported Israel,
appointed originalist and textualist
judges, and defended religious lib-
erty, gun rights and the unborn.

The president harnessed the pop-
ulist wave that has transformed Re-
publican politics, but he didn’t cre-
ate it. Despite what Mr. Trump’s
critics might hope, his appeal is
deeper than a cult of personality. It
is based on policies designed to
benefit his working-class base. Re-
publican leaders are fooling them-
selves if they think these policies
are going to disappear from politics
when he does.

Mr. Jindal was governor of Loui-
siana, 2008-16, and a candidate for
the 2016 Republican presidential
nomination.

By Bobby Jindal
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M any Beltway Republi-
cans, not to mention
Democrats, are eager
to move past the
Trump era and return

to “regular order.” Democrats are
measuring the drapes in the Oval Of-
fice, with a confident air reminis-
cent of Hillary Clinton four years
ago. Yet it would be foolish to count
President Trump out—or assume
that if he loses, he won’t leave a
mark on his party. Whether Mr.
Trump leaves office next year or in
2025, Republican voters will likely
continue their push for populist pol-
icies rather than revert to tradi-
tional conservative orthodoxy on is-
sues like trade, immigration and
foreign policy.

Political figures shouldn’t try to
imitate Mr. Trump’s style. He is one
of a kind, and his approach is au-
thentic and effective for him.
Tweeting like Mr. Trump won’t
come off the same way from an-
other politician. Moreover, voters
tend to favor candidates whose
strengths compensate for the weak-
nesses of their predecessors. After
eight years of the slick Bill Clinton,
voters elected the blunt George W.
Bush. He in turn gave way to the
professorial Barack Obama. Though
candidates won’t succeed in trying
to be like Mr. Trump, it’s probable
many will try and fail.

Win or lose, the party
won’t return to the old
orthodoxy. Populist ideas
have put down deep roots.

Belarus Has Finally Had Enough of the ‘Last Dictator in Europe’

O n the streets of Minsk, the
capital of Belarus, there have
been weeks of protests

against Alexander Lukashenko,
sometimes called the “last dictator
in Europe.” Sparked by his obvious
attempt to falsify an election and
undercut any opposition to his 26-
year rule, the protests have ex-
panded to sporadic strikes and un-
precedented calls for Mr.
Lukashenko’s removal. While Be-
larus today appears to be undergo-
ing an awakening similar to
Ukraine’s 2014 Maidan protests, it
is highly uncertain if this outpour-
ing of discontent can oust the dic-
tator from his post. This can only
happen if the West recognizes the
situation’s differences from the
Ukrainian upheaval and applies
pressure accordingly.

Mr. Lukashenko’s rule since 1994
has rested on a perverse social
contract in which stability and so-
cial benefits are provided in ex-
change for no political opposition.
Cracks appeared in the facade in
2004, after a change of the consti-
tution to allow Mr. Lukashenko to
stand for the presidency a third
time; in 2006, when a rigged elec-
tion prompted a “jeans revolution”;
and especially in 2010, when tens
of thousands marched against a
similar election widely seen as not

free, not fair and tightly con-
trolled. These protests resulted in
state violence against the opposi-
tion, protesters and even foreign
media, and Mr. Lukashenko re-
mained in power.

The latest wave of protests is the
strongest to date. The movement
has support across many parts of
the electorate, is tightly focused on
self-determination, and appears fi-
nally to be wearing out Mr. Lukash-
enko. On Aug. 15 an estimated
200,000 Belarusians protested in
Minsk and more took to the streets
across the country. Despite police
brutality and detention of protest-
ers, the opposition appears un-
daunted. A bewildered Mr. Lukash-
enko was heckled with shouts of
“Leave!” during a speech at the
MZKT military-vehicle factory—a
place that should have been filled
with his supporters—and he ap-
peared to be heading for the same
post-power retirement in Russia as
former Ukrainian President Viktor
Yanukovych.

But the differences with
Ukraine’s Maidan must be stressed.
First, the protests are not pro-Euro-
pean Union, nor are they explicitly
anti-Russian. Belarusians see them-
selves more as a Russia-aligned
Switzerland than a country trapped
behind an iron curtain. The protests
are narrowly focused on a free and
fair election, one that sees Mr. Lu-

kashenko off into the sunset. The
opposition, led by Svetlana Tikha-
novskaya, has disavowed any talk of
European integration. Unlike
Ukraine, which had to be pressured
to join Vladimir Putin’s pet project,
the Eurasian Economic Union, Be-
larus was an enthusiastic founding
member. In many ways, it has done
well in the trade bloc. And while
Belarus maintains good economic
relations with the EU, which is the
country’s second-largest trading
partner, joining it holds no allure

for the Belarusian on the street.
Second, and perhaps most im-

portant, Maidan was a phenomenon
of Kyiv, tepidly received in
Ukraine’s east, which voted for Mr.
Yanukovych. In Belarus, by contrast,
Minsk remains the citadel of Mr.
Lukashenko’s power, and despite
hosting the largest demonstration
in Belarus’s history, it remains the
toughest nut to crack.

The dispersed nature of protest
across Belarus may pose a signifi-
cant threat to Mr. Lukashenko. For

example, in the western town of
Grodno, local authorities have
pledged not to prosecute protesters
and have apologized for previous
actions, for which the governor of
the region has been sacked. Twitter
and other social-media sites are full
of videos of local police and militia-
men who refuse to take up arms
against their countrymen.

The most ominous parallel with
the Ukrainian experience is the pos-
sible involvement of Russia. Mr. Pu-
tin is determined not to lose influ-
ence in another state on Russia’s
border and has pledged security
support. Mr. Lukashenko has con-
firmed that striking Belarusian
state-TV employees have been re-
placed by Russians, and there are
pervasive worries about the appear-
ance of “polite little green men”—
Russian army operatives without in-
signias—appearing in Belarus as
they did in Crimea and eastern
Ukraine in 2014.

For the moment it appears un-
likely that Russia will intervene di-
rectly. Mr. Putin famously has no
love for Mr. Lukashenko and, as of
yet, there is no official Kremlin line
on the protests. So far Russian
state TV has been covering the un-
rest in nightly broadcasts. In the
longer term, Russia might be better
served by a pluralistic Belarus that
still sees its large neighbor as an
ally.

This means that the West can
play a role in Belarus, but it must
not raise alarms in the Kremlin that
Maidan 2.0 is under way. Like the
protesters, the West must remain
disciplined and on message, convey-
ing unequivocal support for the
goal of free and fair elections. At
the same time, human-rights viola-
tions such as murders and abduc-
tions of protesters and strike lead-
ers should be dealt with severely,
but in the context of protecting the
democratic process: the West can
be most helpful by focusing nar-
rowly on the current round of beat-
ings, torture and disappearances.

Belarus has many problems, but
addressing the one at hand, namely
Mr. Lukashenko, is necessary be-
fore any of the others can be con-
sidered. By not pushing for a Euro-
peanization that Belarus isn’t
ready for and doesn’t want—de-
spite the gains that it would bring
to the country—the West may be
able to consolidate democracy in
Belarus and spare it the horrors
not of Ukraine in 2014, but of Hun-
gary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in
1968.

Mr. Hartwell is a professor at
Britain’s Bournemouth University
and Poland’s Kozminski University
and a fellow of the Polish think tank
CASE-Center for Social and Eco-
nomic Research.

By Christopher Hartwell

Demonstrators aren’t
pushing for closer ties with
the EU. They simply want
free and fair elections.
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Betting on Better Drug Trials to Beat Covid-19

T he development of drugs to
treat Covid-19 is moving at a
remarkable pace. The use of

steroids is a major advance that is
reducing the risk of death in hospi-
talized patients. Novel drugs, in-
cluding manufactured antibodies
that mimic the body’s immune re-
sponse to the virus, are in late-stage
development and could be available
by the fall. There are about 750
drugs in screening studies (Phase II)
or in large, definitive clinical trials
(Phase III).

The challenge is to develop evi-
dence as quickly as possible without
compromising standards. Anytime
there’s an unmet medical need, the
tendency is to blame the Food and
Drug Administration’s regulatory
process. But if we don’t know what
works, and what doesn’t, we’ll waste
time and money on treatments that
won’t help and may harm. Even if a
vaccine is discovered and approved,
the pandemic won’t end unless most
Americans get vaccinated, which will
require confidence in the product’s
safety and efficacy.

The FDA has been using its exper-
tise to help drugmakers develop evi-

dence faster. The agency has issued
60 guidance and other documents
for Covid, giving detailed advice on
how to speed up development.
Thanks to the FDA’s guidance, large,
well-designed vaccine trials are un-
derway and moving at an unprece-
dented pace. Moderna and Pfizer’s
vaccine programs have enrolled
more than 25,000 patients in four
weeks. (One of us, Dr. Gottlieb,
serves on the board of Pfizer.)

This “warp speed” approach to
vaccine development—a concept that
originated with FDA career staff—
could be applied to developing other
therapeutics. Most of the potentially
beneficial treatments are in limited
supply, so doctors are forced to ra-
tion them. It makes sense to in-
crease clinical trial capacity to in-
clude more patients and collect
rigorous information on how well
these therapies are working.

Take convalescent plasma: Doc-
tors skim antibodies from patients
who have recovered from Covid and
give them to people who are sick.
The theory is that some aspects of
the immune response are portable
between patients. About 70,000 pa-
tients have been dosed with such
plasma.

The FDA is granting an emer-
gency-use authorization for plasma,
despite concerns last week from
public-health leaders at the National
Institutes of Health about the limits
of the evidence. The decision would
have a stronger foundation if pa-
tients had participated in a random-
ized study that looked at whether
patients who received plasma fared

better than those who didn’t.
To reduce some of the uncer-

tainty, we should expand the NIH
Covid trial networks by running
more large, practical trials like the
U.K.’s Recovery Trial. Recovery, an
acronym for Randomised Evaluation
of Covid-19 Therapy, randomly as-
signs patients to experimental treat-
ments using a clear protocol.

Data collection is limited to the
variables most important for mea-
suring whether a treatment is safe

and effective—say, whether a patient
avoids a ventilator. Limiting infor-
mation allows more hospitals to par-
ticipate without further straining
doctors and other health-care work-
ers. Since most patients will receive
one of the experimental therapies,
not a placebo, it’s easier to convince
patients to enroll.

It is also important to focus clini-
cal-trial capacity on the most prom-
ising treatments. One obstacle to
faster enrollment is the large num-
ber of trials competing for patients.
Too many poorly conceived studies
are absorbing patients that could be
enrolled in better trials.

Some of the potential therapies
clearly hold more promise than oth-
ers. The NIH Covid networks have

prioritized at least three immune
modulators and several monoclonal
antibody treatments. But trial capac-
ity is limited and many more com-
pounds are being evaluated only in
smaller or nonrandomized trials.
This means slower progress on ave-
nues such as anti-inflammatory
drugs. Yet trials on drugs with little
promise such as hydroxychloroquine
were diverting resources from better
opportunities.

In a public-health emergency,
drug development can advance more
quickly if scarce resources, including
patients, can be focused on the most
promising therapeutics. The admin-
istration could support the equiva-
lent of the Defense Production Act
for drug research and development
to help public-health agencies ex-
pand clinical trial capacity and di-
rect it toward high-quality studies of
priority treatments.

The pressure to find effective
treatments for Covid-19 is enormous.
All the more reason to rely on FDA
expertise to steer the focus toward
the most promising options and get
patients the clear evidence, and ef-
fective treatments, they deserve.

Dr. Gottlieb is a resident fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute
and was commissioner of the Food
and Drug Administration, 2017-19.
Dr. McClellan is the director of the
Duke-Margolis Center for Health Pol-
icy at Duke University and was FDA
commissioner, 2002-04. They are
board members and advisers for sev-
eral health-care companies involved
in the Covid response.

By Scott Gottlieb
And Mark McClellan

Studies are competing for
too few patients. It’s time to
direct resources toward the
most promising therapies.

.
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kind ever built, Prelude was
supposed to be the first of
several megavessels Shell
planned in an effort to tap
hard-to-reach gas deposits out
at sea. But the company
quickly decided Prelude would
be a one-off as costs escalated,
according to a person who

It also illustrates how the
destruction in energy demand
caused by coronavirus lock-
downs, and resulting lower
prices, is challenging the eco-
nomics of megaprojects that
companies approved when oil
and gas prices were higher.

The largest facility of its

projects. Work camps and oil-
and-gas platforms in remote
locations where staff live in
close quarters are vulnerable
to the spread of the virus, and
there have been outbreaks this
year at facilities in Kazakh-
stan, Mozambique and off-
shore in the Gulf of Mexico.
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on more risk in equities. The
trend explains how gold and
stocks rallied in tandem for
months, with the S&P 500 hit-
ting records last week.

Gold has averaged a daily
move of 1.2% over the past five
weeks, nearly double the typi-
cal swing since the start of last
year. Silver is moving nearly 4%
a day on average, roughly triple
its normal daily change.

The metals have fallen
sharply on certain days, with-
out obvious explanation—a

PleaseturntopageB2

vous about the economy and
believe inflation will rise faster
than interest rates. Climbing in-
flation reduces the dollar’s pur-
chasing power, meaning it takes
more dollars to buy the same
amount of metal. Low interest
rates make the metals, which
don’t offer holders any regular
payouts, more appealing rela-
tive to income-generating as-
sets such as safe bonds.

Low inflation-adjusted inter-
est rates have lifted stocks by
making bonds less attractive,
pushing many investors to take

hedge against inflation.
ETFs backed by gold are

growing at the fastest rate on
record and have raked in nearly
$50 billion this year, well above
the previous record for annual
inflows, according to the World
Gold Council. Assets managed
by the SPDR Gold Shares and
iShares Gold Trust have risen
60% this year, while smaller
ETFs such the GraniteShares
Gold Trust are growing at an
even quicker pace.

Investors tend to put money
in metals when they are ner-

than a decade, the surge in ETF
buying of gold and silver stands
to accentuate price swings, po-
tentially intensifying the boom-
bust cycle often seen in these
and other commodities.

“Because of the very high in-
terest in ETFs by retail inves-
tors, you might see swings that
you haven’t in the past,” said
Ellen Hazen, a portfolio man-
ager at F.L.Putnam Investment
Management, which bought
gold through an ETF in March.
Still, she believes the metal of-
fers an effective long-term

The 2020 gold rush in mar-
kets is starting to unnerve
even some longtime fans of
precious metals.

Gold futures are near re-
cords and up about 28% for the
year, while silver has more than
doubled since hitting a multi-
year low in March. The moves
aren’t entirely surprising, given
the scale of the coronavirus-
driven economic shock and the
countervailing global stimulus
led by governments and central
banks. Many investors fear eco-
nomic stagnation, an outbreak
of inflation or some combina-
tion of the two—a recipe for
rising demand for metals
viewed as a store of value in
trying times.

But with the rush into gold
has come an increase in volatil-
ity that many traders don’t wel-
come. Both metals have
dropped about 6% or more
from peaks hit this month and
are recording bigger daily
swings than normal, suggesting
that gold and silver have joined
U.S. tech stocks among the
most crowded trades in mar-
kets—creating the risk that
months of outperformance
could vanish in a day or two of
frenzied selling should market
or economic conditions turn.

“Almost everybody is talking
about gold.…That is a warning
signal in a way,” said Luca
Paolini, chief strategist at Pictet
Asset Management, which is
holding more gold than its mar-
ket benchmark but may sell
some if volatility continues. “At
least until the election in the
U.S., this volatility will persist.”

Some traders blame the in-
creasing popularity of ex-
change-traded funds that afford
both retail and institutional in-
vestors cheaper, easier access
to commodities such as gold,
silver and other metals. They
say that while ETFs such as the
SPDR Gold Shares Trust mar-
keted by State Street Global
Advisors have been part of the
market landscape for more

BY AMRITH RAMKUMAR

ETFBoomFuels Gold’s Sharp Rise
VanEckMerk Gold Trust
+82%

CHANGE SINCE END OF FEBRUARY

GraniteShares Gold Trust
+83%

Aberdeen Standard
Physical Gold Shares
+86%

iShares Gold Trust
+60%

SPDRGold Shares
+61%

Aug. 2020
$116 billion

Assets under
management for
five gold-backed ETFs

Source: FactSet
Note: As of Aug. 20, 2020
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The record close that the
S&P 500 hit last Tuesday, its
first since February, has reig-
nited the longstanding debate
over whether high valuations
are setting stocks up for a fall.

The index is now up more
than 50% from its low in the
spring, erasing all the losses it
suffered during the coronavi-
rus pandemic. Despite a bruis-
ing recession, many investors
appear to be betting the worst
of the economic pain is past
and that corporate earnings,
the most reliable driver of
stock prices, will begin climb-
ing again next year.

That said, many on Wall
Street question how long the
market can continue rising
when unemployment is the
highest in a decade and poli-
tics appear as unsettled as
they have in years. On top of
that, there is the simple mat-
ter that recent price gains
come as earnings have been
under tremendous pressure,
leaving valuations stretched
and many traders expecting
increasing volatility.

“The only way to go higher
on valuation is to duplicate
the last few years of the 1920s
or the 1990s,” said Barry Ban-

nister, head of institutional
equity strategy at Stifel, refer-
ring to periods when the econ-
omy was booming.

The price/earnings ratio on
the S&P 500, measured against
the past 12 months of earn-
ings, stands at 25.26, accord-
ing to FactSet. That is the
highest level since 2002. The
forward P/E, measured against
earnings expectations for the
next year, is at 25.98—a mark
last hit in September 2000.

And the valuation of the
median stock in the S&P 500,
measured by forward P/E, is
now in the 100th percentile of
historical levels, according to
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., go-
ing back four decades—the
highest level possible. The in-
dex itself is trading at the
98th percentile.

Another valuation measure,
called the CAPE ratio, or
Shiller P/E, is even higher.

PleaseturntopageB2

BY PAUL VIGNA

Value of
Median
S&P Stock
Hits New
Heights

worked on the project. Con-
struction wound up costing
$15 billion, a person familiar
with the matter said.

Some analysts estimate the
overall costs were higher.
Consulting firm Wood Mack-
enzie pegged the likely cost at
$17 billion, which it estimates
is around $5 billion more
than Shell had initially bud-
geted in 2011 when it was ap-
proved.

“When Shell sanctioned
Prelude the oil price was
above $100 a barrel; the world
was very different,” said Dan-
iel Toleman, an analyst at
Wood Mackenzie, adding that
the shale boom and 2014 oil-
price crash changed compa-
nies’ thirst for new oil and gas
projects. Benchmark Brent
crude traded at around $44 a
barrel on Friday.

Last month, Shell reduced
the value of its assets by $16.8
billion after tax, part of a
wave of write-downs in the
energy sector triggered by the
current economic downturn. It
didn’t give a breakdown of
projects affected, but about $4
billion was attributed to Pre-

PleaseturntopageB5

Royal Dutch Shell PLC
spent billions of dollars devel-
oping one of the world’s most
challenging energy projects, a
floating gas terminal five foot-
ball fields long. The coronavi-
rus pandemic is posing a new
problem: How to get workers
to safely start it back up.

After years of delays, cost
overruns, technical problems
and safety concerns, Shell be-
gan exporting natural gas
from the enormous vessel,
known as Prelude, last year off
the coast of Australia. But pro-
duction was halted in Febru-
ary because of an electrical
fault. Efforts to restart are
now being slowed by social-
distancing requirements, the
company said.

The work “continues to be
impacted by measures in place
to reduce the risk of Covid-19
spread offshore,” Shell said in
an emailed statement. It de-
clined to say when Prelude
would resume exporting gas.

Prelude’s plight highlights
how the coronavirus has com-
plicated operations at some of
the world’s largest energy

BY SARAH MCFARLANE

Pandemic Adds New Snag to Shell’s Gas Megaship

STREETWISE | By James Mackintosh

In This Tech Market, Beware Rising Bond Yields
There has

been a lot of
concern re-
cently about
the stock mar-
ket being top-

heavy, dominated by just a
handful of companies, and
that this might spell trouble
for future returns. But really,
what we should worry about
isn’t that the market is reli-
ant on a few stocks. It’s that
the market is reliant on a
few very similar stocks.

The five biggest compa-
nies today—Apple, which

passed $2 trillion in market
value last week, Amazon, Mi-
crosoft, Alphabet and Face-
book—make up 25% of the
market value of the S&P 500.
That is the most since 1970,
but stocks managed a stellar
performance during the
1960s despite being even
more top-heavy. The differ-
ence is that in 1970 the big-
gest companies did quite dif-
ferent things: computers
(IBM), telephony (AT&T), car
making (General Motors), oil
(Exxon) and cameras (Kodak).

The danger now is that

the market is overly reliant
on a group of companies that
are all a bet on disruptive in-
novation—the big five and a
wider circle including other
fast-expanding growth com-
panies such as Netflix and
Nvidia. They have thrived
since the pandemic began
because so much of their
lifetime profits lie far in the
future, meaning their valua-
tions benefit from low rates
while short-term pandemic-
related hits
matter less.

Anything that hurts this

group could drag down the
wider market, even if other
stocks are fine. And because
this group has done so well
from low bond yields, it
should be especially suscep-
tible to pain if those yields
were to rise.

Earlier last week high-
lighted how two types of ris-
ing yields could be a risk for
the broader market.

The first risk is that yields
go up because the economy
is healing. The opposite hap-
pened on Tuesday, when
bond yields fell as investors

became more cautious about
economic recovery. Twice as
many stocks fell as rose, and
the average stock fell. Yet the
S&P 500 passed its February
high because the ones that
did rise were far bigger: the
168 gainers on the day aver-
aged a market value of $103
billion, while the 332 losers
were valued at an average
$40 billion.

Reverse this position, and
it is easy to see how improv-
ing economic optimism could
result in the market as a

PleaseturntopageB2

The 1,601-foot-long Prelude, off Australia, was meant to tap hard-to-reach natural-gas deposits at sea.
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against those concerns, but
some market watchers say it is
difficult to reliably predict
when valuations are too rich
for investors’ taste.

“Market rules are not writ-
ten in stone,” said Robert
Colby of Robert W. Colby As-
set Management, which has
$20 million in assets under
management. “Sometimes
there’s just no logic to market
behavior.”

be pinning their hopes on a
coronavirus vaccine and exten-
sions of jobless benefits and
other stimulus from Congress.
Any hiccups on those fronts
could stall the market’s recent
rally. At the same time, volatil-
ity is expected to remain ele-
vated through the beginning
of next year due to the coming
presidential election, which is
likely to be contentious.

Stocks might look expensive

Since then, the market
value of U.S. companies has at
times approached double GDP.
Their collective market cap
currently stands at $35.7 tril-
lion, according to the World
Federation of Exchanges, down
from $37.5 trillion at the end
of 2019. GDP in the second
quarter ran at a seasonally
adjusted annualized rate of
$19.4 trillion.

Many investors appear to
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relation between daily rises
and falls in the ordinary cap-
italization-weighted S&P and
the equal-weighted version.
When the market is working
normally the two are closely
linked, but when the biggest
stocks move differently from
the rest they have more ef-
fect on the ordinary S&P
than the equal-weighted ver-
sion, so the correlation falls.

The correlation fell
sharply in the late stages of
the dot-com bubble in 1999
and 2000, the housing bub-

sign in the view of many mar-
ket participants that specula-
tors are becoming a larger
proportion of the market. On
Aug. 11, gold slid about 4.5%,
while silver fell 11%. And last
Wednesday, both metals
dropped roughly 2%.

Many precious-metals ETFs
are backed by physical gold
and silver, but many traders
say inflows and outflows af-
fect the futures markets be-
cause the ETFs have gotten so
large that they represent a
large chunk of demand.

ETFs backed by physical
gold held about 3,620 metric
tons at the end of June, World
Gold Council figures show,
more than any country other
than the U.S. Silver ETFs also
represent a sizable portion of
investor demand. With physical
demand for jewelry and bars
and coins falling, ETFs repre-
sented about 40% of global gold
demand in the second quarter,
up from 6% a year earlier.
When individuals buy shares of
an ETF that is backed by physi-
cal gold or silver, they are buy-
ing a stake in a trust. The asset
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held by that trust is metal.
One of the ways traders

make a market in the ETF—typ-
ically banks and other traders
such as Virtu Financial Inc.—is
to buy physical metal from
traders on the open market,
typically from banks, such as
JPMorgan Chase & Co. and
HSBC Holdings PLC, that com-
monly trade precious metals.

As a result, large inflows sig-
nal that the metals are in high
demand from global investors,
a trend that then helps dictate
sentiment in the futures mar-
ket. The traders selling to the
ETF traders might also seek to
hedge against a price increase
by purchasing futures con-
tracts, creating another link be-
tween ETFs and metals prices.

The trend can work the op-
posite way when money flows
out of the ETFs. When precious
metals tumbled alongside
stocks back in March, traders
said the fall was generally due
to investors pulling money out
of haven metals to raise cash,
and outflows from ETFs helped
make the declines in gold even
more severe.

“I really believe this is pure
speculation,” said Campbell
Harvey, a Duke University fi-
nance professor who has ar-
gued widespread use of gold
ETFs can cause prices to over-
shoot market fundamentals.
“There are some people playing
the momentum trade…If there
is a turning point, they’re going
to be crushed.”

ETFs Fuel
Metals’
Sharp Rise

That metric looks at the past
10 years of earnings and ad-
justs for inflation. The benefit,
according to economist Robert
Shiller who popularized it, is
that it provides a longer-term
look at valuation.

The CAPE ratio has risen as
high as 30.63 as of Aug. 11, a
level that has rarely been ex-
ceeded over the past century.
In December 1999, it peaked at
44.20. In 1929, it rose as high
as 32.56.

Not only is the stock mar-
ket running ahead of the econ-
omy right now; it has been for
years. The “Buffett Indicator,”
named for legendary investor
Warren Buffett, compares the
total market capitalization of
publicly traded stocks to gross
domestic product. The Berk-
shire Hathaway chief execu-
tive has said that when the
market cap of public compa-
nies is higher than GDP, the
market is overvalued.

In that case, the market has
been overvalued for more than
a decade. The last time that
GDP was higher than the
equities market’s total
capitalization adjusting both
for inflation, was in 2009,
when the stock market’s total
capitalization was only about
93% of GDP.

ContinuedfrompageB1

Median
S&P Stock
Gets Pricey

And while I would love to
see a V-shaped economic re-
covery lift bond yields, the
obstacles are huge. My rea-
son for raising this issue now
is that the price moves of the
big stocks and the rest have
begun to diverge much as
they did in advance of sev-
eral prior corrections—as the
relationship between stocks
and bonds has begun to shift.

The simplest way to com-
pare the moves of the big
stocks and the rest of the
market is to look at the cor-

Sources: FactSet (S&P 500 P/E ratio); Robert J. Shiller (CAPE); Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (GDP)
*Measures valuations on a 10-year scale

S&P500price/earnings ratio based on
next year’s earnings expectations,weekly

Cyclically adjusted
price/earnings, or CAPE*,
ratio for the S&P500,monthly
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1, a grant of restricted stock
units valued at $750,000 that
will be eligible to vest evenly
over four years on the anni-
versary date.

Mr. Buchanan credited the
38-year-old’s experience, in-
cluding more than 15 years in
leading finance functions, of
driving transformational
growth.

“Throughout his career,
Mike has demonstrated the
ability to streamline and inte-
grate financial operations
while successfully moving
strategic initiatives forward,”
Mr. Buchanan said in a state-

ment. “His experience will
play a pivotal role in support-
ing our ongoing efforts to po-
sition Michaels for sustain-
able, long-term growth.”

James E. Sullivan, Michaels’
chief accounting officer and
controller, will no longer serve
as principal financial officer as
of Sept. 1, the company said.

Mr. Sullivan assumed the
role in February after Denise
Paulonis left to become the
CFO of specialty grocer
Sprouts Farmers Market Inc.

Michaels swung to a loss
for the quarter ended May 2,
the most recent results avail-

able, driven by a 27% sales de-
cline after it was forced to
close stores amid the corona-
virus pandemic.

As of June 4, about 1,000 of
its 1,273 stores were open, it
said.

In May, Michaels said it
plans to close its Darice
wholesale business but retain
a sourcing-related office in
China.

The company expects the
closure process to be substan-
tially completed by the end of
November. Darice accounted
for about $80 million in net
sales in the most recent year.

Michaels Cos. hired Mi-
chael Diamond as its next
chief financial officer, effective
Sept. 1, the company said.

Mr. Diamond, most recently
CFO for Yum Brands Inc.’s
Pizza Hut U.S. business, will
report to Chief Executive Ash-
ley Buchanan, a top e-com-
merce executive at Walmart
Inc. who joined the arts-and-
crafts retailer in January.

Mr. Diamond’s base salary
was set at $635,000. He will
receive a one-time signing bo-
nus of $250,000 and, on Sept.

BY MARIA ARMENTAL

Michaels Hires New Finance Chief
The retailer swung to a loss for the quarter ended May 2, driven by a 27% sales decline after closing stores amid the pandemic.
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ble in 2006, the volatility
bubble of 2017 and the ex-
cesses before the recession
fears of late 2018, and it has
fallen sharply again. When
the biggest and most fash-
ionable stocks start behaving
differently from the rest, it is
often an early warning that
things are getting out of kil-
ter, although it may be
months before trouble be-
comes obvious.

T he stock-bond correla-
tion hasn’t moved as
much, but suggests

that the big tech stocks and
growth stocks are becoming
much more sensitive to bond
yields than the rest of the
market. Short-term correla-
tions are volatile, so this
could quickly return to nor-
mal. But if the trend contin-
ues it would threaten a pat-
tern of higher yields typically
being good for stocks that
has been in place since the
early 2000s.

It’s too early to say that
things are going wrong, and
certainly this isn’t evidence
of a bubble. But it wouldn’t
be a surprise that a market
reliant on central bank and
government support should
be threatened by rising
yields, even when they start
out so low.

whole falling. The average
stock should still go up, but
the top-heavy nature of the
market will leave more big
stocks exposed, and so could
drag down the S&P.

The second risk is that
yields go up because the Fed-
eral Reserve becomes more
hawkish. Earlier last week
we had a dry run when the
Fed minutes disappointed
many hoping for explicit
guidance on rates soon. In-
vestors changed their view
on how the Fed will react in
future, and stocks dropped—
with the biggest falling by
more than the rest. Growth
stocks underperformed, but
the mass of the rest did
badly too, with again twice
as many losers as winners.

I don’t think the Fed is
likely to abandon its su-
per-dovish stance any

time soon, despite Wednes-
day’s minor disappointment.

ContinuedfrompageB1
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Apple's valuation suggests its best days are still to come.
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After two export bans totaling
about four weeks early on in
the country’s lockdown, pro-
ducers say they had trouble
shipping from Cape Town’s
port because of extensive de-
lays. That led to reductions in
shelf space for their products
at wine shops and supermar-
kets around the world.

There are broader knock-on
effects in an economy already
in free fall. The International
Monetary Fund last month
agreed to lend South Africa
$4.3 billion, the largest loan
any African country has re-
ceived since the start of the
coronavirus crisis. The IMF
predicts South Africa’s econ-
omy will shrink 8% this year, its
steepest contraction since the
end of apartheid.

For South Africa’s wine in-
dustry, the ban is likely to have
a long-term impact, not just on
bottom lines but also on the
wine itself.

“We will see wineries merg-
ing, some sales and some sim-
ply going out of business,” said
Jean-Pierre Rossouw, publisher
of Platter’s South African Wine
Guide. “It’ll mean kind of a re-
duction of the interest and
complexity of our wines.”

portive…but the second lock-
down pushed everyone over the
edge,” said a winemaker at a
small, family-owned Stellenbo-
sch winery that sold bottles of
its Syrah and Chenin Blanc de-
spite the sales ban. “We had to
do it to keep paying salaries.”

To stay afloat, some vine-
yards sold clandestinely
through agents over Facebook
Inc.’s messaging platform
WhatsApp, while some restau-
rants in Johannesburg served
wine out of teapots to lure cus-
tomers to businesses also hit
hard by the lockdown. Other
eateries located off main thor-
oughfares served wine in
stemmed glasses but recorded
the sales on their receipts as
items like “specialty cakes.”

Wine farms and restaurants
have acted in step with the
thousands of citizens who have
been brewing homemade beers
from pineapples, pomelos and
bananas. Within days of the an-
nouncement that the country
was imposing an alcohol-free
lockdown, the price of pineap-
ples at wholesale produce mar-
kets more than tripled.

Exports, which account for
about a third of South Africa’s
wine sales, have also been hit.

After the alcohol ban was re-
instated, many producers
skirted the laws. Vineyards in
the picturesque wine lands out-
side Cape Town transformed
into bootleggers and restau-
rants across the country into
speakeasies, serving rosé out of
tea cups and Pinot Noir from
coffee mugs.

“Initially we were very sup-

into lockdown on March 26 and
lasted—with a six-week relax-
ation from June 1 to July 12—
until last Monday. The ban was
the most visible of a string of
rules, including a ban on ciga-
rette sales and, for a time, exer-
cising outdoors that made
South Africa’s lockdown mea-
sures among the strictest in the
world.

group that represents South Af-
rican wine producers and cel-
lars, expects more than 80 win-
eries and 350 wine-grape
producers to go out of business.

“We’re hanging on by our
fingernails,” said Alastair Rim-
mer, head winemaker at Kleine
Zalze Wines in Stellenbosch, in
the heart of the wine-producing
region.

South Africa’s government
says the alcohol bans were
needed to prevent people from
spreading the virus in gather-
ings and to free up hospital beds
from alcohol-related trauma in-
juries. “Let’s give alcohol a
break,” said Nkosazana Dlamini
Zuma, cooperative governance
and traditional affairs minister,
after the second ban was an-
nounced in July. “No soldiers
can win a fight while drunk.”

The blow to the wine indus-
try shows the dilemmas for
economies in the global south
with huge income disparities:
Governments are simultane-
ously legislating to curb an un-
contained coronavirus outbreak
in poorer communities while
trying to keep alive industries
that employ millions of people
who might otherwise be forced
into the already swollen ranks
of the unemployed.

Jan van Riebeeck, who
founded Cape Town for the
Dutch East India Company, pro-
duced the first wine from South
African-grown grapes in 1659,
but South African wineries
made their way onto the inter-
national scene after the end of
apartheid in 1994. By 2010,
sales by volume had overtaken
French wines in the U.K. wine
market, according to Wines of
South Africa. The country’s
wines are now sold in more
than 110 countries.

South Africa’s nationwide
ban on alcohol sales went into
effect when the country went

BUSINESS NEWS

JOHANNESBURG—South Af-
rica’s $1.5 billion wine industry
is reeling after a series of pan-
demic-induced shocks, includ-
ing successive bans on the sale
of alcohol totaling some 14
weeks.

The country’s Chardonnays
and Cabernet Sauvignons have
become household staples
world-wide, and wineries in the
rolling farmlands around the
Western Cape are among South
Africa’s most successful and lu-
crative industries. As alcohol
sales resumed nationwide this
week, many of these businesses
have emerged battered, and
some might not survive.

The wine industry in South
Africa—the world’s eighth larg-
est producer and exporter—
employs about 290,000 people,
while the broader liquor indus-
try accounts for roughly 1 mil-
lion jobs. Liquor sales and taxes
typically account for about 3%
of South Africa’s $351 billion
economy and 10% of its total
tax revenue, according to the
South African Liquor Brand
Owners Association, which rep-
resents manufacturers and dis-
tributors in the liquor industry.

But the measures taken by
the ruling African National
Congress government to halt
the spread of the coronavirus
have dealt twin blows: two
bans on booze sales—along
with shorter bans on wine ex-
ports—and the closing of South
Africa’s borders, since the wine
industry’s revenue is closely in-
tertwined with tourism.

Wines of South Africa, an in-
dustry organization that pro-
motes the nation’s wines in in-
ternational markets, estimates
the industry has lost in excess
of 7 billion South African rand
($406 million) in revenue and
roughly 21,000 jobs. VinPro, a

BY ALEXANDRA WEXLER

South Africa
Wine Makers
Get Bruised

Alcohol sales were banned for much of the year to encourage social distancing. The Nabygelegen Winery in Wellington, near Cape Town.
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Video by K-Pop Group BTS Smashes YouTube’s 24-Hour Music Debut Record
SEOUL—K-pop sensation BTS

smashed the one-day record for
the most viewed YouTube music
video with “Dynamite,” reinforc-
ing the band’s world-wide reach
as they continue to make waves
in the global music scene.

The South Korean group re-
corded over 98 million views on
YouTube, which is owned by Al-
phabet Inc.’s Google, within 24
hours of the video’s release at 1
p.m. local time Friday on the
video platform, according to
Chart Data. That figure puts it
above the record holder, K-pop
group Blackpink, whose video
“How You Like That” reached
86.3 million views within 24
hours of its release in June.

BTS is no stranger to You-
Tube’s record charts. Before the
release of “Dynamite” on Friday,
the pop group had four videos
on YouTube’s list of the top 10
all-time 24-hour music debuts.

BTS reached international ac-
claim a few years ago, backed
by a highly dedicated interna-
tional fan base.
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Marvel, Star Wars and Pixar
shows because of expiring
deals with Netflix.

Convoluting things fur-
ther, you can’t watch Peacock
or HBO Max on a Roku or
Amazon Fire TV streaming
device. At least, not now. In-
siders expect this will be re-
solved, but nobody has a
firm date. Needless to say,
there’s no Android version of
Apple TV+. And for no good
reason, you can’t access
Quibi on computers or TVs,
even though its content is
packed with high-paid Holly-
wood stars. (Quibi is strug-
gling to find an audience.)

So what mix of them is
worth spending your money
on? Here’s how to build your
own at-home entertainment
bundle, without throwing
away your money.

Do you already pay
for it?

Lately, cellular and inter-
net providers stock plans

with entertainment offerings
to make them more enticing.

Verizon’s Mix and Match
Unlimited phone plans (Play
More for $45 a month and
Get More for $55 a month)
include the Disney+, Hulu
and ESPN+ bundle. AT&T’s
top cellular, internet and TV
plans come with HBO Max.

Peacock Premium, host to
the full catalog of NBC
shows, as well as live sports
such as the Tour de France
and Premier League, is avail-
able to Comcast Xfinity X1
and Flex customers, as well
as Cox Contour subscribers.
Android device and Android
TV users get complimentary
access through Oct. 15.

And of course, there is
Amazon Prime, the e-com-
merce giant’s mega subscrip-
tion, which costs $119 annu-
ally and includes fast
shipping and Prime Video.
You get access to Amazon
Studios originals (such as the
award-winning “The Marvel-

ous Mrs. Maisel” and “Flea-
bag”) as well as network hits
like “House” and “Mr. Ro-
bot.”

Is it available free?
If you’re willing to watch

ads—sometimes lots and lots
of ads—you can stream some
movies and shows without
subscribing to anything. Pea-
cock is NBC’s new service,
with an ad-supported free
tier that includes “SNL” and
“30 Rock” plus movies such
as the Bourne and Matrix
trilogies.

Other sites include Fan-
dango-owned Vudu, Amazon-
owned IMDb TV and Fox En-
tertainment-owned Tubi, as
well as Roku’s own free
channel. While those sites
primarily host old classics
and titles you’ve never heard
of, there are hidden gems.
“Mad Men,” “Lost” and
“Shrek” are on IMDb TV, for
example. Reelgood, a search
engine for streaming shows

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY | By Nicole Nguyen

Join Just the Streaming Services YouWant
At the

height of the
“Hamilton”
craze, tickets
to the musical
cost hundreds,

sometimes thousands, of dol-
lars. I knew all the lyrics be-
fore ever seeing it. So after
Disney+ said the movie ver-
sion would be streaming in
July to subscribers who pay
$7 a month, I raced to sign
up on its debut weekend.

Then I immediately can-
celed the subscription.

When you cancel, you still
get to stream for the month.
You also avoid paying extra
by forgetting to unsubscribe
later. This strategy, I’m con-
vinced, is the only way to
survive the Great Streaming
Battle: Remain loyal to just
one or two services you can
split with family—then tack
on others ad hoc, for just a
month at a time, as you
chase the must-watch shows
from platform to platform.

There has never been
more entertainment to watch
at home. But figuring out
what, where and how to
stream videos has never
been more confusing. There
are dozens of services—too
many!—and, because licens-
ing is complicated, there’s no
one-stop shop for everything
you want to watch.

For the purposes of this
guide, I’m focusing on U.S.
services, with five newcom-
ers in less than a year: Dis-
ney+, Apple TV+, HBO Max,
Peacock and the smartphone-
based Quibi.

The services are young,
scrappy and hungry for your
subscription—but they’re not
without their issues. HBO
Max parent WarnerMedia
owns the Harry Potter fran-
chise, but it’s losing the eight
films on Aug. 25 because
Peacock owner NBCUniversal
holds the TV rights and gets
a six-month run starting in
October. Meanwhile, Disney
can’t show some of its own

and movies, has a compre-
hensive database of free of-
ferings online. You can also
use Reelgood to see what’s
streaming—and what’s com-
ing and going—on any given
service.

Can you buy in bulk?
For the services that offer

annual plans (Hulu with ads,
Amazon Prime, Disney+, Pea-
cock Premium and CBS All
Access), you’ll get a discount
by committing to the year.
The trade-off is that month-
to-month plans can be can-
celed more quickly.

Bundled services also
save. The Hulu, Disney+ and
ESPN+ package is $13 a
month—an overall 25% dis-
count. Getting AppleTV+,
CBS All Access and Show-
time together costs $15,
which is less than if you sub-
scribed separately to CBS All
Access and Showtime.

(Dow Jones & Co., pub-
lisher of The Wall Street
Journal, has a commercial
agreement to supply news
through Apple services.)

But check to see if signing
up for one service through
another provider limits your
access. For example, signing
up for HBO through Roku
doesn’t allow you to sign
into HBO on other platforms,
including HBO apps.

Can you share?
Another way to optimize a

subscription is by sharing it.
Most services allow one ac-
count to stream on several
devices simultaneously. As
many as four screens can
watch Netflix and Disney+
concurrently, while Hulu and
Prime Video limit users to
twostreams.

No service encourages
password sharing, although
it’s a fairly common practice.
Netflix, Hulu and Peacock
limit authorized users to a
household defined by people
residing within the same ad-
dress. HBO Max extends

sharing privileges to immedi-
ate family or household
members in its terms of ser-
vice. Apple TV+ and Prime
Video require users to link
accounts more formally,
through Apple’s Family Shar-
ing and Amazon Household—
but that means you don’t
have to give someone your
password to let them use
your subscription. (Prime
Video only allows offline
downloading for the primary
account holder.)

In any case, the more peo-
ple who can take advantage
of the account, the better its
value. And if you do share
account credentials (without
breaking terms of service),
you can use a password man-
ager’s sharing feature to
keep the information safe.

Can you remember to
unsubscribe?

The beauty of canceling a
subscription is that you can
still stream until the end of
the monthlong billing cycle.
(The exception is Amazon
Prime, which ends the day
you cancel.) When a channel
has only one show you want
to watch, unsubscribe right
away, then get bingeing. If
for some reason you aren’t
done with your show, you
can always reup your sub-
scription for another month.

You can cancel your mem-
bership using the service’s
website. It’s easy if you sub-
scribed through the App
Store or Google Play. On your
iPhone, open Settings, tap
your name at the top, then
select Subscriptions. On an
Android device, open the
Play Store, tap menu, then
Subscriptions.

I’ll be back on Disney+
again next month, when the
live-action remake of “Mu-
lan” hits the service. It will
require the $7 monthly fee
and, for the first time, a one-
time $30 charge for the new-
release movie itself. I hope
it’s worth it.

Overwhelmed by the number of video-on-demand services?
Here are some key stats:

STREAMERS
MONTHLY
COST

ACCOUNT
SHARING WHAT TOWATCH

Netflix $13* 5 profiles;

up to 4 streams

Millions of hours of Netflix-made and studio shows andmovies,

including "The Last Dance" and "Stranger Things."

Hulu 6* 6 profiles;

2 streams

Network shows ("Bachelor," "SNL," etc.) and originals such as "The

Handmaid's Tale" and "Little Fires Everywhere."

Disney+ 7 7 profiles;

4 streams

A vast trove of content under the Disney,Marvel, StarWars, Pixar

andNational Geographic brands. Also, "Hamilton."

Amazon
PrimeVideo

9‡ 6 profiles;

2 streams

Originals like "MarvelousMs.Maisel" and "Fleabag," plus the entire

"Downton Abbey" series andmany recentmovies.

HBOMax 15 5 profiles;

3 streams

Award-winning originals like "Game of Thrones" and "Big Little

Lies," plus "Friends" and Japan's Studio Ghibli catalog.

Peacock Free; 5* 1 profile;

3 streams

Free tier includes NBC shows ("SNL" etc.), movies ("TheMatrix")

and select live sports; premium adds originals andmore.

CBSAll Access 6*
1 profile;

2 streams

Star Trek home base also includes current CBS shows ("Survivor"),

classic series ("Frasier") and, inmostmarkets, live TV.

AppleTV+ 5
6 profiles†;
6 streams

Apple originals, including shows ("TheMorning Show"), movies

("Greyhound") and documentaries ("Beastie Boys Story").

*Premium plans offered for ad-free or expanded programming. †Available through Apple Family Sharing
‡Also included with $119-a-year Prime subscription
Source: the companies

more than 86% of its common
stock took part in that meet-
ing.

In some ways, virtual meet-
ings can enhance shareholder
participation. James
McRitchie, an investor in
about 150 U.S. companies and
a contributor to Ms. Schwartz-
Ziv’s study, said he was able to
attend more meetings because
they were held remotely. Mr.
McRitchie said he has taken
part in 30 investor meetings
this year compared with about
10 all of last year, but added
that he missed the ability to
interact directly with other
shareholders.

Companies and technology
providers are looking for ways
to improve remote share-
holder meetings. Broadridge
Financial Solutions Inc.—
which has hosted more than
1,500 virtual shareholder
events this year—is gathering
feedback from companies and
shareholders and said it would
innovate in areas such as
question-and-answer sessions
and interactivity, said Cathy
Conlon, head of corporate is-
suer strategy and product
management.

“[Companies] can sidestep dis-
sent if they choose to.”

In its virtual meeting, Veri-
zon Communications Inc. lim-
ited questions to those related
to shareholder proposals and
required investors to register
three days in advance, accord-
ing to the study. “We gave
shareholders the opportunity
to ask questions on the share-
holder proposals, or on any
subject, at the end of the
meeting, and opened the vir-
tual platform for questions
several days in advance of the
meeting,” a company spokes-
woman said.

She added Verizon didn’t
receive any questions relating
to shareholder proposals or
the company’s business.

Stewart Taggart, an inves-
tor in Houston liquid natural
gas exporter Cheniere Energy
Inc., said there was a lack of
interaction between share-
holders and management dur-
ing the company’s shareholder
meeting May 14. “I had no
idea how many people at-
tended,” said Mr. Taggart. “It
could have been just me.” A
Cheniere spokesman said
shareholders representing

single shareholder,” a spokes-
woman for the company said.
“Some of these questions were
answered, but we also devoted
attention to questions from
other shareholders, which
happened to be more relevant
to our business.” Salesforce
declined to comment, while
Alexion didn’t respond to a re-
quest for feedback.

The study’s findings echo
observations from shareholder
organizations, including the
Council of Institutional Inves-
tors, which last month sent a
letter to the Securities and Ex-
change Commission detailing
its and other groups’ concerns.

“Virtual shareholder meet-
ings can be used to manage
shareholders in ways that
aren’t fair,” said Amy Borrus,
executive director of the CII.

businesses weren’t familiar with
the technology platforms used
for such large, live meetings
and quickly had to adapt their
protocols to the new format.

Remote investor events
held by companies in the S&P
500 this year averaged 32
minutes, seven minutes
shorter than in-person share-
holder meetings in 2019, ac-
cording to a recent study of
more than 90 annual meetings
by the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. Further, company
executives allocated less time
for business updates and for
answering shareholders’ ques-
tions compared with in-person
meetings in 2019, the study
said.

Companies, including eBay
Inc., Salesforce.com Inc. and
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
failed to acknowledge some or
all questions from investors,
according to the study by Mir-
iam Schwartz-Ziv, a senior lec-
turer at the School of Business
Administration.

EBay said the rules for its
virtual meeting may permit it
to respond to one question per
shareholder only. “We received
numerous questions from a

Companies are finding vir-
tual shareholder meetings to
be less expensive and less
time-consuming, but share-
holders complain they don’t
get as much time to ask ques-
tions.

A majority of the compa-
nies in the S&P 500 this year
decided to move their share-
holder meeting online because
of coronavirus-related restric-
tions on large gatherings.
Faced with the option to post-
pone the meeting until later,
87% of businesses opted for a
virtual event compared with
23% of meetings held remotely
in 2019, according to data pro-
vider MyLogIQ.

Executives and investors
usually like that they can dial
into these meetings from their
homes. But despite the ease of
access, shareholders say remote
events offer less scope for par-
ticipation as many companies
ask for questions in advance,
respond only to a select number
of them and don’t disclose how
many queries were received.

Many companies scrambled
to make the switch. Numerous

BY NINA TRENTMANN

Investors FeelMuted at Virtual AnnualMeetings

An investor tookpart
in 30meetings this
year comparedwith
about 10 last year.

Facebook Inc. Chief Mar-
keting Officer Antonio Lucio is
leaving the company, a Face-
book spokesman said. His last
day on the job will be Sept. 18.

In a Facebook post cited by
the spokesman, Mr. Lucio said
it had been a reflective year
for him. “I have decided to
dedicate 100% of my time to
diversity, inclusion and eq-
uity,” he wrote.

Mr. Lucio didn’t respond to
requests for comment.

Mr. Lucio joined Facebook in
2018 from HP Inc., where he
had been global chief market-
ing and communications offi-
cer.

During his tenure at Face-
book, the company increased
its global advertising spending
as it sought to rebuild trust
amid criticism of its privacy
practices and the way it han-
dles misinformation and unwel-
come content on its platforms.

“There’s no question we
made mistakes and we’re in
the process of addressing
them one after the other, but
we have to tell that story to
the world on the trust side as
well as on the value side,” Mr.
Lucio told The Wall Street
Journal last year.

Mr. Lucio was marketing
chief at Facebook when the
company decided to bring its
family of apps, which include
Instagram and WhatsApp,
closer together. The effort in-
cluded a rebranding push that
added Facebook’s name to its
other apps.

Mr. Lucio also said last year
that he would require adver-
tising agencies Facebook
works with to assemble di-
verse teams with more
women, people of color and
people with diverse sexual ori-
entations, echoing a previous
mandate to agencies he made
while at HP.

“Antonio did incredible
work telling our story during a
transformative period for the
company,” the Facebook
spokesman said.

BY NAT IVES

Facebook
Marketing
Chief to
Leave

.
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and analyst. Lego’s most ardent
fans will stay engaged on Lego
World Builder, as the company
mines them for ideas to reach
consumers across a fragmented
media landscape, he added.

Lego has budgeted $500,000
a year for at least the next
three to pay the platform’s us-
ers when it likes their submis-
sions, said Keith Malone, the
company’s senior director of
entertainment development.
To option an idea—meaning
Lego will try to develop it—the
company will pay $10,000, he
said. If it decides to buy the
idea outright, it will pay
$50,000. Those pitching ideas
must be at least 18 years old.

Lego’s theatrical film devel-
opment business won’t be
involved in the new digital
platform.

Consumers are already on
platforms such as Wattpad, a
site where users post their
writing, with stories about
Lego characters such as the
ninjas of its “Ninjago”
franchise.

If one searches for Ninjago
on Wattpad, “there are hun-
dreds and hundreds of pages
of stories that people are writ-
ing,” Mr. Malone noted.

Wattpad Corp. connects
some of its users with publish-
ing houses or media companies
for books or adaptations, but

Lego’s new platform opens a di-
rect line to the company’s fans.

This isn’t Lego’s first at-
tempt at crowdsourcing. Its
Lego Ideas program allows
people to submit ideas for new
toys. If an idea is approved,
the company will build and re-
lease the toy, paying the cre-
ator a royalty fee of 1% of total
net sales.

Lego World Builder is
meant to source and develop
franchises instead of individ-
ual toy sets. “If we love a
world about ‘Alien Mermaid
Princess,’ we could make con-
tent, toys, attractions at our

parks, etc., based on that con-
cept,” Mr. Malone said.

Lego developed the new
effort with Los Angeles-based
tech company Tongal Inc.,
which operates a platform to
connect creative talent with
content companies and
advertisers.

Crowdsourcing through
Lego World Builder will allow
the company to gradually de-
velop new franchises, said
James DeJulio, chief executive
of Tongal.

A popular idea on Lego
World Builder, for example,
could lead to a video or series

on YouTube—and if that is
successful, something more,
he said.

“You start to get closer to
the audience in the develop-
ment process,” Mr. DeJulio
said.

Tongal has worked with
Lego since 2012, playing
matchmaker between creative
talent and the brand on 183
projects. They include short
videos distributed on plat-
forms like Netflix Inc. and
YouTube, owned by Alphabet
Inc.’s Google.

Lego World Builder could
also enlist fans while avoiding

a pitfall common in unsolic-
ited pitches: lawsuits over in-
tellectual-property rights.

“Most brands and studios
do not take unsolicited
submissions because it could
lead to all sorts of problems,”
said William Finkelstein, a
veteran IP lawyer and former
vice president and intellectual
property counsel at PepsiCo
Inc.

“Unfortunately, the result is
that this makes it difficult for
a lot of independent creators
who are not employees of a
company, but who may have
some great ideas, to get those
ideas to those content compa-
nies and brands,” he said.

Eighty-five of the 208 beta
testers of Lego World Builder
don’t work in creative fields,
according to Tongal.

Lego has bought two proj-
ects from the beta testers, in-
cluding a three-minute ani-
mated video tied to “Ninjago.”
The premise lays out various
“what-if” scenarios set in the
Ninjago universe.

“It’s from a young man who
is a student in Canada,” Mr.
Malone said.

Seeking ideas for TV shows,
digital videos and toy sets,
Lego AS is asking people to
share their creativity on a new
platform set up for that pur-
pose.

Called Lego World Builder,
the platform lets users pro-
pose story worlds, characters
and other ideas by uploading
concept art, videos and

descriptions.
Lego said it
would buy the
ideas it likes.

Entertainment has long
been important to the $21 bil-
lion toy industry, which also
sells playthings based on pop-
ular Hollywood franchises as
well as making TV series and
movies about its own wares.
Licensed “Star Wars” toy sets
helped Lego rebound from
near-bankruptcy in the early
2000s, while the success of
“The Lego Movie” in 2014
helped usher in new products
and an increase in revenue.

But content—stories featur-
ing toys—has become central
as toy makers vie for children’s
attention against videogames,
YouTube and social media.

“It’s a different world with
so many choices for children,”
said Chris Byrne, an indepen-
dent toy-industry consultant

BY SAHIL PATEL

Lego Taps Fans for Ideas on Story Lines

A character of ‘Steampunk Time Machine,’ created by a Lego fan during its World Builder’s beta test.
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processing facility onshore,
which made tapping some re-
mote fields too costly.

Prelude is capable of sup-
plying enough liquefied natu-
ral gas to meet about half of
Washington state’s annual
natural-gas demand. It was
particularly complex to con-
struct because it was built to
operate in deep and some-
times rough seas, and pro-
cesses gas into three products:
liquefied natural gas, liquefied
petroleum gas and natural-gas
condensate.

“They went with this very
large, very complex, not off-
the-shelf technology; they de-
veloped it as a bespoke proj-
ect, and I guess we’ll know
over the next 20 years, was
that a successful decision?”
said Jason Feer, head of busi-

ness intelligence at consulting
firm Poten & Partners Inc.

Major energy companies
have made big bets on natural
gas, but its role in the energy
mix is in flux as more coun-
tries make a transition to low-
carbon sources. Some environ-
mental groups are lobbying for
a wholesale shift from all fos-
sil fuels, which could affect
the economic viability of re-
mote gas projects such as the
one Shell financed near Aus-
tralia.

Shell says that while the vi-
rus has hit demand for natural
gas, it still believes the funda-
mentals of liquefied natural
gas, or LNG, remain strong. It
says demand for LNG grew by
12.5% to 359 million metric
tons in 2019 and that it ex-
pects long-term LNG demand

to grow by about 4% a year.
“Where we said in the past

we will have stronger growth
in LNG than in any aspect of
the carbon-based energy sys-
tem, I still believe that is the
case,” Shell Chief Executive
Ben van Beurden said on the
company’s earnings call in
July.

Still, given this year’s fall in
global demand, analysts say
Shell would likely have needed
to cut some of its production
from facilities such as Prelude
in the short term anyway, less-
ening the impact of its current
problems.

“This has been an enforced
cutback of production for
them which undoubtedly they
are not happy about, but there
is a silver lining,” said Mr.
Feer.

lude, said the person familiar
with the matter.

The giant floating facility,
488 meters (537 yards) long
and able to accommodate 300
workers, can park directly
above a gas field and process
its output into liquefied natu-
ral gas that can then be trans-
ferred to other vessels and
shipped around the world.
Traditionally, gas had to be
piped under the ocean to a

ContinuedfrompageB1

Virus Adds
Snag to
Shell Ship

interest payments on that debt
since late March to preserve
liquidity.

In court records, Arena said
that like many of its peers, the
company has been challenged
in recent years by the down-
turn and volatility in the com-
modities market.

Those problems, it said,
have been exacerbated in re-
cent months by a drop in
global energy prices and mar-
ket uncertainty because of the
combined effects of the coro-
navirus pandemic and a price
war between Saudi Arabia and
Russia.

Arena has 57 employees
and had $580.8 million in rev-
enue last year.

The company’s biggest un-
secured creditors include the
U.S. Small Business Adminis-
tration, which is owed $1.8
million.

Lime Rock, with offices in
Texas and Connecticut, is a
buyout firm with a focus on
oil-and-gas companies. The
private-equity firm counts
stakes in Prime Rock Re-
sources, Augustus Energy
Partners II and Crown Rock
among its holdings of oil-and-
gas drillers and services com-
panies.

The restructuring agree-
ment leaves open the possibil-
ity that other potential buyers
could emerge and have their
offers considered. But no for-
mal competitive bidding pro-
cess has been set up in the
case of Arena, a process that
is common in large bankrupt-
cies.

The lack of formal bid pro-
cedures could hinder transpar-
ency, which is particularly
critical since insiders remain
involved in the new prospec-

tive ownership group, said
Philip Eisenberg, a lawyer for
one potential bidder, W&T Off-
shore Inc.

The interest of competing
bidders could be chilled with-
out a more traditional bid
setup and sharing of informa-

tion, he said.
“We have some serious con-

cerns about the process,” Mr.
Eisenberg told Judge Marvin
Isgur during Arena’s debut in
bankruptcy court on Friday.

Judge Isgur said that per-

haps W&T would still appear
in the chapter 11 case with a
better offer for Arena.

Brian Resnick, a representa-
tive for the proposed buyer,
said the restructuring agree-
ment that Arena has in hand
helps eliminate uncertainty
during the bankruptcy.

The negotiations occurred
with tremendous separation
from the insiders, Mr. Resnick
said.

Judge Isgur ended the hear-
ing by asking the parties to be
prompt in responding to rea-
sonable requests for informa-
tion.

Arena enters bankruptcy
with a restructuring agree-
ment that is supported by 72%
of its reserve-based facility
lenders and 94% of term-loan
lenders.

The deal must be approved
by bankruptcy court.

Reserved-based lenders are
expected to recoup between 10
cents and 20 cents on the dol-
lar of the nearly $630 million
they are owed. Arena’s term
lenders are expected to re-
ceive about 2 cents on the dol-
lar of the $439 million they
are owed.

The proposed deal includes
the assumption of certain lia-
bilities.

Arena is owned by a small
group of current or former
employees and their family
members.

Representing the company
and related entities in their
bankruptcies are law firms
Jackson Walker LLP and Kirk-
land & Ellis LLP.

The company’s financial ad-
viser is Evercore Group LLC.
Alvarez & Marsal North Amer-
ica LLC is its restructuring ad-
viser.

Arena Energy LP has filed
for chapter 11 protection with
a plan to sell virtually all of its
assets to private-equity firm
Lime Rock Partners and a
management group in a deal
that includes $64.2 million in
cash.

The Texas-based driller,
which operates in the Gulf of
Mexico, filed for chapter 11
protection on Thursday in U.S.
Bankruptcy Court in Houston
to restructure more than
$1 billion in debt.

The company was founded
in 1999 and controls about
341,000 acres in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Arena’s bankruptcy filing
comes less than a month after
the company’s reserve-based
loan matured.

The company hasn’t made

BY BECKY YERAK

Texas Driller Arena Energy Files for Bankruptcy
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Sources: Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (One World Trade
Center, Empire State Buildling); the company (Prelude); Skyscraper
Center (Eiffel Tower); National Park Service (Statue of Liberty)

Floating Giant
Shell’s Prelude gas terminal
is the largest facility of its
kind ever built.

The downturn and
volatility in
commodities hurt
the company.
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General Equity Funds
AdamsDiversified Equity ADX 19.10 16.37 -14.3 18.5
BoulderGrowth& Income BIF 12.13 10.15 -16.3 -0.2
Central Secs CET NA 29.28 NA 2.9
CohenStrsCEOppFd FOF 11.72 11.69 -0.3 2.1
EVTxAdvDivIncm EVT 21.62 20.22 -6.5 -6.1
GabelliDiv&IncTr GDV 21.98 19.02 -13.5 -0.5
Gabelli Equity Tr GAB 5.18 5.43 +4.8 2.9
GeneralAmer GAM 41.77 34.51 -17.4 6.0
JHancockTaxAdvDiv HTD 21.50 19.59 -8.9 -17.9
LibrtyAllStr Eq USA 6.47 6.04 -6.6 10.5
LibrtyAllStr Gr ASG 6.96 7.53 +8.2 42.5
RoyceMicro-CapTr RMT 9.58 8.09 -15.6 13.8
RoyceValue Trust RVT 15.54 13.42 -13.6 10.8
Source Capital SOR 41.68 36.60 -12.2 6.9
Tri-Continental TY 30.58 26.78 -12.4 11.4
SpecializedEquity Funds
AberdeenGlb PremProp AWP 5.68 4.80 -15.5 -12.2
AdamsNatural Resources PEO 12.74 11.52 -9.6 -15.3
AllianzGIAI &TechOpps AIO 24.09 21.36 -11.3 NS
GIDivInt&PremStr NFJ 13.98 12.39 -11.4 12.1
ASAGold&PrecMet Ltd ASA NA 22.51 NA 69.3
BREnhC&I CII 17.31 15.72 -9.2 10.5
BlackRock Energy&Res BGR 7.95 6.96 -12.5 -26.0
BlackRock EqEnhDiv BDJ 8.44 7.50 -11.1 -5.7
BlackRock EnhGlbl Div BOE 11.24 9.78 -13.0 4.0
BlackRock Enh Intl Div BGY 6.21 5.48 -11.8 8.8
BlackRockHlth Sci Tr II BMEZ 25.14 23.60 -6.1 NS
BlackRockHlth Sciences BME 42.55 42.96 +1.0 21.4

Listed are the 300 largest closed-end funds as
measured by assets. Closed-end funds sell a limited
number of shares and invest the proceeds in securities.
Unlike open-end funds, closed-ends generally do not
buy their shares back from investors who wish to cash
in their holdings. Instead, fund shares trade on a stock
exchange. NA signifies that the information is not
available or not applicable. NS signifies funds not in
existence for the entire period. 12 month yield is
computed by dividing income dividends paid (during
the previous 12 months for periods ending at month-
end or during the previous 52 weeks for periods
ending at any time other than month-end) by the
latest month-end market price adjusted for capital
gains distributions. Depending on the fund category,
either 12-month yield or total return is listed.

Source: Lipper

Friday, August 21, 2020
52wk

Prem Ttl
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

BlackRockRes&Comm BCX 7.74 6.46 -16.5 -3.7
BlackRockSci&TechTr II BSTZ 28.43 25.83 -9.1 33.6
BlackRockSci&TechTrust BST 41.82 42.24 +1.0 43.5
BlackRockUtl Inf &Pwr BUI 21.58 22.29 +3.3 2.3
CBREClrnGlbRlEst IGR 7.44 6.11 -17.9 -11.4
CLEARBRIDGEENGYMDSOPP EMO NA 12.04 NA -67.9
ClearBridgeMLP&Midstm CEM NA 15.66 NA -68.1
ChnStrInfr UTF 23.35 22.84 -2.2 -5.0
Cohen&SteersQualInc RQI 12.34 10.92 -11.5 -19.5
Cohen&Steers TotRet RFI 12.57 12.42 -1.2 -6.7
CohenStrsREITPrefInc RNP 22.31 19.71 -11.7 -8.1
Columbia Sel PrmTechGr STK 22.20 22.46 +1.2 20.0
DNPSelect Income DNP 8.88 10.44 +17.6 -9.4
Duff&PhUti&Infra Inc Fd DPG 12.94 11.44 -11.6 -16.4
EtnVncEqtyInc EOI 15.88 15.69 -1.2 13.7
EtnVncEqtyIncoII EOS 18.98 19.28 +1.6 26.8
EVRskMnDvsEqInc ETJ 10.03 10.22 +1.9 21.1
ETnVncTxMgdBuyWrtInc ETB 13.88 14.03 +1.1 -1.5
EtnVncTxMgdBuyWrtOpp ETV 13.66 14.56 +6.6 8.9
EvTxMnDvsEqInc ETY 12.15 11.32 -6.8 5.7
EtnVncTxMgdGlbB ETW 9.66 9.03 -6.5 5.3
EVTxMnGblDvEqInc EXG 8.45 7.72 -8.6 4.7
First Trust Energy IncG FEN 12.80 10.10 -21.1 -45.0
First Tr EnhancedEq FFA 16.67 15.54 -6.8 10.0
FirstTrEnergyInfra FIF 12.39 10.21 -17.6 -28.5
FirstTrMLPEner&Inc FEI 6.93 5.37 -22.5 -46.6
Gabelli Healthcare GRX 12.82 10.73 -16.3 11.3
GabUtility GUT 3.96 7.78 +96.5 28.2
GAMCOGlGold&NatRes GGN 4.19 3.63 -13.4 -3.2
JHanFinl Opptys BTO 20.77 22.11 +6.5 -20.3
Neuberger BrmnMLP&EI NML 3.78 2.79 -26.2 -54.6
NuvDow30DynOverwrite DIAX NA 14.05 NA -11.2
NuvCorEqAlpha JCE NA 13.14 NA 2.9
NuveenNasdaq 100DynOv QQQX NA 25.67 NA 26.7
NuvReal Est JRS NA 7.80 NA -19.6
NuveenRl Asst Inc&Gro JRI NA 12.32 NA -19.3
NuvS&P500DynOvFd SPXX NA 13.71 NA -9.3
NuvSP500BuyIncFd BXMX NA 11.80 NA -0.5
ReavesUtilityIncome UTG 31.19 31.52 +1.1 -7.6
Tortoise Enrgy Infra Crp TYG 23.21 17.07 -26.5 -77.1
Income&PreferredStockFunds
CalamosStratTot CSQ NA 13.96 NA 22.4
CohenStrsLtdDurPref&Inc LDP 24.68 23.87 -3.3 3.0

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret FT/Sr FltgRte 2022TgTr FIV 9.14 8.58 -6.1 3.6
Highland Income HFRO 12.61 8.93 -29.2 11.4
InvDYCrOpp VTA 10.86 9.08 -16.4 9.8
InvSnrIncTr VVR 4.22 3.63 -14.0 7.9
NuveenCredit Strat Inc JQC NA 6.06 NA 19.2
NuvFloatRateIncFd JFR NA 8.18 NA 8.6
NuvFloatRteIncOppty JRO NA 8.11 NA 8.6
PionrFltRate Tr PHD 10.79 9.74 -9.7 7.0
HighYieldBondFunds
AllianceBernGlHiIncm AWF 12.24 10.79 -11.8 7.3
Angel Oak FS Inc Trm FINS NA 16.58 NA 8.3
BaringsGlb SDHYBd BGH 14.89 13.20 -11.3 12.4
BRCorporateHY HYT 11.38 10.97 -3.6 8.7
BlackRock LtdDur Inc BLW 16.27 15.07 -7.4 7.7
BNYMellonHi Yield Str DHF 3.12 2.76 -11.5 9.4
Brookfield Real Asst Inc RA 19.43 16.94 -12.8 14.0
CrSuisHighYld DHY 2.38 2.12 -10.9 10.0
DoubleLine Inc Sol DSL NA 16.13 NA 11.7
DoubleLineYldOpps DLY NA NA NA NS
EVHiInc2021 EHT 9.84 9.73 -1.1 4.1
First TrHi Inc Lng/Shrt FSD 15.85 13.99 -11.7 9.4
IVYHIGH INCOMEOPP IVH 13.51 12.10 -10.4 10.3
NeubHgYldStrt NHS 11.88 11.21 -5.6 9.7
NewAmerHi Inc HYB NA 8.49 NA 7.1
NexPointStratOppty NHF 17.28 9.73 -43.7 19.7
NuveenCrdtOpps 2022TT JCO NA 8.15 NA 6.8
NuveenGlobal High Inc JGH NA 14.17 NA 8.6
NuveenHINov 2021 Tgt JHB NA 9.16 NA 5.0
PGIMGlobal HighYield GHY 15.56 13.53 -13.0 9.5
PGIMHighYield Bond ISD 15.92 13.98 -12.2 9.1
PioneerHilncmTr PHT 8.77 8.09 -7.8 9.5
Wells Fargo IncomeOppty EAD 8.53 7.55 -11.5 9.6
WstAstHIF II HIX NA 6.65 NA 8.8
WesternAssetHi IncOpp HIO NA 5.00 NA 7.7
WesternAssetHi YldDO HYI NA 14.55 NA 7.7
OtherDomestic TaxableBondFunds
AresDynamic CrdtAlloc ARDC NA 12.65 NA 10.1
Barings Part Inv MPV NA 11.44 NA 10.4
BlackRockMlt-Sctr Inc BIT 17.63 16.11 -8.6 9.6
BlackRock TaxMuni Bd BBN 25.25 26.48 +4.9 5.0
DoubleLine:Oppor Crdt Fd DBL 19.24 19.46 +1.1 7.2
Duff&PhUtil Cor DUC 9.70 9.29 -4.2 5.6
EVLmtDurIncm EVV 13.20 11.70 -11.4 9.8
Franklin LtdDur Income FTF 9.32 8.84 -5.2 11.3
JHan Investors JHI 17.53 16.38 -6.5 8.3
KKR IncomeOpportunities KIO NA 13.42 NA 11.5
MFSCharter MCR 8.82 8.45 -4.2 8.2
NuveenTaxableMuni Inc NBB NA 22.91 NA 4.9
PIMCOCorp& IncOppty PTY 12.55 15.98 +27.3 10.3
PIMCOCorp& Inc Strat PCN NA 15.66 NA 9.2
PIMCOHilnco PHK 5.10 5.26 +3.1 13.6
PIMCO IncmStrFd PFL 9.57 10.17 +6.3 10.8
PIMCO IncmStrFd II PFN 8.61 9.11 +5.8 10.8
PutnamMas Int PIM 4.33 4.14 -4.4 8.5
PutnamPrem Inc PPT 4.79 4.64 -3.1 8.8
Wells FargoMulti-Sector ERC 12.27 11.43 -6.8 10.4
World IncomeFunds
AbrdnAP IncFd FAX 4.68 4.03 -13.9 7.0
BrndywnGLBGlb IncOppts BWG NA 12.44 NA 6.5
EtnVncStDivInc EVG NA 11.40 NA 8.0
MSEmMktDomDebt EDD 6.90 5.75 -16.7 8.3
PIMCODynCrd&Mrt Inc PCI NA 19.07 NA 13.0
PIMCODynamic Income PDI NA 24.91 NA 12.2
PIMCO IncomeOpportunity PKO NA 24.05 NA 9.4
PIMCOStratg Inc RCS NA 6.47 NA 11.0
TempletonEm Inc TEI 8.97 7.66 -14.6 8.6

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

TempltnGlbl Inc GIM 6.17 5.39 -12.6 5.3
WstAstEmergDebt EMD NA 13.01 NA 9.3
WesternAssetGl CrDOp GDO NA 17.62 NA 7.0
NationalMuni BondFunds
AllBerNatlMunInc AFB 15.24 13.62 -10.6 4.0
BlckRk InvQMun BKN 16.45 15.82 -3.8 4.1
BlackRockMuni 2030Tgt BTT 26.24 24.77 -5.6 3.0
BlackRockMuni BFK 14.42 14.16 -1.8 4.4
BlackRockMuni II BLE 14.89 15.05 +1.1 4.4
BlckRkMuni IncQly BYM 15.69 14.21 -9.4 3.9
BRMuniAssets Fd MUA 14.06 14.27 +1.5 4.4
BRMuniEnhanced MEN 12.29 11.46 -6.8 4.0
BRMuniHoldingsQly MFL 14.86 13.55 -8.8 3.9
BRMHQly 2 MUE 14.10 12.97 -8.0 4.1
BRMuniHoldngs MHD 16.94 15.58 -8.0 4.6
BRMuniVest Fd MVF 9.67 8.76 -9.4 4.6
BRMuniVest 2 MVT 15.23 14.17 -7.0 4.6
BRMuniYield Fd MYD 14.89 13.83 -7.1 4.7
BRMuniYieldQlty MQY 16.40 16.35 -0.3 4.0
BRMuniYldQlty2 MQT 14.38 13.05 -9.3 4.0
BRMuniYldQly 3 MYI 14.99 13.53 -9.7 3.9
BNYMellonMuni Bd Infra DMB 14.31 13.62 -4.8 4.6
BNYMellon StrMuni Bond DSM 8.18 7.55 -7.7 5.0
BNYMellonStratMuni LEO 8.48 8.26 -2.6 4.9
DWSMuni Inc KTF 12.63 11.16 -11.6 4.2
EVMuniBd EIM 14.25 13.13 -7.9 4.1
EVMuniIncm EVN 14.03 12.86 -8.3 4.3
EVNatMuniOpp EOT 21.45 20.61 -3.9 4.0
InvAdvMuIncTrII VKI 12.01 11.05 -8.0 4.8
InvescoMuniOp OIA 7.48 7.34 -1.9 5.1
InvescoMuOppTr VMO 13.44 12.52 -6.8 4.7
InvescoMuTr VKQ 13.45 12.48 -7.2 4.7
InvescoQual Inc IQI 13.65 12.50 -8.4 4.7
InvTrInvGrMu VGM 13.87 12.72 -8.3 4.7
InvescoValMunInc IIM 16.55 15.04 -9.1 4.5
MAINSTAY:MKDEFTRMUNOP MMD NA 20.86 NA 4.8
NeubrgrBrm NBH 15.03 15.14 +0.7 4.8
NuveenAMT-FrMuVal NUW NA 16.16 NA 3.1
NuveenAMT-FrQltyMun I NEA NA 14.36 NA 4.4
NuveenAMT-FrMuCI NVG NA 15.63 NA 4.9
NuveenEnhMuni Val NEV NA 14.85 NA 4.6
Nuveen IntDurMunTerm NID NA 13.29 NA 3.8
NuveenMuCrdtOpps NMCO NA 12.90 NA NS
NuvMuni Credit Income NZF NA 15.02 NA 5.0
NuvMuniHiIncOpp NMZ NA 13.52 NA 5.3
NuveenMuni Val NUV NA 10.66 NA 3.5
NuveenQualityMuni Inc NAD NA 14.62 NA 4.4
NuveenSel TF NXP NA 16.66 NA 3.3
NuveenSel TF 2 NXQ NA 15.22 NA 3.3
NuveenSel TF 3 NXR NA 16.50 NA 3.1
PIMCOMuniInc PMF 13.10 13.77 +5.1 4.9
PIMCOMuniIncII PML 12.25 13.83 +12.9 5.3
PimcoMuni III PMX 11.18 11.73 +4.9 4.9
PioneerHilncAdv MAV 12.21 10.96 -10.2 4.1
PioneerMunHiIcmT MHI 13.10 11.85 -9.5 4.5
PutnamMgd Inc PMM 8.04 7.78 -3.2 4.9
PutnamMuniOpp PMO 13.77 13.39 -2.8 4.7
RiverNorthMgdDurMun I RMM 18.83 17.33 -8.0 5.2
WesternAssetMgdMuni MMU NA 12.54 NA 4.5
WestnAsstMuDefOppTr MTT NA 20.54 NA 3.6
Single StateMuni Bond
BlackRock CAMun BFZ 15.73 13.71 -12.8 3.4
BRMHCAQly Fd Inc MUC 15.85 14.60 -7.9 3.7
BRMHNJQly MUJ 15.81 14.13 -10.6 4.5
BRMHNYQly MHN 15.02 13.81 -8.1 3.9
BRMuniYld CA MYC 16.06 14.41 -10.3 3.5

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

CohenStrsSelPref&Income PSF 25.52 27.35 +7.2 2.1
FirstTrIntDurPref&Inc FPF 22.80 22.22 -2.5 2.6
JHanPrefInc HPI 18.81 20.33 +8.1 -8.7
JHPrefIncII HPF 18.48 18.42 -0.3 -13.5
HnckJPfdInco III HPS 16.53 16.50 -0.2 -6.9
JHanPrm PDT 12.87 13.19 +2.5 -15.7
LMPCapInco SCD NA 10.85 NA -8.4
NuveenPref & IncOpp JPC NA 8.84 NA -2.4
NuveenFd JPS NA 9.00 NA 0.0
NuveenPref & Inc Term JPI NA 22.72 NA 0.7
NuveenTxAdvDivGr JTD NA 13.42 NA -9.5
TCWStrat Income TSI NA 5.87 NA 11.6
Convertible Sec's. Funds
AdvntCnvrtbl&IncFd AVK 16.11 14.20 -11.9 9.5
GI Conv& Inc NCV 5.29 4.88 -7.8 -1.9
AGI Conv& Inc II NCZ 4.74 4.33 -8.6 -2.8
AGIDvs Inc&Conv ACV 28.90 26.57 -8.1 20.4
AGI Eqty&Conv Inc NIE 27.75 24.71 -11.0 24.0
CalamosConvHi CHY NA 12.43 NA 23.1
CalmosConvOp CHI NA 11.63 NA 22.6
WorldEquity Funds
AberdeenEmgMkts Eq Inc AEF 7.84 6.66 -15.1 2.8
AberdeenTotDynDiv AOD 9.37 8.10 -13.6 10.5
CalamosGloDynInc CHW NA 8.17 NA 18.3
CdnGenl Inv CGI NA 27.35 NA 19.1
China CHN NA 25.48 NA 41.3
EVTxAdvGlbDivInc ETG 17.08 15.34 -10.2 6.2
EtnVncTxAdvOpp ETO 23.68 21.65 -8.6 -6.2
GabelliMultimedia GGT 6.99 7.10 +1.6 0.3
HighlandGlobal Alloc HGLB 10.06 6.63 -34.1 -26.5
India Fund IFN 19.44 16.38 -15.7 -6.1
JapanSmaller Cap JOF NA 8.06 NA 7.0
LazardGlbTotRetInc LGI 17.74 15.59 -12.1 10.5
MSChinaShrFd CAF 26.79 22.06 -17.7 10.0
MS India IIF 20.58 17.22 -16.4 -3.8
NewGermany GF 19.83 16.99 -14.3 30.2
TempletonDragon TDF 27.45 23.48 -14.5 41.9
TempletonEmMkt EMF 17.39 15.09 -13.2 17.3
Wells FargoGl DivOppty EOD 5.20 4.56 -12.3 -3.9

U.S.MortgageBondFunds
BlckRk Income BKT 6.31 6.22 -1.4 6.7
InvescoHI 2023Tgt Term IHIT 8.10 7.83 -3.3 7.5
InvestmentGradeBondFunds
BlRck CoreBond BHK 16.31 15.83 -2.9 4.9
BRCredit Alloc Inc BTZ 15.19 13.93 -8.3 6.8
Insight Select Income INSI NA 20.91 NA 3.8
InvescoBond VBF 21.37 20.59 -3.6 3.6
JHan Income JHS 16.17 15.34 -5.1 4.6
MFS Intmdt MIN 4.01 3.86 -3.7 8.8
WesternAsset Inf-Lk Inc WIA NA 12.89 NA 3.1
WesternAsset Inf-LkO&I WIW NA 11.49 NA 3.7
WestnAsst IGDefOppTr IGI NA 22.00 NA 3.8
LoanParticipationFunds
Apollo Senior Floating AFT NA 12.74 NA 8.5
BRDebt Strategy DSU 11.18 9.98 -10.7 8.6
BRF/R Inc Str FRA 13.36 11.64 -12.9 8.1
BlackRock FloatngRt Inc BGT 12.97 11.24 -13.3 8.0
Blackstone /GSOStrat BGB NA 12.01 NA 10.8
Blackstone/GSOSr Flt Rt BSL 15.00 13.67 -8.9 9.3
EtnVncFltRteInc EFT 13.66 11.96 -12.4 8.3
EVSenFlRtTr EFR 13.43 11.85 -11.8 8.3
EVSnrIncm EVF 6.38 5.82 -8.8 7.0
FT/Sr FltgRte Inc 2 FCT 12.59 11.22 -10.9 9.3

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

CLOSED-END FUNDS

IPOScorecard
Performance of IPOs,most-recent listed first

%ChgFrom %ChgFrom

Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day
IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close

ColonnadeAcquisition 9.92 –0.8 ... Foley TrasimeneAcquisition II 10.01 0.1 0.1
CLA.UTAug. 21/$10.00 BFT.UTAug. 19/$10.00

FASTAcquisition 9.93 –0.7 ... ForumMerger III 9.97 –0.3 –0.3
FST.UTAug. 21/$10.00 FIIIUAug. 19/$10.00

HorizonAcquisition 10.00 ... ... HarmonyBiosciencesHldgs 36.00 50.0 –2.7
HZAC.UTAug. 21/$10.00 HRMYAug. 19/$24.00

Kymera Thera 33.26 66.3 ... Inhibrx 20.43 20.2 –1.0
KYMRAug. 21/$20.00 INBXAug. 19/$17.00

Nano-X Imaging 21.70 20.6 ... NorthernGenesisAcquisition 9.89 –1.1 –1.1
NNOXAug. 21/$18.00 NGA.UTAug. 18/$10.00

Sources: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet

BRMuniYld CAQly MCA 15.97 14.80 -7.3 3.8
BRMuniYldMIQly MIY 15.81 14.11 -10.8 4.1
BRMuniYldNJ MYJ 15.86 14.18 -10.6 5.0
BRMuniYldNYQly MYN 14.43 13.19 -8.6 3.9
EVCAMuniBd EVM 12.77 11.62 -9.0 3.9
EatonVanceNYMuni Bd ENX 13.45 11.91 -11.4 3.9
InvCaValMuIncTr VCV 13.59 12.45 -8.4 4.2
InvPAValMuIncTr VPV 14.07 12.74 -9.5 4.5
InvTrInvGrNYMu VTN 14.21 12.57 -11.5 4.5
NuveenCAAMT-FQualMI NKX NA 15.44 NA 4.0
NuveenCAVal NCA NA 10.59 NA 3.1
NuveenCAQtyMuInc NAC NA 14.76 NA 4.2
NuveenMDQualMuni Inc NMY NA 13.40 NA 4.1
NuveenMIQualMuni Inc NUM NA 14.21 NA 3.8
NuvNJQualMuni Inc NXJ NA 13.91 NA 4.6
NuveenNYAMT/FrQualMI NRK NA 13.19 NA 4.1
NuveenNYQualMuni Inc NAN NA 13.92 NA 4.1
NuveenOHQualMuni Inc NUO NA 15.41 NA 3.4
NuveenPAQualMuni Inc NQP NA 13.82 NA 4.3
NuveenVAQltyMun Inc NPV NA 15.05 NA 3.5
PIMCOCA PCQ 14.06 17.68 +25.7 5.0
PIMCOCAMuniII PCK 8.96 9.23 +3.0 4.2
PimcoCAMuni III PZC 10.14 10.58 +4.3 4.4

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

General Equity Funds
FNEXVentures 10.00 NA NA N
SpecializedEquity Funds
CIMRA&CA NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&CC NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&C I NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&CL NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI D NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI I NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI S NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI T NA NA NA NS
GSReal EstDiv Inc:A 9.61 NA NA -4.7
GSReal EstDiv Inc:C 9.60 NA NA -5.2
GSReal EstDiv Inc:I 10.02 NA NA -4.5
GSReal EstDiv Inc:L 9.62 NA NA -4.8
GSReal EstDiv Inc:W 9.76 NA NA -4.7
NexPointRlEstStrat;A 15.35 NA NA -20.7
NexPointRlEstStrat;C 15.50 NA NA -21.1
NexPointRlEstStrat;Z 15.49 NA NA -20.3
PREDEX;I 25.32 NA NA 0.6
PREDEX;T 25.40 NA NA 0.5
PREDEX;W 25.40 NA NA 0.5
Principal DvsSel RAA 23.02 NA NA -4.7
Principal DvsSel RA Ins 23.06 NA NA -4.4
Principal DvsSel RAY 23.11 NA NA -4.2
SharesPost 100;A 31.46 NA NA 8.1
SharesPost 100:I 31.67 NA NA 8.4
SharesPost 100:L 31.26 NA NA 7.9
USQCoreReal Estate:I 24.90 NA NA 0.4
USQCoreReal Estate:IS 24.91 NA NA 0.4
Versus CapMMgrRE Inc:I 26.78 NA NA NE
Versus Capital Real Asst 24.65 NA NA 0.4
WildermuthEndwmnt:A 13.31 NA NA -0.4
WildermuthEndwmnt:C 12.85 NA NA -1.2
WildermuthEndowment:I 13.38 NA NA -0.6
Income&PreferredStockFunds
A3Alternative Cr 10.49 NA NA NS
Calamos L/SEqty andDI CPZ NA 15.86 NA NS
DestraMulti-Altrntv;A 11.67 NA NA -8.1

Continued on Page B9
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Insider-TradingSpotlight
Trading by ‘insiders’ of a corporation, such as a company’s CEO, vice president or director, potentially conveys
new information about the prospects of a company. Insiders are required to report large trades to theSEC
within twobusiness days. Here’s a look at the biggest individual trades by insiders, based on data received by
ThomsonFinancial onAugust 21, and year-to-date stock performance of the company
KEY: B: beneficial owner ofmore than 10%of a security class CB: chairman CEO: chief executive officer CFO: chief financial officer
CO: chief operating officer D: director DO: director and beneficial owner GC: general counsel H: officer, director and beneficial owner
I: indirect transaction filed through a trust, insider spouse,minor child or other O: officer OD: officer and director P: presidentUT:
unknown VP: vice president Excludes pure options transactions

Biggestweekly individual trades
Based on reports filedwith regulators this pastweek

No. of shrs in Price range ($) $Value
Date(s) Company Symbol Insider Title trans (000s) in transaction (000s) Close ($) Ytd (%)

Buyers
Aug. 14-18 AXISCapital Holdings AXS C. Davis DI 831 45.79-45.89 38,073 45.01 -24.3
Aug. 13 C. Davis DI 58 45.98 2,666
Aug. 12-14 XeroxHoldings XRX C. Icahn BI 1,309 17.20-17.70 22,790 18.76 -49.1
Aug. 17-19 C. Icahn BI 726 18.11-18.20 13,156
Aug. 17 J&JSnack Foods JJSF G. Shreiber CEOI 141 130.52 18,407 132.55 -28.1

Aug. 14 Fox FOXA L.Murdoch CEOI 229 25.74 5,895 26.00 -29.9

Aug. 12 IAC/InterActiveCorp IAC M.Eisner DI 41 122.85-123.09 4,982 127.37

Aug. 13 RedRockResorts RRR L. Fertitta HI 176 15.24 2,683 16.86 -29.6
Aug. 13 F. Fertitta CEOI 176 15.24 2,683
Aug. 14 L. Fertitta HI 145 16.36 2,373
Aug. 14 F. Fertitta CEOI 145 16.36 2,373
Aug. 17 L. Fertitta HI 138 16.43 2,259
Aug. 17 F. Fertitta CEOI 138 16.43 2,259
Aug. 18-19 L. Fertitta HI 90 16.02-16.34 1,446
Aug. 18-19 F. Fertitta CEOI 90 16.02-16.34 1,446
Aug. 13-17 Biglari Holdings BH.A S. Biglari CEOI 4 450.00-475.00 1,687 450.51 -24.9

Aug. 12-14 La Jolla Pharmaceutical LJPC K. Tang DOI 432 3.47-3.88 1,605 3.84 -2.3

Aug. 14 ArgoGroup International Holdings ARGO K. Rehnberg CEOI 32 36.98 1,183 34.82 -47.0

Sellers
Aug. 12 HerbalifeNutrition HLF C. Icahn BI 14,722 48.75 717,699 49.96 4.8

Aug. 14 Shutterstock SSTK J. Oringer DO 2,064 46.32 95,599 49.24 14.8

Aug. 17-18 Roku ROKU A.Wood CEOI 600 143.93-151.02 87,711 147.13 9.9

Aug. 13-17 Intercept Pharmaceuticals ICPT P. Fundaro DOI 1,500 46.75-52.60 71,249 48.21 -61.1
Aug. 13-17 F.Micheli BI 1,500 46.75-52.60 71,249
Aug. 12 GroceryOutletHolding GO S. Read D 1,358 42.25 57,359 41.51 27.9

Aug. 17 NVIDIA NVDA J. Huang CEO 100 473.47-495.87 48,984 507.34 115.6

Aug. 17 Sprout Social SPT J. Kreuziger DI 1,725 27.50 47,438 34.26 113.5

Aug. 12 Denali Therapeutics DNLI D. Bratton BI 1,443 31.65 45,679 32.88 88.7

Aug. 13 AddusHomeCare ADUS M.First DI 475 94.26 44,774 95.94 -1.3

Aug. 17 Stamps.com STMP J. Clem O 166 262.49-275.55 44,060 269.75 223.0

Aug. 20 OptionCareHealth OPCH E. Betten DOI 2,700 12.50 33,750 11.62 -22.1
Aug. 20 T. Sullivan DOI 2,700 12.50 33,750
Aug. 14 IDEXXLaboratories IDXX B.Mckeon CFO 84 377.84-381.48 31,729 383.46 46.8

Aug. 12 Mondelez International MDLZ P.May DI 555 56.00 31,078 57.47 4.3

Aug. 17 Schrodinger SDGR R. Friesner D 500 62.04 31,020 68.68

Aug. 18 Square SQ J.Mckelvey D 200 148.05-152.09 29,957 155.10 147.9

Aug. 18 CarParts.com PRTS M.Nia DI 2,000 13.00 26,000 14.78 571.8

* Half the transactionswere indirect **Twoday transaction
p - Pink Sheets

Buying and selling by sector
Based on actual transaction dates in reports received this pastweek

Sector Buying Selling Sector Buying Selling

Basic Industries 16,335 21,404,641 Finance 4,638,229 56,037,944
Business services 506,250 10,164,856 Health care 3,142,317 240,019,472
Capital goods 0 0 Industrial 159,313 55,342,660
Consumer durables 210,574 60,692,829 Media 115,913 7,508,685
Consumer nondurables 370,757 105,653,835 Technology 856,221 118,118,996
Consumer services 6,060,306 107,285,453 Transportation 0 35,361,914
Energy 266,478 2,338,584 Utilities 247,237 7,804,350

Sources: ThomsonFinancial; DowJonesMarketData

Friday

Energy

Coal,C.Aplc.,12500Btu,1.2SO2-r,w 55.500
Coal,PwdrRvrBsn,8800Btu,0.8SO2-r,w 11.600

Metals

Gold, per troy oz
Engelhard industrial 1938.00
Handy&Harmanbase 1924.35
Handy&Harman fabricated 2136.03
LBMAGold PriceAM *1928.05
LBMAGold Price PM *1927.15
Krugerrand,wholesale-e 2018.64
Maple Leaf-e 2038.05
AmericanEagle-e 2038.05
Mexican peso-e 2348.26
Austria crown-e 1905.57
Austria phil-e 2038.05
Silver, troy oz.
Engelhard industrial 26.6500
Handy&Harmanbase 26.7570
Handy&Harman fabricated 33.4460
LBMAspot price *£20.5100
(U.S.$ equivalent) *26.9150
Coins,wholesale $1,000 face-a 22243
Othermetals
LBMAPlatinumPrice PM *916.0
Platinum,Engelhard industrial 903.0
Palladium,Engelhard industrial 2200.0

Friday

Aluminum, LME, $ permetric ton *1755.5
Copper,Comex spot 2.9135
IronOre, 62%FeCFRChina-s 126.7
ShreddedScrap, USMidwest-s,m 235
Steel, HRCUSA, FOBMidwestMill-s 474

Fibers andTextiles

Burlap,10-oz,40-inchNYyd-n,w 0.6100
Cotton,1 1/16 std lw-mdMphs-u 0.5923
Cotlook 'A' Index-t *69.60
Hides,hvy native steers piece fob-u 28.000
Wool,64s,staple,Terr del-u,w n.a.

Grains andFeeds

Barley,top-qualityMnpls-u n.a.
Bran,wheatmiddlings, KC-u 80
Corn,No. 2 yellow,Cent IL-bp,u 3.1450
Corn gluten feed,Midwest-u,w 100.3
Corn glutenmeal,Midwest-u,w 410.6
Cottonseedmeal-u,w 245
Hominy feed,Cent IL-u,w 95
Meat-bonemeal,50%proMnpls-u,w 180
Oats,No.2milling,Mnpls-u 2.9375
Rice, LongGrainMilled, No. 2AR-u,w 30.25
Sorghum,(Milo)No.2Gulf-u 9.2054
SoybeanMeal,Cent IL,rail,ton48%-u 289.20
Soybeans,No.1 yllw IL-bp,u 8.9100
Wheat,Spring14%-proMnpls-u 6.2500
Wheat,No.2 soft red,St.Louis-u 5.4975

Friday

Wheat - Hard - KC (USDA) $ per bu-u 4.6575
Wheat,No.1softwhite,Portld,OR-u 5.2750

Food

Beef,carcass equiv. index
choice 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 187.69
select 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 172.54
Broilers, National compwtd. avg.-u,w 0.6673
Butter,AAChicago 1.5150
Cheddar cheese,bbl,Chicago 133.00
Cheddar cheese,blk,Chicago 165.00
Milk,Nonfat dry,Chicago lb. 99.75
Coffee,Brazilian,Comp 1.1100
Coffee,Colombian, NY 1.6633
Eggs,largewhite,Chicago-u 0.6350
Flour,hardwinter KC 14.00
Hams,17-20 lbs,Mid-US fob-u n.a.
Hogs,Iowa-So.Minnesota-u 55.10
Pork bellies,12-14 lbMidUS-u n.a.
Pork loins,13-19 lbMidUS-u 0.8887
Steers,Tex.-Okla. Choice-u 106.00
Steers,feeder,Okla. City-u,w 159.00

Fats andOils
Corn oil,crudewet/drymill wtd. avg.-u,w 45.0000
Grease,choicewhite,Chicago-h 0.2800
Lard,Chicago-u n.a.
Soybean oil,crude;Centl IL-u 0.3184
Tallow,bleach;Chicago-h 0.3100
Tallow,edible,Chicago-u n.a.

KEY TO CODES: A=ask; B=bid; BP=country elevator bids to producers; C=corrected; E=Manfra,Tordella & Brooks; G=ICE; H=American Commodities Brokerage Co;
M=monthly; N=nominal; n.a.=not quoted or not available; R=SNL Energy; S=Platts-TSI; T=Cotlook Limited; U=USDA;W=weekly, Z=not quoted. *Data as of 8/20

Source: Dow JonesMarket Data

CashPrices Friday, August 21, 2020
These prices reflect buying and selling of a variety of actual or “physical” commodities in themarketplace—
separate from the futures price on an exchange,which reflectswhat the commoditymight beworth in future
months.

| wsj.com/market-data/commodities

MARKET DATA

Borrowing Benchmarks | wsj.com/market-data/bonds/benchmarks

MoneyRates August 21, 2020

Key annual interest rates paid to borrowor lendmoney inU.S. and internationalmarkets. Rates beloware a
guide to general levels but don’t always represent actual transactions.

Inflation
July index ChgFrom (%)

level June '20 July '19

U.S. consumer price index
All items 259.101 0.51 1.0
Core 267.703 0.53 1.6

International rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago High Low

Prime rates
U.S. 3.25 3.25 5.25 3.25
Canada 2.45 2.45 3.95 2.45
Japan 1.475 1.475 1.475 1.475

PolicyRates
Euro zone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Britain 0.10 0.10 0.75 0.10
Australia 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25

Overnight repurchase
U.S. 0.10 0.11 3.40 -0.07

U.S. government rates

Discount
0.25 0.25 2.75 0.25

Federal funds
Effective rate 0.0900 0.1000 2.3600 0.0600
High 0.1000 0.1100 3.0000 0.1000

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

Low 0.0500 0.0500 2.0500 0.0100
Bid 0.0800 0.0500 2.1200 0.0100
Offer 0.1100 0.0900 2.5000 0.0500

Treasury bill auction
4weeks 0.080 0.085 2.060 0.000
13weeks 0.105 0.105 1.950 0.000
26weeks 0.120 0.120 1.870 0.080

Secondarymarket

FannieMae
30-yearmortgage yields

30days 1.816 1.842 3.388 1.751
60days 1.869 1.896 3.403 1.804

Other short-term rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago high low

Callmoney
2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00

Notes ondata:
U.S. prime rate is the base rate on corporate loans posted by at least 70%of the 10 largestU.S. banks,
and is effectiveMarch 16, 2020. Other prime rates aren’t directly comparable; lending practices vary
widely by location; Discount rate is effectiveMarch 16, 2020.SecuredOvernight FinancingRate is
as ofAugust 20, 2020. DTCCGCFRepo Index is Depository Trust&Clearing Corp.'sweighted
average for overnight trades in applicable CUSIPs. Value traded is in billions ofU.S. dollars.Federal-
funds rates are Tullett Prebon rates as of 5:30 p.m. ET.
Sources: Federal Reserve; Bureau of Labor Statistics; DTCC; FactSet;
Tullett Prebon Information, Ltd.

Commercial paper (AA financial)
90days 0.12 n.a. 2.53 0.04

Libor
Onemonth 0.17513 0.15150 2.13950 0.14925
Threemonth 0.25000 0.27038 2.16413 0.24200
Sixmonth 0.31438 0.33250 2.08525 0.28913
One year 0.44100 0.46088 2.07413 0.44063

Euro Libor
Onemonth -0.540 -0.552 -0.360 -0.621
Threemonth -0.515 -0.513 -0.142 -0.539
Sixmonth -0.472 -0.468 -0.052 -0.491
One year -0.362 -0.347 0.008 -0.441

SecuredOvernight FinancingRate
0.07 0.09 5.25 0.01

Value 52-Week
Latest Traded High Low

DTCCGCFRepo Index
Treasury 0.112 45.900 6.007 0.002
MBS 0.119 70.900 6.699 0.011

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

His first football season, Isaiah told us, ‘Wear a jersey with my
name on it. I want everyone to know you’re here for me.’
Darnell and Denna, adopted 16-year-old Isaiah

YOU CAN ’ T IMAG INE THE REWARD
LEARN ABOUT ADOPT ING A TEEN A D O P T U S K I D S . O R G

.
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New to the Market IPO Scorecard B8

PublicOfferings of Stock

IPOs in theU.S.Market
None expected thisweek

LockupExpirations
Below, companieswhose officers and other insiderswill becomeeligible
to sell shares in their newly public companies for the first time. Such
sales canmove the stock’s price.

Lockup Offer Offer amt Through Lockup
expiration Issue date Issuer Symbol price($) ($mil.) Friday (%) provision

Aug. 26 Feb. 28, ’20 PassageBio PASG 18.00 170.0 –17.9 180 days

Sources: Dealogic; DowJonesMarketData

Other StockOfferings
Secondaries and follow-ons expected thisweek in theU.S.market
None expected thisweek

CommoditiesandCurrencies
LastWeek YTD

Close Net chg %Chg % chg

DJCommodity 620.39 4.58 0.74 -3.41
TR/CCCRB Index 149.96 0.75 0.50 -19.29

Crude oil,$per barrel 42.34 0.03 0.07 -30.66

Natural gas,$/MMBtu 2.448 0.092 3.90 11.83
Gold,$per troy oz. 1934.60 -2.40 -0.12 27.32

U.S. Dollar Index 93.20 0.10 0.11 -3.31

WSJDollar Index 88.59 0.06 0.06 -1.09

Euro, per dollar 0.8478 0.0034 0.41 -4.93

Yen, per dollar 105.81 -0.79 -0.74 -2.61
U.K. pound, in dollars 1.31 0.0002 0.02 -1.29

52-Week
Low Close(l) High %Chg

DJCommodity 433.70 l 647.86 5.26

TR/CCCRB Index 106.29 l 187.39 -11.06
Crude oil,$per barrel -37.63 l 63.27 -21.84
Natural gas,$/MMBtu 1.482 l 2.862 13.75
Gold,$per troy oz. 1452.10 l 2051.50 26.73

U.S. Dollar Index 92.27 l 102.82 -4.55
WSJDollar Index 87.89 l 97.02 -2.55
Euro, per dollar 0.8382 l 0.9352 -5.52
Yen, per dollar 102.37 l 112.11 0.41
U.K. pound, in dollars 1.15 l 1.33 6.55

Treasury yield curve
Yield to maturity of current bills,
notes and bonds

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25%

1
month(s)

3 6 1
years

2 3 5 7 10 20 30

maturity

t
Tradeweb ICE
Friday Close

t
One year ago

Forex Race
Yen, euro vs. dollar; dollar vs.
major U.S. trading partners

–8

–4

0

4

8%

2019 2020

Euro

s

Yen
s

WSJ Dollar index

s

Sources: Tradeweb ICEU.S. Treasury Close; Tullett Prebon; DowJonesMarketData

CorporateBorrowingRatesandYields
Spread+/- Treasurys,

Yield (%) in basis pts, 52-wkRange Total Return
Bond total return index Last Wkago Last Low High 52-wk 3-yr

U.S. Treasury, Barclays 0.480 0.520 7.89 5.38
U.S. TreasuryLong, Barclays 1.250 1.320 16.55 11.86
Aggregate, Barclays 1.130 1.160 n.a. 39 127 7.24 5.30
Fixed-RateMBS, Barclays 1.150 1.200 n.a. 28 132 4.82 3.73
HighYield 100, ICEBofA 4.564 4.584 422 271 1018 2.078 3.801
MuniMaster, ICEBofA 0.949 0.913 26 -12 41 4.252 4.129
EMBIGlobal, J.P.Morgan 4.663 4.647 386 277 662 4.584 4.267

Sources: J.P.Morgan; S&PDowJones Indices; BloombergBarclays; ICEDataServices

ConsumerRates andReturns to Investor
U.S. consumer rates
A consumer rate against its
benchmark over the past year

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00%

2019
S O N D J

2020
F M A M J J A

t

30-year fixed-rate
mortgage

t

10-year Treasury
note yield

Selected rates
30-yearmortgage, Rate

Bankrate.comavg†: 3.04%
MidWestOneBank 2.50%
IowaCity, IA 800-247-4418

FarmersStateBank 2.75%
Waterloo, IA 877-FSB-1879

TBKBank, SSB 2.85%
Dallas, TX 214-365-6900

AstraBank 2.88%
Scandia, KS 785-335-2243

UnionBank 2.88%
Goldsboro, NC 919-583-8989

Yield/Rate (%) 52-WeekRange (%) 3-yr chg
Interest rate Last (l)Week ago Low 0 2 4 6 8 High (pct pts)

Federal-funds rate target 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00 l 2.00 -1.00
Prime rate* 3.25 3.25 3.25 l 5.25 -1.00
Libor, 3-month 0.25 0.27 0.24 l 2.16 -1.06
Moneymarket, annual yield 0.24 0.25 0.24 l 0.78 -0.05
Five-year CD, annual yield 0.67 0.68 0.67 l 1.75 -0.78
30-yearmortgage, fixed† 3.04 3.25 3.03 l 4.22 -0.83
15-yearmortgage, fixed† 2.64 2.69 2.58 l 3.57 -0.47
Jumbomortgages, $510,400-plus† 3.06 3.32 3.06 l 4.71 -1.22
Five-year adjmortgage (ARM)† 3.27 3.24 3.06 l 4.78 -0.03
New-car loan, 48-month 4.26 4.27 4.17 l 4.65 1.41
Bankrate.com rates based on survey of over 4,800 online banks. *Base rate posted by 70% of the nation's largest
banks.† Excludes closing costs.

Sources: FactSet; Dow JonesMarket Data; Bankrate.com

S&P 500 Index
3397.16 s24.31, or 0.72% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio *
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield *
All-time high

35.35 22.49
26.17 17.62
1.79 1.95

3397.16, 08/21/20
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65-day moving average
200-day moving average

Nasdaq Composite

s 292.50, or 2.65%
last week
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International Stock Indexes
LatestWeek 52-WeekRange YTD

Region/Country Index Close % chg Low Close High % chg

World TheGlobalDow 3027.07 –0.75 2138.97 • 3300.22 –6.9
DJGlobal Index 434.87 0.13 292.30 • 444.78 0.2
DJGlobal exU.S. 248.97 –0.59 174.38 • 267.54 –5.5

Americas DJAmericas 789.83 0.64 512.68 • 796.10 3.8
Brazil SaoPauloBovespa 101521.29 0.17 63569.62 • 119527.63 –12.2
Canada S&P/TSXComp 16517.85 0.02 11228.49 • 17944.06 –3.2
Mexico S&P/BMV IPC 38095.88 –2.19 32964.22 • 45902.68 –12.51
Chile Santiago IPSA 2755.24 –0.56 2045.49 • 3722.44 –17.4

EMEA StoxxEurope600 365.09 –0.81 279.66 • 433.90 –12.2
StoxxEurope50 2958.83 –0.71 2383.14 • 3539.12 –13.1

Eurozone EuroStoxx 358.14 –1.16 261.53 • 421.34 –11.3
EuroStoxx50 3259.75 –1.37 2385.82 • 3865.18 –13.0

Austria ATX 2194.90 –2.29 1630.84 • 3250.61 –31.1
Belgium Bel-20 3302.92 –3.48 2528.77 • 4198.31 –16.5
France CAC40 4896.33 –1.34 3754.84 • 6111.24 –18.1
Germany DAX 12764.80 –1.06 8441.71 • 13789.00 –3.7
Greece AthexComposite 633.27 –0.17 484.40 • 948.64 –30.9
Israel TelAviv 1394.71 –1.47 1171.21 • 1751.79 –17.1
Italy FTSEMIB 19695.43 –1.66 14894 • 25478 –16.2
Netherlands AEX 551.37 –1.69 404.10 • 629.23 –8.8
Portugal PSI 20 4344.27 –2.19 3596.08 • 5435.85 –16.7
Russia RTS Index 1262.01 –4.67 832.26 • 1646.60 –18.5
SouthAfrica FTSE/JSEAll-Share 55949.92 –1.98 37963.01 • 59001.87 –2.0
Spain IBEX35 6982.10 –2.41 6107.2 • 10083.6 –26.9
Sweden OMXStockholm 693.58 –0.05 478.95 • 732.67 1.9
Switzerland SwissMarket 10218.20 0.54 8160.79 • 11263.01 –3.8
U.K. FTSE 100 6001.89 –1.45 4993.89 • 7674.56 –20.4

Asia-Pacific
Australia S&P/ASX200 6111.20 –0.25 4546.0 • 7162.5 –8.6
China Shanghai Composite 3380.68 0.61 2660.17 • 3451.09 10.8
HongKong HangSeng 25113.84 –0.27 21696.13 • 29056.42 –10.9
India S&PBSESensex 38434.72 1.47 25981.24 • 41952.63 –6.8
Japan Nikkei StockAvg 22920.30 –1.58 16552.83 • 24083.51 –3.1
Malaysia FTSEBursaMalaysiaKLCI 1577.12 0.80 1219.72 • 1615.67 –0.7
Singapore Straits Times 2528.54 –2.04 2233.48 • 3285.72 –21.5
SouthKorea Kospi 2304.59 –4.27 1457.64 • 2437.53 4.9
Taiwan TAIEX 12607.84 –1.47 8681.34 • 12956.11 5.1

Source: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Financial Flashback
The Wall Street Journal, August 24, 1990
Apple Computer plans to unveil three new machines in mid-
October, including a lower-priced Macintosh with a
detachable color monitor.

MajorU.S. Stock-Market Indexes
LatestWeek 52-Week % chg

High Low Close Net chg % chg Low Close (l) High %chg YTD 3-yr. ann.
DowJones

Industrial Average 27999.81 27526.25 27930.33 -0.69 -0.002 18591.93 l 29551.42 9.0 -2.1 8.8
TransportationAvg 11008.95 10758.28 10940.68 -18.86 -0.17 6703.63 l 11304.97 12.3 0.4 6.2
UtilityAverage 830.90 803.01 809.61 -15.26 -1.85 610.89 l 960.89 -2.7 -7.9 3.0
Total StockMarket 34697.41 34221.54 34626.02 217.35 0.63 22462.76 l 34631.28 18.6 4.8 11.4
Barron's 400 739.35 724.68 727.81 -7.83 -1.06 455.11 l 746.64 13.6 -0.6 5.0

NasdaqStockMarket

NasdaqComposite 11326.21 11080.30 11311.80 292.50 2.65 6860.67 l 11311.8 45.9 26.1 22.1
Nasdaq 100 11574.79 11228.15 11555.16 390.71 3.50 6994.29 l 11555.16 54.8 32.3 25.9

S&P

500 Index 3399.96 3354.69 3397.16 24.31 0.72 2237.40 l 3397.16 19.3 5.1 11.8
MidCap400 1959.67 1902.64 1910.25 -39.31 -2.02 1218.55 l 2106.12 4.0 -7.4 4.1
SmallCap600 920.26 889.38 894.74 -23.16 -2.52 595.67 l 1041.03 -0.2 -12.4 3.1

Other Indexes

Russell 2000 1586.52 1545.36 1552.48 -25.40 -1.61 991.16 l 1705.22 6.4 -7.0 4.6
NYSEComposite 12975.54 12739.00 12809.07 -93.43 -0.72 8777.38 l 14183.2 3.2 -7.9 3.0
Value Line 484.71 469.93 471.40 -12.21 -2.52 305.71 l 562.05 -4.0 -14.6 -2.2
NYSEArcaBiotech 5685.33 5356.98 5393.04 -162.55 -2.93 3855.67 l 6142.96 22.9 6.4 12.3
NYSEArcaPharma 676.44 666.09 671.23 7.65 1.15 494.36 l 672.5 17.3 2.7 9.2
KBWBank 78.53 73.89 74.21 -4.73 -5.99 56.19 l 114.12 -17.2 -34.5 -7.2
PHLX§Gold/Silver 157.54 145.76 147.51 1.55 1.06 70.12 l 161.14 50.9 38.0 20.0
PHLX§Oil Service 39.62 35.43 35.62 -3.968 -10.02 21.47 l 80.99 -41.0 -54.5 -32.9
PHLX§Semiconductor 2240.99 2166.79 2198.33 -2.48 -0.11 1286.84 l 2227.61 52.0 18.9 27.3
CBOEVolatility 24.60 20.99 22.54 0.49 2.22 11.54 l 82.69 13.4 63.6 19.6

NasdaqPHLX Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Real-time U.S. stock
quotes are available on
WSJ.com. Track most-
active stocks, new
highs/lows, mutual
funds and ETFs.

Plus, get deeper money-flows data and
email delivery of key stock-market
data.

All are available free at
WSJMarkets.com

WSJ
.COM

BenchmarkYields andRatesBenchmarkYields andRates

MARKETS DIGEST

Dow Jones Industrial Average
27930.33 t0.69, or 0.002% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield
All-time high

27.90 18.41
25.34 16.98
2.25 2.38

29551.42, 02/12/20
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*Weekly P/E data based on as-reported earnings from Birinyi Associates Inc.; †Based on Nasdaq-100 Index

Currencies
U.S.-dollar foreign-exchange rates in lateNewYork trading

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Americas
Argentina peso .0136 73.5781 22.9
Brazil real .1779 5.6203 39.8
Canada dollar .7589 1.3178 1.4
Chile peso .001261 793.10 7.3
Colombiapeso .000261 3836.00 16.9
EcuadorUSdollar 1 1 unch
Mexico peso .0455 21.9758 16.1
Uruguay peso .02332 42.8750 15.4
Asia-Pacific
Australian dollar .7162 1.3963 –2.0
China yuan .1445 6.9195 –0.6
HongKong dollar .1290 7.7504 –0.5
India rupee .01335 74.922 5.0
Indonesia rupiah .0000677 14771 6.4
Japan yen .009451 105.81 –2.6
Kazakhstan tenge .002380 420.08 10.0
Macau pataca .1252 7.9885 –0.4
Malaysia ringgit .2392 4.1800 2.2
NewZealand dollar .6541 1.5288 2.9
Pakistan rupee .00594 168.400 8.6
Philippines peso .0205 48.714 –3.9
Singapore dollar .7291 1.3715 1.9
SouthKoreawon .0008388 1192.22 3.2
Sri Lanka rupee .0054145 184.69 1.8
Taiwan dollar .03401 29.407 –1.7
Thailand baht .03169 31.560 6.0

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Vietnam dong .00004315 23176 0.02
Europe
CzechRep. koruna .04523 22.109 –2.5
Denmark krone .1584 6.3115 –5.3
Euro area euro 1.1796 .8478 –4.9
Hungary forint .003361 297.49 0.7
Iceland krona .007255 137.84 13.8
Norway krone .1110 9.0115 2.6
Poland zloty .2671 3.7433 –1.3
Russia ruble .01337 74.821 20.6
Sweden krona .1137 8.7956 –6.1
Switzerland franc 1.0970 .9116 –5.8
Turkey lira .1364 7.3330 23.3
Ukraine hryvnia .0363 27.5500 16.4
UK pound 1.3089 .7640 1.3
Middle East/Africa
Bahrain dinar 2.6525 .3770 –0.01
Egypt pound .0628 15.9293 –0.7
Israel shekel .2940 3.4010 –1.5
Kuwait dinar 3.2684 .3060 0.9
Oman sul rial 2.5974 .3850 unch
Qatar rial .2745 3.643 –0.01
SaudiArabia riyal .2666 3.7505 –0.02
SouthAfrica rand .0583 17.1566 22.6

Close Net Chg %Chg YTD%Chg

WSJDollar Index 88.59 0.33 0.38 –1.09

Sources: Tullett Prebon, DowJonesMarketData

Off theShelf
“Shelf registrations” allowa company to prepare a stock or bond for
sale,without selling thewhole issue at once. Corporations sell as
conditions become favorable. Here are the shelf sales, or takedowns,
over the lastweek:

Takedowndate/ Deal value
Issuer/Industry Registration date ($mil.) Bookrunner(s)

OncoSecMedical Inc Aug. 17 $15.0 FordhamFinancialManagement Inc,
Healthcare Aug. 23,319 TorreyaPartners LLC

CentrusEnergyCorp Aug. 21 $23.5 RothCptl Ptnrs
Chemicals June 17,320

Cal-MaineFoods Inc Aug. 19 $269.1 BofASecurities, Stephens
Agribusiness Oct. 9,318

SeanergyMaritimeHoldingsCorp Aug. 17 $25.0 MaximGrp
Transportation Aug. 10,318

FutuHoldings Ltd Aug. 19 $313.5 GS, Credit Suisse, UBS,
Finance Aug. 17,320 HaitongSecurities Co Ltd

KeurigDrPepper Inc Aug. 17 $1,311.8 GS
Food&Beverage Aug. 27,319

HannonArmstrongSustainable InfrastructureCapital IncAug. 19 $125.0 MS
Real Estate/Property March 27,319

Eyenovia Inc Aug. 19 $12.0 W.Blair LLC
Healthcare Jan. 25,319

Plymouth Industrial REIT Inc Aug. 18 $96.4 Barclays, KeyBanc, BMOCptlMkts,
Real Estate/Property July 30,318 JPM

SabreCorp Aug. 20 $250.0 MS,BofASecurities, GS,Mizuho,
Computers&Electronics May2,318 WFS, DB, Citi

SabreCorp Aug. 20 $300.0 MS,BofASecurities, GS,Mizuho,
Computers&Electronics May2,318 WFS, DB, Citi

Fiserv Inc Aug. 18 $500.0 KKR
Computers&Electronics Sept. 20,318

Public andPrivateBorrowing
Treasurys
Monday, August 24 Tuesday, August 25

Auction of 13 and 26week bills; Auction of 2-year note;
announced onAugust 20; settles onAugust 27 announced onAugust 20; settles onAugust 31

Wednesday, August 26 Thursday, August 27

Auction of 5-year note; Auction of 7-year note;
announced onAugust 20; settles onAugust 31 announced onAugust 20; settles onAugust 31

AWeek in the Life of theDJIA
A look at how the Dow Jones Industrial Average component stocks
did in the past week and howmuch each moved the index. The DJIA
lost 0.69 points, or 0.002%, on the week. A $1 change in the price of
any DJIA stock = 6.86-point change in the average. To date, a $1,000
investment on Dec. 31 in each current DJIA stock component would
have returned $28,644, or a loss of 4.52%, on the $30,000
investment, including reinvested dividends.

TheWeek’sAction
Pct Stock price Point chg $1,000 Invested(year-end '19)
chg (%) change in average* Company Symbol Close $1,000

8.23 37.85 259.61 Apple AAPL $497.48 $1,706
3.81 7.49 51.37 Visa V 204.13 1,091
3.12 3.32 22.77 Nike NKE 109.75 1,089
3.05 4.52 31.00 Johnson&Johnson JNJ 152.76 1,061
2.19 4.54 31.14 McDonald’s MCD 211.57 1,085

2.15 0.82 5.62 Pfizer PFE 38.88 1,023
1.97 4.12 28.26 Microsoft MSFT 213.02 1,362
1.80 1.50 10.29 Merck MRK 84.98 949
1.73 2.34 16.05 Procter&Gamble PG 137.44 1,121
0.96 2.68 18.38 HomeDepot HD 283.23 1,314

0.80 0.39 2.67 Intel INTC 49.28 838
0.34 0.20 1.37 Verizon VZ 58.99 992
–0.59 –0.25 –1.71 CiscoSystems CSCO 42.25 902
–0.73 –0.97 –6.65 Walmart WMT 131.63 1,122
–1.09 –1.53 –10.49 Caterpillar CAT 138.43 959

–1.68 –2.11 –14.47 IBM IBM 123.16 953
–2.37 –3.09 –21.19 WaltDisney DIS 127.44 881
–2.41 –1.17 –8.02 Coca-Cola KO 47.28 869
–2.64 –4.39 –30.11 3M MMM 161.71 943
–2.66 –5.54 –38.00 GoldmanSachs GS 202.43 892

–2.85 –1.28 –8.78 Dow DOW 43.59 825
–2.95 –9.56 –65.57 UnitedHealthGroup UNH 314.14 1,077
–4.24 –4.26 –29.22 AmericanExpress AXP 96.15 783
–4.97 –5.09 –34.91 JPMorganChase JPM 97.32 717
–5.07 –2.19 –15.02 ExxonMobil XOM 41.01 620

–5.30 –3.37 –23.11 RaytheonTechnologies RTX 60.27 697
–5.71 –6.77 –46.43 Travelers TRV 111.83 828
–5.83 –5.27 –36.15 Chevron CVX 85.08 735
–5.85 –2.45 –16.80 Walgreens WBA 39.46 691
–5.94 –10.58 –72.57 Boeing BA 167.50 517

*Based onComposite price. DJIA is calculated on primary-market price.
Source: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet.
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we got from the federal gov-
ernment,” said Richard Gue-
bert Jr., president of the Illi-
nois Farm Bureau and a
farmer of corn, soybeans and
wheat in southeast Illinois.
“But we really wish to get our
revenue from the market.”

While the weather in the
Midwest has been more sup-
portive for growing a strong
crop than last year, this year’s
growing season hasn’t been
without weather issues.

Earlier this month, a pow-
erful storm packing winds
over 100 miles an hour swept
through much of the Corn
Belt, causing widespread prop-
erty and crop damage. Wind
snapped a lot of Iowan corn
off its stalks and destroyed

grain bins containing corn
farmers were saving to sell
once prices rise.

Farmers affected by the
storm are now in a rush to
harvest and store the corn be-
fore it rots. “They had a very
good crop before the wind
storm,” said Brian Grete, an
editor with Pro Farmer leading
the eastern leg of the crop
tour. “Now it’s a race to see
how much they can get into
the bin before they run out of
time.”

When grain prices are low,
farmers often try to grow
larger crops to sell more and
cover costs. “If you have low
commodity prices and low
yields, it’s extremely hard,”
Mr. Guebert said.

2nd qtr. sec. est.
down1.8%

Gross domestic product
Percentage change, annual rate

2nd qtr. adv. est.
down32.9%

2nd qtr. sec. est.
down32.4%

Initial jobless claims
Previous 1,106,000
Expected 1,045,000

Earnings expected*
Estimate/YearAgo($)

Dollar General 2.43/1.74
Dollar Tree 0.92/0.76
HP 0.43/0.58
Marvell Technology

0.21/0.16
VeevaSystems 0.64/0.55
Workday 0.66/0.44

Friday
Personal spending
June, previous up 5.6%
July, expected up 1.5%

Personal income
June, previous down1.1%
July, expected down0.1%

ChicagoPMI
July, previous 51.9
Aug., expected n/a

U.Mich. consumer index
Aug., prelimary 72.8
Aug., final 72.4

Monday
Earnings expected*

Estimate/YearAgo($)

PaloAltoNetworks
1.39/1.47

Tuesday
Short-selling reports
Ratio, days of trading volumeof
current position, at Jul 31

NYSE 3.5
Nasdaq 2.1

New-homesales
June, previous 776,000
July, expected 783,000

Earnings expected*
Estimate/YearAgo($)

Autodesk 0.90/0.65
BestBuy 1.02/1.08
Hormel Foods 0.34/0.37
Intuit 1.10/(0.09)
Medtronic 0.19/1.26
Salesforce.com 0.67/0.66

Wednesday
Durable-goods orders
June, previous up 7.6%
July, expected up 5.2%

EIA status report
Previous change in stocks inmillions
of barrels

Crude-oil stocks,
down1.6

Gasoline stocks,
down3.3

Distillates up 0.2

Mort. bankers indexes
Purchase, previous

up 1%
Refin., previous

down5%

Earnings expected*
Estimate/YearAgo($

EatonVance 0.78/0.90
Heico 0.32/0.59
NetApp 0.41/0.65
Splunk (0.33)/0.30
Williams-Sonoma

0.95/0.87

Thursday
EIA report: natural gas
Previous change in stocks in billions
of cubic feet

Up43

GDPDeflator
2nd qtr. adv. est.

down1.8%

* FACTSET ESTIMATES EARNINGS-PER-SHARE ESTIMATES DON’T INCLUDE EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS (LOSSES IN PARENTHESES) � ADJUSTED FOR STOCK SPLIT
NOTE: FORECASTS ARE FROM DOW JONES WEEKLY SURVEY OF ECONOMISTS

Best Buy is expected to report earnings on Tuesday of $1.02 a share.
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banks may respond. Wells
came into the crisis in worse
shape than some U.S. rivals
but in better shape than many
European lenders, which have
toiled for years as margins
were squeezed by low interest
rates in the wake of the last fi-
nancial crisis. As a result,
banks in Europe were among
the most vulnerable institu-
tions as the pandemic sent al-
ready challenged economies
into a tailspin and pushed
loan-loss provisions to their
highest level in a decade.

Finding and then sticking to
the right business model now
is seen as crucial to banks’
longer-term survival and to
get buy-in from investors. “Eu-
ropean banks face a profitabil-
ity crisis,” said Citigroup Inc.
banking analyst Ronit Ghose.
“In response to decadelong
low returns, European banks
have been busy restructuring,
but it is hard to shrink to
greatness.”

Investors’ low expectations
are reflected in the banks’
share prices. European banks
trade at less than half their
book value, while U.S. banks
trade at more than four-fifths
of book value. The Stoxx Eu-
rope 600 Banks Index is down
36% this year while the
broader Stoxx Europe 600 In-
dex has fallen 12%.

France’s BNP Paribas SA
and Société Générale SA are
among national champions
that are scaling back global
ambitions to focus on their
home economies.

In the U.K., Barclays PLC,
for years styling itself as a

mini JPMorgan Chase & Co.
spanning retail and invest-
ment banking, is under pres-
sure from an activist investor
to slash its trading business.

Some of Europe’s banks, in-
cluding HSBC, ABN and Credit
Suisse, have new CEOs this
year who seized on the pan-
demic as a catalyst to make
changes to their banks’ busi-
ness models.

HSBC Chief Executive Noel
Quinn hit pause on planned
job cuts at the lender when
the pandemic hit but said
those have to accelerate now
to pull out costs. Around
35,000 of the bank’s 235,000-
strong workforce will go—by
exiting much of continental
Europe and shutting U.S.
branches—as part of a con-
tinuing global retreat to refo-
cus on its more profitable
Asian heartland.

In an interview, Mr. Quinn
said he plans to invest in tech-

nology to cut costs. He hired
John Hinshaw, a former chief
information officer at Verizon
Wireless and Boeing Co., late
last year to help the bank be-
come more digital. Country
lockdowns led more customers
to online banking and phone
apps, and that trend is likely
to accelerate, according to
bankers and analysts.

“Banking is still banking
but technology has an increas-
ingly important role to play in
it,” Mr. Quinn said.

ABN Amro is returning to
its roots, too, with the ambi-
tion of new CEO Robert Swaak
to be “the best Dutch bank”
with a focus on northwest Eu-
rope. He said earlier this
month that ABN will exit cor-
porate banking in the U.S.,
Asia, Australia and Brazil, and
a trade-finance business that
traces back to colonial times.

Geographical diversification
used to be seen as a way to

offset weakness when one
market cooled, said John Ah-
ern, a partner at Covington
who advises banks on regula-
tion. “In coronavirus, you have
a global economy almost in
shutdown. You’re not leverag-
ing an advantage and can be
exposed to too many challeng-
ing markets,” he said.

Barclays Chief Executive Jes
Staley for years has argued
that geographic and business-
line diversity makes banks
more resilient in a crisis, after
helping steer JPMorgan
through the last financial cri-
sis. He crafted Barclays to em-
ulate his former employer,
with a large U.K. bank serving
businesses and households, an
international credit-card arm
and investment banking in
London and New York.

Mr. Staley claimed victory
for his strategy in the second
quarter as profit from Bar-
clays’s corporate and invest-
ment bank rose 16% to £694
million ($908 million) while
its U.K. unit swung to a £123
million loss.

Activist investor Edward
Bramson didn’t agree. He ar-
gues that Barclays’s trading
revenue is volatile and poor
quality because the bank
doesn’t have the large corpo-
rate-client or wealth-manage-
ment businesses that drive
trading flows at bigger rivals
like JPMorgan.

Mr. Bramson’s firm, Sher-
borne Investors, says it is the
largest Barclays shareholder
with a 5.9% stake. He renewed
calls this month for the bank
to follow the example of

Deutsche Bank AG and down-
size its trading arm. Deutsche
Bank shares have risen 13%
this year, while Barclays
shares have slumped 40%.

Mr. Bramson said Deutsche
Bank had shown that trading
businesses can be pared down
without fatal effects, and de-
scribed its investment bank as
“a more viable business than
before.” Barclays declined to
comment.

The wave of restructuring
could be the precursor to
long-talked-of consolidation,
bankers and lawyers say. The
European Central Bank has
said it would ease the way for
future mergers, and gave its
blessing to a takeover by In-
tesa Sanpaolo SpA of local
Italian rival UBI Banca SpA.

Meanwhile, banks that went
through lengthy restructurings
before are finding ways to be
leaner through the pandemic.

Thomas Gottstein, CEO at
Credit Suisse since February,
said the pandemic was the
trigger for making further
changes to lower costs and
free up money for investment
after an earlier restructuring
under predecessor Tidjane
Thiam. Credit Suisse and UBS
so far have fared better in the
pandemic than most other Eu-
ropean banks because of their
historically low-loss Swiss
loan books and focus on bank-
ing for the world’s rich.

Credit Suisse is combining
several market-trading busi-
nesses and integrating its risk
and compliance functions to
invest in growth, Mr. Gottstein
said.

At beleaguered European
banks, the coronavirus pan-
demic is fast-tracking plans
for restructuring after years of
poor performance.

Many of the region’s most
prominent lenders are tearing
up old business models, cut-
ting business lines or doubling
down on domestic markets as
they try to find a formula that
works for them.

HSBC Holdings PLC is re-
turning to its Asian roots and
calling time on weak returns
in continental Europe and the
U.S. with a plan to shed 15% of
its workforce. The Nether-
lands’ ABN Amro Bank NV,
once a top-15 global bank with
deep roots across the world, is
getting out of trade financing
and cutting off corporate cus-
tomers outside Europe. Swit-
zerland’s Credit Suisse Group
AG and UBS Group AG are
stripping out layers of admin-
istrative workers to free up
money for investment in tech-
nology or new business.

Banks around the world are
being squeezed by the pan-
demic. In the U.S., Wells
Fargo & Co., for example, is
slashing costs and cutting
staff to try to ride out the cri-
sis, moves that could hold
clues for how other large U.S.

BY MARGOT PATRICK
AND SIMON CLARK

European Banks Rush to Restructure
Pandemic speeds up
implementation of
plans to address years
of underperformance

HSBC is accelerating job cuts and shutting branches.
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THE TICKER | Market events coming this week

tress,” said Brian Philpot, CEO
of Lakeland, Fla.-based Ag-
America Lending. Most bank-
ruptcies being reported are by
small family farms, while
larger agricultural operations
are taking the opportunity to
purchase land from distressed
farmers, Mr. Philpot said.

“The large producers are
doing fine and they’re acquir-
ing,” he said.

Government aid in the form
of assistance from the USDA
and the $19 billion Coronavi-
rus Food Assistance Program
have helped mitigate the fi-
nancial damage of low com-
modity prices, but farmers say
it is only a Band-Aid.

“We in the ag economy re-
ally appreciate the assistance

prospect of grain prices stay-
ing low is untenable. “It’s al-
most a day-to-day struggle to
decide what to do next year,”
said Doug Sombke, president
of the South Dakota Farmers
Union and a farmer of 3,000
acres of corn and soybeans in
Brown County, S.D.

Mr. Sombke says his local
grain elevator is paying $2.87
for a bushel of corn. That is
nearly a dollar lower than
what he would need to collect
to break even. The same is

true for his soybeans, for
which the elevator is willing to
pay roughly $8.50 a bushel.

Prices for corn and soy-
beans haven’t risen since the
start of the year, when the
signing of the U.S.-China
phase-one trade agreement
stipulating China would pur-
chase $36.5 billion of agricul-
tural goods from the U.S. gave
farmers hope that export de-
mand from China would buoy
prices. Instead, most-active

corn futures on the Chicago
Board of Trade are down 16%
since the start of the year,
while wheat fell nearly 6% and
soybeans shed nearly 5%.

Chinese imports of U.S.
corn, soybeans and wheat are
144% higher than they were at
this point last year, according
to data from the USDA’s For-
eign Agricultural Service. But
the onset of the coronavirus
pandemic in the U.S. in March
hobbled domestic demand for
grains as restaurants and
other institutions nationwide
shut down.

If the situation doesn’t
quickly improve, Mr. Sombke
said he may be forced out of
farming.

“We’ve got some choices to
make,” he said. “The last three
years, we’ve lost equity on our
farm. Do we want to keep do-
ing that?”

Bankruptcies are high in
farm country. Roughly 580
farmers filed for chapter 12
bankruptcy protection through
the year ended June 30, ac-
cording to federal data. More
recent data from the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City
shows farm loan repayments
are expected to fall precipi-
tously in the next three
months.

“We entered Covid with a
lot of operations being in dis-

Following a growing season
last year filled with battering
rainfall and bitter trade wars,
U.S. farmers hoped 2020
would provide them an oppor-
tunity to make up some
ground. Instead, the situation
has grown worse for many as
prices remain depressed.

Despite a wind storm tear-
ing through Midwestern farms
recently and drought condi-
tions in isolated areas, a bum-
per crop of both corn and soy-
beans is expected this year.

“Overall, the trade seems to
be coming to the conclusion
that...there is still going to be
an oversupply of corn in the
U.S. and the world,” said
Tomm Pfitzenmaier, an ana-
lyst with Des Moines, Iowa-
based Summit Commodity
Brokerage, in a research note
on Friday.

That case was bolstered
Friday when Pro Farmer, fol-
lowing a weeklong tour of
farmland across seven states,
assessed the national corn
yield at 177.5 bushels per acre,
and the national soybean yield
at 52.5. That is slightly lower
than earlier U.S. Department
of Agriculture estimates but
higher than 2019’s water-
logged crop.

For many U.S. farmers, the

BY KIRK MALTAIS

Even With a Strong Crop,
U.S. Farmers Are Suffering

The onset of the
pandemic hobbled
domestic demand
for grains.

Nancy Wilhelmi among the devastation at her farm in Atkins, Iowa, after a windstorm hit the Midwest.
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bump up prices on handbags to
offset lower volume helped boost
pricing on its own platform.

In other cases, it was a matter
of selling in the right category.
AptDeco’s Mr. Dennis notes that
furniture sales in general have
benefited as customers spend
more time at home, renewing fo-
cus on improving their new work-
or study-from-home arrangements.
The company’s sales are up 300%
year to date compared with the
previous year, eclipsing new-furni-
ture seller Wayfair’s year-over-
year sales growth last quarter of
87.3%. Mirroring the strength of
so-called athleisure brands during
the pandemic, ThredUp saw higher
sell-through rates for items such
as leggings, athletic wear and tops.

While surging demand is wel-
come news, resale businesses will
have to watch their sell-through
rates carefully as extreme levels
could turn away potential custom-
ers unable to find what they want.

In an ideal world, resale busi-
nesses would attract sellers at the
same pace as buyers. But as the
recent uptick in demand shows,
that balance is tricky to achieve.

—Jinjoo Lee

Compared with the U.S., Europe
has done a better job protecting
employment during the pandemic.
Avoiding a “job cliff” in 2021,
however, will likely require em-
bracing outright American-style
fiscal spending.

On Friday, the purchasing man-
agers index published by IHS
Markit signaled that recovery in
the eurozone stalled in August,
echoing lackluster labor-market
data released by the U.S. Thursday.
The euro dropped against the U.S.
dollar, though it is still up more
than 6% since the end of May.

Part of the optimism came from
European unemployment numbers
barely increasing during the crisis,
in contrast to the U.S. Rather than
relying on incentivizing companies
to rehire, most governments in
Europe have been paying for
workers to be furloughed and kept
on the payroll.

Under the surface, though, these
nations are grappling with the
same issues as the U.S. and have
likely only delayed the peak in un-
employment into late 2020 and
early 2021, raising the dreadful
prospect of a double-dip recession.

Jobless rates obscure the fact
that many people have stopped ac-
tively looking for work since the
onset of the Covid-19 crisis and
don’t technically count as unem-
ployed. Assuming that all of the
surge in inactivity in 2020 is invol-
untary, the actual unemployment
rate in the eurozone is likely above
9% rather than its official 7.8% level.
Weaker nations such as Italy and
Spain look particularly hard-hit,

with the Spanish jobless rate proba-
bly already hovering around 20%.

It also conceals the fact that
many jobs currently protected by
short-term work programs will be
permanently lost. Analysts at ING
estimate that, in beleaguered sec-
tors such as travel and tourism, it
could be about a quarter.

In the U.K. in July, for example,
only 31% of eligible workers were
covered by the Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme, but in tourism
the number was 71%, pointing to
structural adjustments when the
program ends in October. London-
based carrier British Airways, for
example, used it to furlough half

its staff in May, but a majority of
those jobs are now set to be
eliminated.

Worryingly, most countries in
Europe are still scheduled to end
their support some time this year.
A potential solution is following
Germany, which is seeking to ex-
tend its part-time work program
until the start of 2022.

But this may unhelpfully trap
some people in jobs that will even-
tually be pared down anyway. Air-
lines don’t expect traffic to return to
normal until 2023. Business travel,
the key source of profit for carriers
like BA and most hotel chains, may
be permanently reduced.

Also, furlough programs on
their own still leave people with
less money to spend, whereas in
the U.S. fiscal spending has caused
household disposable income to
rise even as unemployment
surged. Europe will need to pro-
gressively pivot from “defensive”
measures like furlough plans and
bank-loan guarantees to “offen-
sive” ones such as checks for fami-
lies, public-sector jobs and the de-
lay of scheduled tax increases.

Like Wile E. Coyote, European la-
bor markets have been able to go
over a cliff without falling. The size
of the fiscal effort between now
and the end of the year will deter-
mine how long the fall will be once
they look down.

—Jon Sindreu

Europe’s
Workforce
Faces Risk
Of Job Cuts
Nations likely need

U.S.-style fiscal spending
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Sellers of used goods don’t al-
ways enjoy a classy reputation, but
they have a high-class problem at
the moment: Their products are
selling like hot cakes.

Supply constraints—not a de-
mand collapse—caused revenue
declines last quarter for both lux-
ury consignor The RealReal and
used-car seller Carvana. Some of
those issues were similar to ones
traditional retailers are facing.
Safety measures due to the coro-
navirus pandemic meant that pro-
cessing capacity was limited: Sell-
ers of used goods must inspect,
clean and, in some cases, refurbish
items before selling them. Physical
store closures—a significant
source of supply for secondhand
sellers such as The RealReal—also
hampered the ability to bring in
fresh (used) items.

Unlike sellers of new goods,
who can throw money at the sup-
ply problem, used-goods sellers
are at the mercy of the market.
They must attract consignors
through opening new stores stra-
tegically, advertising or by launch-
ing partnerships. ThredUp’s model
works this way—it has partner-
ships with Gap, Macy’s and Wal-
mart, among others.

Supply was the revenue-driver
for many secondhand companies
even before the downturn. The Re-
alReal tends to sell through
roughly 80% of its items within 90
days of listing, according to Matt
Gustke, chief financial officer. Apt-
Deco, which sells used furniture,
tends to sell through 80% of high-
demand brands—including West
Elm, IKEA and CB2—within eight
days, says co-founder Kalam Den-
nis. ThredUp, which sells used ap-
parel, works through most of its
inventory within 30 days or so.

Still, the pandemic helped boost
demand. For example, a drop in
car production boosted demand
for used ones. For The RealReal,
certain luxury brands’ decisions to

Sellers of Used Goods
Struggle With Supply
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BA furloughed half its staff in May, but many positions are set to be cut.
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